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Overview

The Cessna 340A is a high performance, twin-engine, pressurized, six place airplane certificated in the normal category. The
standard airplane is approved for day and night VFR operations. With the appropriate optional equipment installed and
operational, the airplane may be flown under IFR and in icing
conditions as defined by the FAA.
Publications
The Cessna Aircraft Company publishes handbooks providing
airplane systems information and operating instructions. These
publications include, but are not limited to, the FAA approved
Airplane Flight Manual (AFM), the Pilot’s Operating Handbook
(POH), and the Information Manual.
Airplane Equipment
Airplane systems and equipment provided by the manufacturer
as standard from the factory, as well as manufacturer installed
optional accessories, will be covered in this text. Vendor supplied Supplemental Type Certificated (STC) accessories will not
be included. This general description chapter will discuss the
basic airframe structure and related accessories.
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Airframe Structure
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The 340A is a low-wing airplane of all-metal construction
with retractable landing gear. The external skin is fastened to
frames, bulkheads, formers, and stringers, to provide a rigid
structure for the airplane. Limited use of bonding is employed
to provide increased strength, lighter weight, and a smoother
exterior finish.
The fuselage is of semimonocoque design consisting of the
nose section, pressurized center section, and aft section. Due
to the semimonocoque construction, if there is a failure in any
section, the surrounding parts assume the additional load preventing catastrophic failure. Carry-thru spars, incorporated for
attachment of the wings, pass laterally through the lower portion of the fuselage.
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Nose Section
The unpressurized nose section houses the nose baggage
compartment, the oxygen supply bottle, combustion heater,
avionics, and other miscellaneous equipment.

s

The nose baggage compartment extends from just aft of
the nose cap, which houses
the weather radar antenna
if installed, to forward of the
center section pressure bulkhead. Access is through left
and right side hinged doors,
each secured by two latches
and a key lock. Maximum load
capacity for the nose baggage
compartment is 350 pounds,
less optional equipment.
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NOSE SECTION

NOSE BAGGAGE COMPARTMENT DOOR
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Center Section
The airplane center section is reinforced and sealed for pressurization to the skin between forward and aft pressure bulkheads. Included in the center section are the cabin door, flight
compartment, and passenger cabin.

s

RIGHT SIDE VIEW CENTER SECTION

The pilot’s and copilot’s windshield are made of stretched
acrylic plastic. Six stretched
acrylic plastic windows are
located on each side of the
airplane. These windows,
forming part of the pressure
vessel, are all fixed except
for the foul weather windows
located forward of the pilot’s
and copilot’s side windows.

1

2

1. Windshield
2. Foul Weather Window
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The foul weather windows
may be opened during ground
operation and during all flight
operations with the airplane
depressurized.

s

FOUL WEATHER WINDOW

Caution: The airplane must not be operated in the pressurized
mode with damaged windows or windshield.
Caution: Windshields and windows (acrylic or laminated glass)
are easily damaged by improper handling and cleaning techniques.
Proper care and maintenance of the windshields and windows
is essential for a pressurized airplane. Acrylic windshields and
windows should be kept clean and waxed using the methods
and materials prescribed by the manufacturer. When prescribed materials are unavailable, acrylic windshields and
windows may be cleaned using a common, mild liquid soap as
long as appropriate precautions are taken:
1. Surfaces should be permitted to cool before cleaning.
2. All hand and wrist jewelry should be removed.
3. Dirt and abrasives should be dislodged with running water.
4. Cloth or sponge may only be used to transfer soap to
surface.
5. Only light rubbing force with a bare hand should be
applied.
6. After cleaning, surface should be rinsed with running water.
7. Surface may be dried with clean, damp chamois or cloth.
8. After drying, contact with the surface should be avoided.
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Cabin Door
The cabin door is a two-section assembly which, when closed
and latched with all six locking pins engaged, forms an integral
part of the pressure vessel.

s

CABIN DOOR IN OPEN POSITION

s

UPPER SECTION

s

AIRSTAIR DOOR

The upper section of the door is attached to the fuselage by a
piano-type hinge and swings upward to the open position. The
lower (airstair) section of the door is attached to the fuselage by
a piano-type hinge and swings downward to the open position.
Two fold-out steps are installed in the airstair door providing access to the airplane.
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The exterior door handle is stowed partially recessed on airplanes 340A0375 and earlier, or flush with the door skin on
airplanes 340A0401 and after. The cabin door is opened from
outside of the airplane by unstowing this handle and rotating it
clockwise to unlock the upper section.

s

34A0375 AND EARLIER

s

340A0401 AND AFTER

From inside of the airplane, the upper section is unlocked
by unstowing the interior upper door handle and rotating it
counterclockwise. The upper door section is held in the open
position by a stop assembly on airplanes 340A0125 and earlier, a spring-loaded extender on airplanes 340A0201 through
340A0713, or a gas-operated extender on airplanes 340A0714
and after or earlier airplanes with SK421-96 installed. With the
upper section open, the lower door handle is accessible.
1

2

3
1. Interior Upper Door Handle
2. Lower Door Handle
3. Cable Assemblies
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Rotating the lower door handle up unlocks the airstair door.
When fully extended, the airstair door is supported by two
cable assemblies, one forward and one aft. Some airplanes
may be equipped with pneumatic snubbers which cushion the
rate of opening.
Note: To prevent damage or injury, lower the airstair door gently
by supporting it while opening from the outside or by using the
cable assemblies when opening from the inside.
Caution: When entering or exiting the airplane, ensure lower
cabin door is fully extended before putting weight on steps.
The cabin door is closed by lifting the airstair door to position it
in the frame, then rotating the lower door handle down to engage the four locking pins. With the airstair door secured, the
upper section is pulled down to the closed position and the upper door handle is rotated (exterior-counterclockwise, interiorclockwise) to engage the two locking pins and a latching hook
which secures the upper section to the lower section .

1

2

3
1. Cabin Door Locking Pin
2. Cabin Door Locking Plate
3. Cabin Door Seal
An inflatable seal is installed around the periphery of the door
frame to enhance fuselage-to-door sealing. This seal is inflated
by cabin pressure entering the seal through a series of holes.
A “cross seal,” installed in the lower door, seals the gap between the upper and lower sections of the door.
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To prevent inadvertent opening of the door, airplanes
340A0375 and earlier feature a
cabin door safety chain while
airplanes 340A0401 and after
feature an overcenter locking design incorporated in
the upper cabin door handle.
The overcenter locking design
requires that the upper cabin
door handle be rotated fully
against the stop before being
stowed.		

s

CABIN DOOR SAFETY CHAIN

Six inspection holes are installed in the door to visually confirm
positive engagement of the locking pins. With the cabin door
properly secured, a green indicator with a white vertical stripe
will be visible in each inspection hole. Positive engagement
of the latching hook is confirmed by a visual inspection of the
hook between the upper and lower sections of the door. On
airplanes 340A0401 and after, the visible portion of the hook is
also green with a white vertical stripe to facilitate inspection.

2
1

1. Latching Hook Engagement Point
2. Locking Pin Inspection Windows
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For additional safety, a red [DOOR WARN] light, located on the
annunciator panel in the flight compartment, will illuminate if
the cabin door is not properly secured. This annunciator light is
controlled by a microswitch, installed in the door frame, which
is actuated by the forward locking pin in the upper section of
the door. With electrical power applied to the airplane and the
upper section of the door unsecured, the door warning circuit
is completed and the [DOOR WARN] light is illuminated. When
the upper section is fully secured, the door warning circuit is
interrupted and the light is extinguished.
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Flight Compartment
The flight compartment provides for a crew of two, with full
instrumentation for the pilot, and optionally available equipment
for the copilot. Dual elevator, aileron, rudder, and wheel brake
controls are standard on the 340A.

s

TYPICAL 340A FLIGHT COMPARTMENT

The pilot’s and copilot’s seats
are installed on independent
pan assemblies attached to
the forward main spar carrythru structure. The standard
seats are manually adjustable
fore and aft on rail assemblies
by lifting the handle located
on the right forward face of the
seat and sliding the seat to the
desired position.

1

2

1. Fore and Aft Adjustment
2 Seat Back Adjustment
Seat back angle, from vertical to a reclining position, is adjusted by lifting the handle located on the left forward face of the
seat and tilting the seat back to the desired position.
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Optional, manually adjustable or electrically adjustable seats
may be installed which provide seat height and back angle
adjustments. These seats are manually adjustable fore and
aft on rail assemblies by lifting the release bar located below
the forward face of the seat and sliding the seat to the desired
position. Manual seat height is adjusted by rotating a handcrank located below the forward left corner of each seat, while
back angle is adjusted by rotating a handcrank located at the
forward right corner of each seat. Electric seat height and back
angle adjustments are made by a pair of switches located below the forward left corner of each seat.

1

1. Seat Back Adjustment
2 Fore and Aft Adjustment
3. Height Adjustment
4. Lumbar Adjustment
		
Seat back lumbar supports
are also available as an option. Each lumbar support
consists of a foam-filled,
air-tight cushion with a bleed
valve, located on the lower
outboard seat back, provided
for air pressure adjustment.

3

2

4

Note: Variations in cabin pressure will cause the lumbar support
cushion to expand or contract as airplane altitude changes.
Should this occur, the bleed air valve should be adjusted, as
required, to maintain desired support.
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Armrests are installed on each inboard seat back. When not
in use, the armrests are stowed in an upright position behind,
and flush with, the seat backs. For use, each armrest is pulled
from its stowed position and lowered by pushing down on the
forward end.
Each seat is provided with
seat belts and a shoulder
harness. The seat belts are
attached to the airplane floor
structure and fasten in the
center. The adjustable shoulder harness is attached to the
airplane overhead structure
aft and outboard of each seat.
The opposite end of the harness attaches to the end of the
outboard seat belt. An optional
inertia reel may be installed which allows normal occupant
movement until abrupt forward motion causes a locking device
to secure the harness.

s

HAND HELD FIRE EXTINGUISHER

A hand-held fire extinguisher is secured in a bracket beneath
the copilot’s seat. Refer to the emergency procedures for
proper operation of this fire extinguisher.
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Passenger Cabin
The passenger cabin measures approximately 114.5" from the
flight compartment divider, if installed, to the aft pressure bulkhead, and 46.5" from sidewall to sidewall at its widest point.
The cabin may be separated from the flight compartment by
optional curtains. A refreshment bar or storage cabinet, located
in the forward cabin area, and/or an executive writing table may
also be installed as optional equipment.

s

FORWARD PASSENGER CABIN

Parallel seat tracks, installed
along each side of the cabin
floor, allow for installation of
up to four passenger seats
facing either forward or aft as
desired. The standard forward
facing passenger seats are
manually adjustable fore and
aft along the tracks on roller
and guide assemblies attached to the seat frame. Fore
and aft adjustment is accoms AFT PASSENGER CABIN
plished by lifting a release bar
located below the left forward face of the seat and sliding the
seat to the desired position. Optional seats are available which
provide seat back angle adjustment from vertical to reclining
position by lifting a release bar located below the right forward
face of the seat and tilting the seat back to the desired position.
1-14
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Aft-facing seats are secured directly to the tracks and are not
adjustable fore and aft once installed. Seat belts are provided
at each passenger station.
Warning: Forward facing seats must not be installed or used as
aft facing seats unless rollers and seat rail stops are reversed.
3

2
1

4
1.
2.
3.
4.

Directional Air Vent
Reading Light
Reading Light Switch
Oxygen Outlet

Individual directional air vents, oxygen outlets, and reading
lights are located on overhead panels above each passenger
station. Airflow for heating is provided through outlets located
just above floor level on the left and right side of the cabin
An optional relief tube is
housed within a compartment
accessible through the forward side of the aft cabin baggage area shelf. Maximum
load capacity for the aft cabin
baggage area is 340 pounds.

▲ AFT CABIN BAGGAGE AREA
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s

EMERGENCY EXIT DOOR INTERIOR

An emergency exit door is located aft of the copilot’s side window on the right side of the passenger cabin. The rectangular
plug-type door is secured in the airframe by a locking mechanism operated by an interior handle. There is no security indicating system associated with the emergency exit door. Refer
to the emergency procedures for proper operation of this exit.
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Aft Fuselage Section

The unpressurized fuselage tailcone structure provides attachment points for the tail surfaces. Control cables and actuators
for the tail control surfaces, the emergency locator transmitter,
and other miscellaneous optional equipment are also contained
in this section.
Empennage
The empennage includes the vertical stabilizer, with attached
rudder and trim tab and leading edge dorsal fairing, and the
one-piece horizontal stabilizer, with attached elevators and
trim tabs. The semimonocoque construction of the empennage
incorporates the use of spars, stringers, ribs, and skin.
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Wings

The wings are all-metal, full-cantilever structures consisting of
a forward and rear main spar with ribs installed between the
spars. The main spars are attached to carry-thru spars which
pass laterally through the lower portion of the fuselage. The
carry-thru spars provide structural attachment points for the
wings at the inboard stub wings. The wings provide the support
structure for attachment of the engines, main landing gear, ailerons, flaps, and the wing tip mounted main fuel tanks. Bladdertype fuel tanks, supplementing the main fuel supply, may be
installed in the outboard wings and/or wing lockers as optional
equipment.
Wing locker baggage compartments are provided in the
aft section of each engine
nacelle. Each compartment
is accessed through a door
which is attached by two
hinges, at its forward edge, to
the engine nacelle. A levertype handle, installed in the
nacelle aft of the door, operates a latch bolt which secures
the door in its closed position. A key lock is provided for
s WING LOCKER
ground security. Maximum load
capacity for each wing locker
baggage compartment is 120 pounds, or 40 pounds when
wing locker tanks are installed.
1-18
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Ground Handling
Towing
A tow bar may be attached to the nose gear strut fork to move
the airplane when it is positioned on a hard surface. When
positioned on a soft surface, or when moving the airplane could
result in damage to the nose gear, the airplane may be towed
with cables attached to the main gear.

s

TOW BAR ATTACHMENT

s

TURN LIMITATION PLACARD

When using a tow bar, the nose gear turning limit of 52° must
not be exceeded. In earlier installations, a stop block is installed on top of the upper barrel of the nose gear assembly
to prevent exceeding this limit. In later installations, the stop
block is relocated to the middle of the upper barrel to provide
indication that turning limits have been exceeded. In this configuration, “clips” are affixed to the trunnion to prevent damage
which could result from direct stop block contact with the trunnion. The pilot should ensure that all personnel involved with
repositioning the airplane are knowledgeable of proper ground
handling procedures and limitations as outlined by the manufacturer.
Caution: Remove all control locks before ground handling. When
using the tow bar, never exceed the nosewheel turning limits
of 52° either side of the center. Structural damage may occur if
the turn limits are exceeded. Do not push or pull on propellers
or control surfaces when moving the airplane on the ground.
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Parking
To ensure proper ground security during normal weather conditions, the airplane should be parked on a hard surface, pointed
into the wind, with the nose wheel centered. Once in position,
the parking brake should be set, the wheels chocked, the controls locked, a static ground cable connected, and protective
covers installed.
Caution: Do not set parking brakes when the brakes are overheated or during cold weather when accumulated moisture
may freeze the brakes.

WING TIE DOWN POINT
21CWGTIE.TIF)

s

WING TIE DOWN POINT

s

FUSELAGE TIE DOWN POINT

When parking for extended periods or when gusty or strong
winds are forecasted, the airplane should be tied down with
chains or ropes of at least 700 pounds tensile strength at an
angle to the ground of 45°.
Note: If rudder gust lock is not available, turn the nose wheel to
the extreme right or left position.
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Limitations
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material, markings and placards, or any combination thereof for all limitations.
Emergency Procedures
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material (supplementary
checklist) as revised, for procedural information.
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Operational Notes
Emergency Exit Door Removal
FAA certificated Air Carriers are required to practice emergency exit door removal and emergency evacuation procedures
on a regular basis. Though there is no such requirement for
FAR Part 91 operators, these procedures are extremely important to learn, and should also be practiced on a regular basis.
The manufacturer recommends removal and inspection of the
emergency exit door annually. During this inspection, a practice
emergency evacuation of the airplane should be considered,
including removal of the exit door, following recommended
procedures and taking preventive measures to protect the exit
door and wing surface from being damaged. Performing this
exercise will better prepare you to perform the procedure in an
actual emergency situation and better enable you to brief passengers on the use of this important safety feature.
Notes on performing this procedure:
1. Plan on replacing the emergency exit door seal during
inspection. If the seal is aging, dried-out, or cracked and
leaking cabin air pressure, this would be an opportune time
for programmed replacement.
2. Assign helpers to stations ahead of the wing between the
nacelle and fuselage to receive the door, as well as behind
the wing to assist exercise participants to the ground safely.
3. Equip your airplane with passenger briefing cards detailing
emergency features specific to your year and model. If unavailable from the manufacturer, consider developing your
own.
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Nose Baggage Door Open on Takeoff
The best policy with regards to operation of all airplane doors
is for the pilot to verify that each has been properly closed and
secured. Although latch failures are rare, cases have occurred
where the pilot has failed to inspect all latches, or trusted unqualified personnel to secure the baggage doors.
Preflight inspections should include a check of all latches and
locking hooks on each door. This check should include securing both latches and rotating the key lock to engage the hook.
As a final check of door security, the latches may be released
to determine locking hook engagement, but must be immediately resecured upon completion of this check.
Should a nose baggage door open during takeoff, it is not likely
that contact with the propeller would occur, nor should any
unusual handling qualities be evidenced. If this emergency
should occur during takeoff roll and sufficient runway remains
to safely abort, the airplane should be slowed and stopped. If
this emergency should occur after takeoff and/or insufficient
runway remains to safely abort, airspeed should be maintained
below 120 KIAS and return to the airport for landing should be
made as soon as practical.
In either situation, lowering the nose abruptly should be avoided as this could result in loose objects being thrown from the
nose baggage compartment. Also, if the decision is made not
to abort the takeoff, coordination should be maintained and the
flight controls should be operated as smoothly as possible to
further minimize the risk of loose objects being thrown from the
nose baggage compartment.
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Cabin Fire Extinguisher
The optional “Halon” fire extinguisher is most effective on class
B (flammable liquids) and class C (electrical) fires. When use
of the fire extinguisher is required, procedures outlined by the
manufacturer should be followed:
			
1. Loosen the retaining clamp and remove the extinguisher
bottle from its bracket at the base of the copilots’ seat.
2. Hold the bottle upright, pull the lever retaining pin, and
press the lever to discharge the extinguishing agent. Normal
discharge duration is between 8 and 25 seconds.
3. After discharging the bottle, the cabin should be ventilated.
Note: Begin discharging the extinguishing agent at a distance
of five feet from fire at the base of the flames, and sweep as required across the width of the flame. After use, the extinguisher
should be recharged to normal pressure (approximately 125
PSI).
Halon (Halogenated Hydrocarbon Bromochlorodifluoromethane) is a desirable extinguishing agent for the following reasons:
1. It is a liquefied gas (85% liquid/15% gas) allowing for a longer discharge range of 9-15 feet.
2. It does not impair vision when discharged.
3. It does not cause equipment damage nor does it leave corrosive chemical residue.
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Overview
This chapter will describe the basic components, sub-systems,
and operation of the engines. Knowing and operating within
safe parameters of the engines and propeller systems, extends
engine life and ensures safety.
Engine Description

s

POWERPLANT INSTALLATION

The Cessna 340A is powered by two air-cooled, fuel-injected,
horizontally-opposed, six-cylinder TSIO-520-N (340A0562 and
earlier) or TSIO-520-NB (340A0601 and after) engines manufactured by Teledyne Continental Motors. Each engine is rated
at 310 horsepower at 2700 RPM and 38.0 inHg manifold pressure. The engines are turbocharged for improved high altitude
performance.
The engine model numbers indicate engine type, characteristics, and configuration as follows:
TS
Turbo-Supercharged
I
Fuel-Injected
O
Horizontally-Opposed cylinder arrangement
520
Approximate total piston displacement in cubic 		
		
inches
N/NB
Specific model and configuration
The NB model is identical to the N model except for a modified
crankshaft and other changes associated with the crankshaft.
CESSNA 340A 09/10
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Engine Structure
The structural foundation of the TSIO-520-N and TSIO-520-NB
engines is the crankcase. An assembled crankcase consists of
left and right halves cast from aluminum alloy and joined along
the vertical center by threaded fasteners. The crankcase functions to provide support for internal and external engine components, oil passages for lubrication, and a means for attachment of the engine to the airplane.
Bosses molded in the crankcase interior are machine bored to
function as bearings for the camshaft, guides for the hydraulic
valve lifters and propeller governor drive shaft, and seats for
the main bearings which support the crankshaft.
Each engine can be divided into three principal sections as follows:
1. Nose Section
The nose section houses the propeller shaft as well as drive
gearing and mounting pads for the propeller governor and the
alternator.
2. Power Section
The power section is made up of the mechanical components
associated with internal combustion and the conversion of
reciprocating motion to rotary motion which drives the propeller
and all engine-driven systems and accessories.
Mounting pads are provided on the crankcase for six cylinder
assemblies which each consist of a cylinder barrel, cylinder
head, valves, and related valve operating mechanisms. Reciprocal movement of the pistons within the cylinder barrels is
transmitted to the crankshaft by the connecting rods. The subsequent rotation of the crankshaft is transmitted as torque to the
nose section and the accessory section of the engine.
Components of the fuel-air control system, induction system,
ignition system, and exhaust system, forming part of the assembled engine, are included in the power section.
3. Accessory Section
The accessory section houses associated drive gearing and
mounting pads for the starter, oil pump assembly, fuel-injection
pump, dual magnetos, vacuum pump, and the air conditioning
hydraulic pump when installed.
2-2
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Engine Controls
Levers and switches used to control engine functions are located on the control pedestal and the pilot’s left subpanel in
the flight compartment. The primary engine controls are cableoperated and positioned in groups of two at the top of the
pedestal, forward of and between the pilot’s and copilot’s seats.
These are from left to right: throttle levers, propeller levers, and
mixture levers. The knobs are shaped so they can be identified
by feel. Lever friction control is also provided.

2
1
4

3

1. Throttle Control Levers
The throttle control levers are used to select a desired manifold
pressure through the fuel-air control unit of each engine. Movement of a lever changes the position of a plate (butterfly valve)
in its associated air throttle which controls induction airflow
to its respective engine. Each lever is also interconnected by
mechanical linkage to the variable absolute pressure controller
(VAPC) and the fuel metering valve, so that the position of the
turbocharger wastegate valve and the supply of metered fuel
can be modulated to achieve desired power.
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2. Propeller Control Levers
The propeller control levers are used to select a desired engine/propeller RPM. Movement of a lever changes the setting
of its associated propeller governor which automatically adjusts
blade pitch to maintain selected RPM as airspeed and/or engine power changes. Pulling a lever fully aft to the feather position allows the prop to feather. A detent in the aft range of lever
travel prevents inadvertent selection of feather.
3. Mixture Control Levers
The mixture control levers are used to adjust the amount of fuel
metered by the fuel-air control unit of each engine. Movement
of a lever positions its respective mixture valve to regulate the
amount of fuel delivered to the metering valve or returned to the
engine-driven fuel pump. Advancing a lever forward increases
fuel flow to the metering valve and decreases return fuel flow to
the pump. With a lever positioned fully aft to idle cutoff (ICO),
the mixture valve functions as a fuel cutoff, returning all fuel to
the pump. By proportioning fuel flow to induction airflow, the
mixture levers permit precise leaning for efficient fuel burn at
any combination of altitude and power setting.
An index labeled 1 through 9 is marked on the control pedestal
for lever position reference.
4. Friction Lock
The control quadrant friction
lock, located on the right side
of the pedestal, adjusts the
amount of force required to
move the three pairs of primary engine controls. Clockwise rotation increases friction
and prevents the control levers
from creeping once they have
been set.
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1

1. Right Engine Cowl Flaps
2. Cowl Flap Controls

2

Independent push-pull type
cowl flap controls, located on
the lower control pedestal,
are provided for each engine.
Each control operates a cable
attached to a torque tube assembly which simultaneously
positions a pair of cowl flaps
hinged to the lower surface of
each engine nacelle. The position of the cowl flaps regulates
engine cooling airflow through the nacelle to control cylinder
head temperature. The amount of airflow is increased as the
controls are pushed in (opening the cowl flaps), and reduced
as the controls are pulled out (closing the cowl flaps). Rotating
each control knob clockwise secures it in the position selected.
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Alternate Air Controls
Independent push-pull type,
three-position alternate air
controls, located on the lower
control pedestal below the
cowl flap controls, are provided for each engine. In the
normal (pushed fully in) position, cold filtered induction
air is supplied to the engines
through a recessed, NACAtype scoop located on the
inboard side of each nacelle.
When pulled out to the first detent, the alternate air door slides
partially aft, supplying the engine with cold unfiltered induction
air from within the forward nacelle through an opening in the aft
baffle. When pulled fully out, the alternate air door slides fully
aft, supplying the engine with warm unfiltered induction air from
within the accessory area of the nacelle. Rotating each control
knob clockwise secures it in the position selected. Refer to
pages 2-20 through 2-23 of this chapter for a complete description of the induction air system.
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2
1
3

1. Magneto Switches
The magnetos are controlled by a left and right pair of two-position on/off switches. Placing a switch in the upper (on) position
ungrounds the primary circuit of its corresponding magneto allowing ignition spark to be produced. Refer to pages 2-17 and
2-18 of this chapter for a complete description of the ignition
system.
2. Auxiliary Boost Pump Switches
The electrically-powered auxiliary boost pumps, installed within
each tip tank, are controlled by a pair of switches labeled AUX
PUMPS. These switches may be three-position (ON/OFF/LOW)
toggle-type on airplanes not incorporating MEB88-3, or threeposition (HIGH/OFF/LOW) lever-lock type on airplanes incorporating MEB88-3. Refer to pages 3-10 through 3-13 of this
manual for a complete description of the auxiliary boost pumps
and their operation.
3. Starter Switches
Two guarded red push-button type switches, labeled LEFT
START and RIGHT START, are used to energize the starter and
starting vibrator for engine start. Refer to page 2-19 of this
chapter for a complete description of the starting system.
4. Primer Switch
The three-position primer switch, labeled PRIME, is located between the starter switches and spring-loaded to the center (off)
position. Holding this switch in either the “LEFT” or “RIGHT” position activates the respective auxiliary fuel boost pump in high
output mode to provide priming fuel during engine starting.
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Engine Instrumentation
The operating functions of the left and right engine, are monitored through a dual-indicating manifold pressure gage, tachometer, fuel flow indicator, and exhaust gas temperature
gage. Individual combination gages indicating oil pressure, oil
temperature, and cylinder head temperature are provided for
each engine. Colored markings on the instrument faces indicate normal and restricted engine operating limitations.
Manifold Pressure Gage
Indicates intake manifold
absolute pressure (MAP) calibrated in inches of mercury
(inHg). The instrument dial is
marked with a wide green arc
denoting the normal operating range between 17.0 and
31.5 inHg. A narrow green arc
between 31.5 and 34.0 inHg
denotes a conditional normal
operating range at engine/
propeller speeds between 2200 and 2300 RPM. A blue arc
between 25.0 and 38.0 inHg provides reference of maximum
allowable manifold pressure settings in relation to the altitude
markings positioned along this scale. A red radial line at 38.0
inHg denotes the maximum manifold pressure limitation. A
2450 RPM marking at 31.5 inHg and 2300 RPM marking at 34.0
inHg provide reference of manifold pressure and engine/propeller speed settings recommended for maximum (77.5%) cruise
power.
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Tachometer
Indicates engine/propeller
speed calibrated in revolutions
per minute (RPM) provided by
the tachometer (tach) generator. The tach generator is geardriven through the oil pressure
pump and does not require
power from the airplane’s
electrical system to operate.
The instrument dial is marked
with a green arc denoting the
normal operating range between 2100 and 2450 RPM. A red
radial line at 2700 RPM denotes the maximum engine/propeller
speed limitation.
Fuel Flow Indicator
Indicates fuel flow to the
engines in pounds per hour
(LBS/HR). Fuel manifold pressure and turbocharger discharge air pressure are routed
directly to the indicator as they
are to the injection nozzles.
Because fuel pressure at the
injection nozzles is proportional to fuel flow, the measured
pressure is displayed as the
rate of fuel flow. The instrument dial is marked with a green arc
denoting the normal operating range between 10 and 185 LBS/
HR. Red radial lines at
0 LBS/HR (3.0 PSI) and 190 LBS/HR (21.7 PSI) denote minimum and maximum fuel flow limitations respectively. Colored
arc segments provide reference of recommended fuel flow
rates for takeoff (white segment), climb (blue segments), and
cruise (green segments) conditions in relation to the % POWER
marking adjacent to each segment.
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Fuel Flow Indicator with Totalizer
(optional)
An optional electronic fuel flow
indicating system may be installed on airplanes 340A0401
and after.

1

3
1. Totalizer Display
2. Counter Switch
3. Dim/CLR Knob

2

This system incorporates a transducer, installed downstream of
each fuel control unit, which generates electrical impulses representing a measurement of fuel flow. These impulses are transmitted to the fuel flow indicator which converts the input signals
to analog output signals displayed as the rate of fuel flow.
Note: This system is calibrated for the use of 100 grade fuel. If
100LL fuel is used, the fuel flow is approximately 2% higher
than the actual indications.
The electronic fuel flow indicator features a digital totalizer
which displays the quantity of fuel consumed by both engines
or remaining in both wing systems. A counter switch, located
on the lower left corner of the instrument case, is used to set
the totalizer for the total fuel load in 10 and 100 pound increments. A DIM/CLR knob, located on the lower right corner of
the instrument case, is used to control the light intensity of the
digital display and to set the counter to zero. Totalizer indication
values are retained after shutdown through a memory circuit
powered by the hot battery bus.
Warning: The fuel quantity gage is the primary indicator of fuel
on board the airplane. It is therefore essential that the totalizer
be programmed prior to flight to indicate the same fuel load as
the quantity gage, particularly after the airplane has been fueled.
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1
2

1. Exhaust Gas Temperature (EGT) Gage
2. EGT Probe
The optional EGT gage, or economy mixture indicator, indicates
the exhaust gas temperature sensed by a probe installed in
the exhaust manifold of each engine. When cruising at engine
power settings of 77.5% or less, this gage provides an indication of combustion efficiency to aid the pilot in proportioning the
fuel-air mixture to achieve the greatest engine power with the
lowest consumption of fuel. The EGT gage displays a relative
scale value, not a specific temperature.
Note: Mixture setting should be accomplished in accordance
with the % POWER markings on the fuel flow indicator to insure
proper engine cooling under the corresponding operating conditions. Mixture leaning at power settings greater than 77.5%
are not recommended.
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Combination Engine Gages (left and right)
These are triple-scale gages which independently indicate the
oil pressure, oil temperature, and cylinder head temperature
(CHT) of each engine.
1. Oil Pressure
Oil pressure measurements
are obtained through a calibrated sample tap and oilfilled instrument line connect3
ed directly to the gage. The oil
pressure scale is marked with
a green arc denoting the normal operating range between
30 and 60 PSI, and red radial
lines denoting the maximum
and minimum oil pressure limitations at 100 PSI and 10 PSI respectively.
2. Oil Temperature
Oil temperature is electrically
transmitted to the gage, via a
single wire, from a heat-variable, resistor-type temperature
bulb located on the output
side of the oil cooler.

1

2

2b

2a
2a. Oil Cooler
2b. Oil Temperature Bulb
The oil temperature scale is marked with a green arc denoting
the normal operating range between 75 and 240°F, and a red
radial line denoting the maximum oil temperature limitation at
240°F.
3. Cylinder Head Temperature
Cylinder head temperature (CHT) is electrically transmitted to
its respective gage through a thermocouple installed in the
bottom of the left engine’s number three cylinder and the right
engine’s number five cylinder. The CHT temperature scale is
marked with a green arc denoting the normal operating range
between 200 and 460°F, and a red radial line denoting the
maximum CHT temperature limitation at 460°F.
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Engine Oil System
Each engine is equipped with a wet sump, pressure-type, oil
system providing engine lubrication and cooling, as well as
control for selected sub-systems. Each engine’s oil supply is
contained in the sump assembly, essentially an oil
3
pan, attached to the underside of the crankcase.
2
From the sump, oil is drawn
by suction through a perforated pickup tube to the
inlet side of the oil pressure
pump.
1. Oil Pressure Pump
2. Oil Filter
3. Oil Cooler

1

Oil Pumps
Oil circulation through the system is provided by an independent pressure pump and scavenge pump mounted on the accessory section of each engine. The pressure pump is directly
driven by the camshaft and supplies oil to all internal components of the engine. A spring-loaded relief valve incorporated
in the pressure pump outlet maintains normal oil pressure by
routing excess oil back to the inlet side of the pump. From the
pressure pump outlet, oil is directed to the oil filter. The scavenge pump is gear-driven by the crankshaft through the starter
drive adapter and facilitates the return of turbocharger lubrication oil to the sump.
Oil Filter
A full-flow, replaceable-element oil filter functions to prevent
particles of foreign matter present in the oil from entering the
engine. Should the filter element become blocked, a bypass
valve incorporated in the filter adapter permits continued,
though unfiltered, oil flow to the engine. From the discharge
port of the filter adapter, oil flow is directed to the oil cooler.
Oil Cooler
The oil cooler is externally mounted on the accessory section
of each engine and functions as an air-oil heat exchanger to
reduce oil operating temperature. To maintain oil temperature
in the normal range of 75°F to 240°F, an integral, thermally-operated oil temperature control valve regulates the amount of oil
permitted to flow through the oil cooler or directly to the engine.
CESSNA 340A 09/10
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Engine Oil System Schematic
a

PROP OIL TRANSFER SLEEVE

b
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Oil Circulation
From the oil cooler, pressurized oil entering the left side of the
crankcase is directed to the hollow interior of the camshaft
which functions as the main oil gallery. Through drilled passages in the camshaft journals, oil is directed to independent galleries in the left and right sides of the crankcase. Pressurized oil
within the left oil gallery supplies all crankshaft bearings, the left
bank of hydraulic valve lifters, the propeller governor, and accessory drive gearing. Pressurized oil within the right oil gallery
supplies the right bank of hydraulic valve lifters. The connecting rod bearings are lubricated through drilled passages in the
crankshaft. The cylinder walls, pistons, and piston (wrist) pins
are lubricated by individual “squirt” nozzles, supplied through
the crankshaft bearings, which direct a continuous stream of oil
at the inner dome of each piston.
From within the lifters, oil is routed through the interior of each
pushrod and through a drilled passage in its associated rocker
arm to lubricate the valve operating mechanisms. Return oil is
carried back to the sump through the tubular pushrod housings
which extend between each cylinder head and the crankcase.
Oil is introduced to the propeller governor through a drilled
passage and pump inlet port in its mounting pad. The governor
pump boosts oil pressure and directs it through a transfer collar, surrounding the forward crankshaft, which facilitates oil flow
to and from the propeller hub through the interior of the propeller shaft for propeller system operation.
In addition to lubricating and
cooling internal engine components, oil is carried through
an external line for lubrication and cooling of the turbocharger shaft bearings and
for turbocharger control. This
oil is drawn through the scavenge pump and returned to
the sump.
s
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TURBOCHARGER LUBRICATION LINE
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On airplanes 340A1501 and
after, and airplanes 340A1280
and earlier with SK340-27
installed, warm oil is routed
through the fuel manifold valve
to minimize fuel icing during
high altitude/extreme cold
operations.

s
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Servicing
The capacity of the oil sump is
12 quarts, with an additional
quart in the oil filter. A calibrated dipstick, attached to the
filler cap, indicates the sump
oil level. The oil filler cap and
dipstick are accessed through
a door in the engine cowling.

s

OIL FILLER ACCESS

Note: The dipstick indicates the quantity of oil in the sump and
does not account for the 1 quart of oil in the oil filter. Due to
the angle at which each engine is installed, the dipsticks are
calibrated for either the right or left engine only and are noninterchangeable.
Do not operate the engines with less than 9 quarts of oil indicated. For normal flights of less than 3 hours, fill the system to the
10 quart level to minimize the loss of oil through the breather.
For extended flights the system should be filled to capacity.
Engine Oil Grades
To insure adequate engine lubrication under most operating
conditions, aircraft and aircraft engine manufacturers specify
recommended oil grades and viscosities determined by engine
operating speeds and temperatures as well as ground air (ambient) temperatures. The table below reflects recommended oil
viscosities (SAE ratings) recommended for this airplane based
on the given ambient temperature ranges.
SAE Rating
50
30
Multiviscosity

Ambient Temperature
Above 4.4°C/40°F
Below 4.4°C/40°F
Unrestricted After First 100 Hours

Note: The engines are to operated with ashless dispersant oil
conforming to Teledyne Continental Motors Corporation (TCM)
Specification MHS-24-B or the most current applicable TCM
Service Bulletin (M87-12 Revision 1).
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Ignition System

s

MAGNETO INSTALLATION

Each engine’s dual ignition
system consists of a left and
right Bendix Scintilla magneto
mounted on and gear-driven
by the accessory section,
ignition cable assemblies, and
spark plugs installed in each
cylinder head. Each magneto
operates independently of the
other, delivering high voltage
current to one of the two spark
plugs in each cylinder head.

s

SPARK PLUG INSTALLATION

The left magneto fires the upper
three spark plugs on the left bank of cylinders and the lower
three on the right; the right magneto fires the lower three spark
plugs on the left bank of cylinders and the upper three on the
right. As such, either magneto will provide ignition should failure of the opposite magneto occur.
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Ignition System Schematic

6

MAGNETO FIRING ORDER: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
ENGINE FIRING ORDER: 1, 6, 3, 2, 5, 4

TERMINALS
LEFT SIDE
CYLINDERS

5

4

RIGHT SIDE
CYLINDERS

LEFT MAGNETO CURRENT
RIGHT MAGNETO CURRENT
DC CURRENT

3

2

1

6
1

5

2

4

3

3

4

LEFT
MAGNETO
TO PRIMARY
BREAKER

2

5

1
6

RIGHT
MAGNETO
TO RETARD
BREAKER

TO PRIMARY
BREAKER

Placing a magneto switch in the upper (on) position ungrounds
the primary magneto circuit allowing ignition spark to be produced. During the BEFORE TAKEOFF magneto check, there
should not be a drop of more than 150 RPM or a difference of
more than 50 RPM between the magnetos.
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Starting System

s

ENGINE STARTER INSTALLATION

Each engine’s starting system consists of a 24-volt DC directdrive starter, a starting vibrator, starter button, and associated
relays and wiring. To facilitate engine starting, the left magneto
features retard breaker points connected to a special starting circuit which overcomes weak spark produced by normal
magneto timing at cranking speeds. The starting vibrator further supplements left magneto spark by delivering a “pulsating”
high voltage current to the retard breaker points.
During engine start, with both magneto switches in the upper
(on) position and the starter button depressed, the starter is
engaged, the primary magneto circuits are grounded, and the
left magneto retard breaker circuit and the starting vibrator are
energized. After the engine has started and the starter button is
released, the retard breaker circuit and starting vibrator circuit
are broken, the primary magneto circuits are ungrounded, and
dual ignition is provided.
Note: Release starter button as soon as engine fires or engine
will not accelerate and flooding can result.
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Induction Air System
The primary source of induction air for engine operation is
through a recessed, NACA-type scoop located on the inboard
side of each nacelle, and an air canister and filter assembly.
Should the primary induction air source become obstructed,
alternate induction air sources are provided.

1

2

6

4
5

3
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Air Intake Scoop
Alternate Air Controls
Alternate Air Door
Alternate Air Intake Hose
Control Cable
Aft Engine Baffle
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The desired source is selected through positioning of the alternate air controls, located on the lower control pedestal below
the cowl flap controls. When either control is pulled out to the
first detent, the alternate air door slides partially aft, supplying
the engine with cold unfiltered induction air from within the forward nacelle through an opening in the aft baffle. When pulled
fully out, the alternate air door slides fully aft, supplying the
engine with warm unfiltered induction air from within the accessory area of the nacelle.
When operating on warm alternate air, the increased temperature of the induction air results in a reduction of turbocharger
performance and engine power. Should indicated manifold
pressure drop, it may be regained by advancing the propeller
lever(s) as required, advancing the throttle lever(s) to increase
engine power, and readjusting the mixture lever(s) for the new
power setting.
Caution: Use of alternate air during ground operation could result
in engine damage caused by debris being ingested with the
unfiltered air.
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Primary Induction Air Source
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3
2
1

1.
2.
3.

Pressurization Air Controls
Cabin Pressurization Switch
Ram Air Control

Warning: Should it become necessary to use warm alternate air,
the appropriate pressurization air control(s) must be pulled out
to prevent nacelle fumes from entering the cabin. When using
warm alternate air on one engine, the corresponding pressurization air control must be pulled out. When using warm
alternate air on both engines, both pressurization air controls
must be pulled out thereby depressurizing the cabin. In this
condition, the ram air control should also be pulled out and the
cabin pressurization switch positioned to “DEPRESS” to facilitate cabin ventilation. Additionally, if the flight altitude is above
10,000 feet, Emergency Descent Procedures should be initiated and all occupants should use oxygen.
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Turbocharger System
1

3

2

1.
2.
3.

Compressor
Turbine (heat shield)
Air Canister

Major components of the turbocharger include a compressor
and turbine connected by a common shaft, a variable absolute
pressure controller (VAPC), wastegate, and an absolute pressure relief valve (APRV). The compressor, located between the
air canister and the air throttle, pressurizes induction air supplied to the engine for high altitude operation and to the cabin
for pressurization. The turbine, forming part of the exhaust
system, is driven by engine exhaust gas flow and drives the
compressor.
To contain high temperatures emitted by the turbines, each turbine is enclosed within a heat shield as pictured above.
Turbocharger Operation
From the compressor area of the turbocharger, the pressurized induction air (turbocharger discharge air pressure) passes
through the air throttle and the induction manifold to the cylinders for combustion. A small portion of this air is also utilized
for cabin pressurization.
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Since pressurization of the
induction air increases its density as well as its temperature,
and since very high temperature air could cause pre-ignition or detonation in the cylinders, the air is passed through
an intercooler. The intercooler
functions as an air-to-air heat
exchanger, reducing the temperature of the pressurized
induction air prior to its enters INDUCTION AIR INTERCOOLER
ing the induction manifold. As the
induction air passes through the core of the intercooler, some of
its heat is transferred to cooling fins which are exposed to lower
temperature ram air passing through the intercooler by way of
a recessed, NACA-type scoop located on the lower surface of
each engine nacelle.
Detonation and pre-ignition are most likely to be encountered
during high power, high altitude operations. This can be prevented through adherence to the airplane’s “critical altitude”
operating limitation which determines maximum manifold pressure settings allowable at a given altitude. In some installations,
altitude markings are placarded on the panel around the manifold pressure gage as a reference to these limitations. Refer to
pages 2-29 and 2-30 of this chapter for a complete description
of turbocharger operational characteristics.
From the intercooler, left and right intake manifolds carry the
pressurized induction air to individual intake ports which are
cast into each cylinder head. A balance tube, interconnecting
the forward end of each intake manifold, equalizes pressure
within the intake manifolds to increase the uniformity of induction airflow.
Within each intake port, induction air is mixed with a metered
charge of atomized fuel supplied by its associated fuel nozzle.
During the intake stroke, the fuel/air mixture is drawn into the
cylinder combustion chamber though the open intake valve as
the piston moves toward bottom dead center. During the compression stroke, the intake and exhaust valves are both closed
and the fuel/air mixture is compressed by the piston as it moves
toward top dead center. Combustion occurs at 20° (crankshaft
rotation) before top dead center during this stroke when the
compressed fuel/air mixture is ignited by the spark plugs.
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Turbocharger System Schematic
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During the power stroke, the intake and exhaust valves remain
closed as combustion pressure forces the piston toward bottom
dead center. During the exhaust stroke, the burned gases are
forced through the open exhaust valve as the piston moves toward top dead center thereby completing the four stroke cycle.
From the individual exhaust ports, exhaust gases are channelled through the exhaust manifold and into the turbine area
of the turbocharger. Exhaust gas flow drives the turbine which,
in turn, drives the compressor. The wastegate governs the
rotational velocity of the turbocharger by regulating the amount
of exhaust gas flow admitted into the turbine area or dumped
directly overboard through the wastegate exhaust stack.
The Variable Absolute Pressure Controller (VAPC), forming an integral part of the
fuel-air control unit, controls
wastegate operation as a
function of throttle lever position and “upper deck” induction air pressure (UDP). This
is accomplished by regulating
oil pressure within the cylinder
of the wastegate actuator. This
pressure modulates a piston
s TYPICAL VAPC INSTALLATION
in the actuator which positions
the wastegate valve to automatically maintain a constant UDP
which exceeds the manifold pressure (MAP) selected by the
pilot.
The piston is spring-loaded to hold the wastegate valve in the
normally open position. As oil pressure in the actuator cylinder
is increased, spring pressure is overcome and the wastegate
valve modulates toward closed allowing increased exhaust gas
flow to the turbine and increased turbocharger RPM.
As oil pressure in the actuator cylinder is reduced, spring
pressure modulates the wastegate valve toward open, thereby
reducing exhaust flow to the turbine and reducing turbocharger
RPM. Any binding of the wastegate will be evidenced by erratic
operation of the turbocharger, as indicated by erratic manifold
pressure readings.
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The Absolute Pressure Relief Valve (APRV), mounted
on the fuel-air control unit, is
designed to prevent damage
to the induction system and
engine resulting from induction
system malfunction or operator error. The APRV, normally
spring-loaded closed, will
open when manifold pressures
greater than 41.5 inHg are
encountered.
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Turbocharger Operational Characteristics
The turbocharger system of the 340A is designed to maintain a
maximum allowable manifold pressure of 38.0 inHg to an altitude of 20,000 feet. These performance factors establish the
airplane’s “critical altitude” operating limitation which defines
the maximum altitude in standard temperature at which it is
possible for the engines to produce 100% of their rated power.
Below critical altitude, turbocharged engine operation is essentially the same as normally aspirated engines, aside from
the absence of manifold pressure variation with altitude. Above
critical altitude, however, the operational characteristics of
turbocharged engines must be understood to fully realize their
performance potential and limitations.
At lower altitudes where the position of the wastegate valve
is controlled by the VAPC to maintain a constant upper deck
pressure (UDP), variations in airspeed, fuel flow, and exhaust
gas flow have little or no effect on manifold pressure. At higher
altitudes and lower engine/propeller RPM where the wastegate
valve will be closed, a “bootstrapping” condition can occur
during which any variation in airspeed, fuel flow, or exhaust gas
flow will produce a corresponding variation in manifold pressure as follows:
Airspeed Effect on Manifold Pressure
During a bootstrapping condition, variations in airspeed
produce variations in the pressure of induction air admitted
through the ram air intake scoop. These pressure variations
(magnified 8 to 10 times by the compressor) produce corresponding variations in UDP, exhaust gas flow and turbocharger
RPM, which subsequently influence manifold pressure.
Fuel Flow Effect on Manifold Pressure
During a bootstrapping condition, variations in fuel flow produce variations in exhaust gas flow which drives the turbine.
The resulting variations in turbocharger RPM produce corresponding variations in UDP which subsequently influence
manifold pressure.
Manifold Pressure Effect on Fuel Flow
During a bootstrapping condition, when variations in manifold
pressure are produced by variations in turbocharger RPM, corresponding variations in fuel flow occur without any change in
throttle or mixture lever position.
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Bootstrapping Recovery
Recovery from a bootstrapping condition is accomplished by
advancing the propeller levers to increase engine/propeller RPM
by at least 50 RPM and then readjusting the mixture levers for
the corresponding operating conditions.
Manifold Pressure Variation with Altitude
At full throttle, turbochargers are capable of maintaining the maximum allowable manifold pressure well above critical altitude;
however, the throttle levers must be retarded to maintain manifold pressure within allowable limits.
Engine Response at High Altitude
The engines will accelerate normally from idle to full throttle with
full rich mixture at any altitude below 20,000 feet. However, at
altitudes above 20,000 feet it is necessary to lean the mixture
to obtain smooth engine response to throttle lever movement.
Above 25,000 feet at above standard temperatures, it will take
one to two minutes for full turbine acceleration although adequate power will be available within 20 to 30 seconds.
Overboost Control
To avoid exceeding normal manifold pressure limits, particularly
in cold weather, the last 1½ inches of throttle lever travel should
be applied slowly while observing manifold pressures. Momentary overboost of 2 to 3 inHg manifold pressure should have no
detrimental effect on the engine. However, if overboosting is
persistent or exceeds 4 inHg, the system should be inspected
by an authorized facility and serviced if necessary.
Engine Shutdown
Proper shutdown procedures play an important role in the operation of turbocharged engines. When the engine stops rotating, oil
flow for lubrication and cooling of the turbine shaft bearings also
stops, even though the turbocharger may continue rotating for as
long as two minutes beyond shutdown. If the internal temperature of the turbocharger is not sufficiently reduced prior to shutdown, the oil remaining in the center housing may “coke”.
Should coking occur, the subsequent accumulation of carbon on
the turbine shaft bearings and seals can cause deterioration of
turbocharger performance and ultimately lead to turbocharger
failure. To prevent this, after extended periods of ground operation above 1600 RPM or when the cylinder head temperature is
in the upper half of the green arc, the engines should be run at
600 to 800 RPM for at least 2 to 3 minutes before shutdown.
CESSNA 340A 09/10
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Fuel-Injection System
The fuel-injection system is a low pressure, multi-nozzle, continuous-flow type system which directly injects fuel into the intake
port of each cylinder head adjacent to its intake valve. Fuel
flow is metered and responds to any change in throttle lever
position, engine RPM, or combination of both, in the correct
relation to induction airflow. Precise fuel leaning for any combination of altitude and power setting may be accomplished by
monitoring the fuel flow gage and adjusting the mixture levers.
Major components of the system include the fuel-injection
pump, the fuel-air control unit, fuel manifold valve and fuel
nozzles.
Fuel-Injection Pump
The fuel-injection pump is a positive-displacement, singlestage, rotating vane type unit which is gear-driven by and
mounted on the accessory section of the engine.
Fuel enters the pump through
an inlet at the swirl well of the
vapor separator where centrifugal effect separates fuel vapors from liquid fuel. A vapor
ejector, which utilizes a fuel
pressure jet to create vacuum,
draws the vapors upward and
out through an orifice located
at the top of the swirl well such
that vapors are returned to the
fuel tank and only liquid fuel
enters the pump vanes.

s

FUEL INJECTION PUMP

Because the pump is engine-driven, its output is affected by
engine speed, but it always supplies more fuel than is required
by the engine. To maintain a constant pump pressure, fuel in
excess of engine operating requirements is routed through a
bypass back to the pump inlet. An aneroid-controlled variable
orifice is incorporated on the pump. The aneroid is controlled
by turbocharger discharge air pressure and positions the variable orifice to regulate fuel-injection pump output pressure at
altitude.
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Fuel Injection System Schematic
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An internal bypass-check valve is included so that auxiliary
boost pump pressure can bypass the fuel-injection pump for
engine starting or to provide necessary fuel flow for all but full
power engine operation in the event of fuel-injection pump
failure. Refer to pages 3-10 through 3-12 of this manual for additional information regarding fuel-injection pump failure.
Fuel-Air Control Unit
The fuel-air control unit includes the air throttle and the fuel metering unit which includes the fuel mixture valve and fuel metering valve.
1

2
3

1.
2.
3.
4.

4

Air Throttle
Metering Unit
Throttle Valve Linkage
Fuel-Air Linkage

The air throttle controls induction airflow to the engine. The
mixture valve controls fuel flow to the metering valve, and the
metering valve controls fuel delivery to the fuel manifold and injection nozzles. The air throttle and fuel metering valve are connected by mechanical linkage for simultaneous operation. This
linkage functions to proportion fuel flow to induction air flow.
Fuel leaning for any combination of altitude and power setting
(below 77.5%) may be accomplished by monitoring exhaust
gas temperature and adjusting the mixture lever(s) accordingly.
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Fuel Manifold Valve
The fuel manifold valve functions to provide proportional
delivery of fuel to the individual cylinders, and to evenly
cut off fuel delivery during
engine shutdown. A minimum
fuel pressure of approximately
4 PSI must be available to
“crack” the fuel manifold valve
to the open position. A fine
mesh screen is incorporated
in the fuel manifold valve to protect the injection nozzles from
dirt or other foreign matter which may be present in the fuel.
On airplanes 340A1501 and after, and airplanes 340A1280 and
earlier with SK340-27 installed, warm oil is routed through the
fuel manifold valve to minimize fuel icing during high altitude/
extreme cold operations.
Injection Nozzles
A single fuel-injection nozzle is installed in each cylinder head
extending through the wall of the intake port adjacent to its
intake valve. In addition to the normal fuel demands of the
cylinders, the air-bleed design
of the injection nozzles utilizes
turbocharger compressor
discharge air pressure to ensure proper vaporization and
1
to break the vacuum created
in the lines at idle keeping
2
the fuel lines solidly filled and
ready for acceleration.
1. Injector Nozzle
2. Air Bleed Line
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Engine Priming
Priming fuel for engine starting is provided by the auxiliary boost pumps. The primer
switch, located on the pilot’s
left subpanel, activates the
corresponding boost pump in
high output mode, bypassing
the fuel-injection pump and
injecting priming fuel directly
into the intake port during engine start.
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Propellers

The engines are equipped with 6' 4.5" McCauley three-bladed,
constant-speed propellers of all-metal construction with fullfeathering capability. The three blades are installed in a hub
assembly which houses the constant-speed pitch change
mechanism and provides the means by which the propeller is
attached to the engine. The shank of each blade is retained
in the hub by bearings which support the centrifugal load of
the propeller and facilitate the rotary blade motion required to
change pitch. Actuating pins are installed in each blade root
for engagement with the pitch change mechanism. Counterweights are installed at each blade shank such that centrifugal
force produces counterweight movement toward the plane
of propeller rotation in direct proportion to increasing engine
speed, the result of which increases blade pitch.
Warning: The propellers should be inspected for damage before
each flight. Blade damage must be repaired immediately or
failure may result. Nicks, cracks, or scratches in the outer stations of the blades is especially critical due to the high vibratory
stresses exerted on the outer diameter of the propellers.
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The pitch change mechanism is operated hydraulically via
the propeller governor and comprises a fixed cylinder, sliding
piston, and feathering spring. The piston is mechanically-linked
to the actuating pins at each blade root. The feathering spring
operates in conjunction with the propeller counterweights to
increase blade pitch as previously described. Oil pressure supplied to the cylinder from the governor is applied to the forward
face of the piston. When oil pressure in the cylinder is sufficient
to oppose the combined force of the counterweights and feathering spring, the piston moves aft and blade pitch is decreased
(increasing RPM). When oil pressure in the cylinder is insufficient to oppose the counterweights and feathering spring, the
piston moves forward and blade pitch is increased (decreasing
RPM).
Propeller Governor
A propeller governor is installed on the lower left nose section of each engine and functions primarily to control engine/
propeller speed by regulating the supply of engine oil to the
pitch change mechanism within the propeller hub. The governor is shaft-driven by a bevel gear fitted to the forward end of
the camshaft and is thus sensitive to changes in engine RPM.
The hollow drive shaft within the governor body simultaneously
transmits bevel gear rotation
to an integral gear-type oil
2
3
pump and to a pair of centrifugal flyweights which control
1
the position of a pilot valve
housed in the center bore of
the drive shaft.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Propeller Governor
Control Arm
Control Cable
Engine Mounting Pad

4

The governor oil pump boosts engine oil pressure to that which
is sufficient for pitch change mechanism operation. A relief
valve limits output pressure by recirculating excess oil through
the pump. The flyweights are L-shaped and hinged to a flyweight head which rotates with the governor drive shaft. The
“toe” of each flyweight is positioned against the lower race of a
bearing which is secured to the pilot valve.
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As engine RPM increases, the centrifugal force of the rotating
flyweights imparts a lifting force on the pilot valve which increases the supply of governor-boosted oil to the pitch change
mechanism. These forces are opposed by a speeder spring
which is positioned above the pilot valve against the upper
bearing race. The tension of this spring is determined by the
position of its associated propeller lever and corresponds to
selected engine/propeller RPM.
Propeller Onspeed Condition
When airspeed and engine/propeller speed are constant, the
pitch change mechanism is in an onspeed condition wherein
flyweight force is equal to speeder spring tension and the pilot
valve is positioned such that oil pressure in the cylinder and
blade pitch also remain constant.
Note: In this condition, when the ambient air is cold, it is necessary to cycle the propeller levers from time to time to keep
warm oil in the hub.
Propeller Overspeed Condition
When engine/propeller RPM exceeds that which has been
selected, the pitch change mechanism is in an overspeed
condition wherein flyweight force exceeds speeder spring tension and the pilot valve is raised to provide a passage for the
release of oil pressure from the cylinder. The combined force
of the propeller counterweights and the feathering spring are
exerted on the pitch change mechanism resulting in oil being
forced back through the centerbore of the governor drive shaft
to the sump. As oil pressure in the cylinder is decreased, blade
pitch is increased to maintain selected RPM.
Propeller Underspeed Condition
When engine/propeller RPM is less than that which has been
selected, the pitch change mechanism is in an underspeed
condition wherein speeder spring tension exceeds flyweight
force and the pilot valve is lowered to provide a passage for
the supply of oil pressure to the cylinder. As oil pressure in the
cylinder is increased, blade pitch is decreased to maintain
selected RPM.
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Propeller Overspeed Condition Schematic
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Propeller Feathering
The propellers may be moved into a minimum drag blade
pitch known as feather position. When feathering the propeller, the appropriate propeller lever must be pulled fully aft into
the feather position prior to propeller speed falling below approximately 1000 RPM in order to prevent the low pitch latching
mechanism from engaging. In this position, the pilot valve is
mechanically repositioned to allow all engine oil from the propeller hub to be dumped back to the engine so that the forces
applied by the propeller counterweights and the feathering
spring can move the blades into the feather position.
Caution: During propeller feathering checks, do not allow the
rotational speed of the propeller to fall below 1000 RPM as this
may damage the hub mechanism.
To unfeather the propeller, the propeller lever must be moved
forward of the detent and the engine starter must be engaged.
As the engine turns over, oil will be forced back to the propeller
hub and blade pitch will be reduced.
During engine shutdown, the low pitch latching mechanism
prevents the propeller blades from moving into the feathered
position.
Propeller Unfeathering System (optional)
The optional unfeathering system consists of a dry air or nitrogen-charged, piston-type accumulator attached by a hose to
the governor, and a spring-loaded governor check valve. The
governor check valve permits engine oil under governor-boosted pressure to flow to and from the accumulator during normal
operation. When a propeller lever is moved to the feather position, the check valve is seated and oil is trapped in its respective accumulator. As the propeller lever is moved out of feather,
the piston pushes the oil trapped in the accumulator back
through the governor to unfeather the propeller.
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Propeller Synchrophaser (340A1280 and earlier)
The propeller synchrophaser system senses and automatically
matches the RPM of both propellers, and maintains a desired
phase relationship, as set by the pilot, between the left (slave)
and right (master) propeller blades. Major components of the
system include a magnetic pickup, incorporated in each propeller governor, which provides RPM input signals to a transistorized control box located on the underside of the glove
compartment box; and an actuator motor, integral to the slave
governor, which “trims” the slave governor setting according to
signals received from the control box. Additional components,
providing input signals to the control box relative to slave governor trim setting, include a sensing switch and cam drive arrangement on airplanes 340A0375 and earlier not incorporating
SK414-10, or a potentiometer and gear drive arrangement on
airplanes 340A0401 through 340A1280, and earlier airplanes
with SK414-10 installed.
Airplanes 340A0375 and Earlier Not Incorporating SK414-10
The system is controlled by a three-position (PHASE/SYNC/
OFF) toggle-type function switch and phasing knob located on
the center instrument panel. A light labeled PROP SYNC, located adjacent to the function switch and phasing knob, provides
indication of system operating status. Normal governor operation is unaffected by synchrophaser operation. The system
2
1
is designed for in-flight use
only and the function switch is
labeled to be positioned “OFF”
during takeoff, landing, and
one engine out operations.
1. Function Switch
2. Prop Sync Light
3. Phasing Knob

3

When the function switch is in the “OFF” position, the PROP
SYNC light will be extinguished indicating that the system is
deenergized. In this condition, the automatic control circuit is
referenced to a median RPM range setting to ensure proper
operation when the system is activated. After synchronizing the
propellers in a normal manner, the system is activated by setting the function switch to the “SYNC” position.
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Once activated, the PROP SYNC light illuminates indicating
that the system is energized and the control box signals the
actuator motor to automatically adjust the left (slave) governor
to establish and maintain synchronization between right and
left propeller RPM. After synchronization has occurred, and
only while in level cruise flight in smooth air, the function switch
may be set to the “PHASE” position. In this position, the phasing knob may rotated to achieve a desired phase relationship
between the left and right propeller blades. During flight in turbulent atmospheric conditions, deviations from level flight and
subsequent changes in relative air flow over the left (slave) propeller may produce phasing demands exceeding the system’s
capabilities. Should this occur, repositioning the function switch
to the “SYNC” position is recommended to maintain satisfactory
operation.
The system’s range of authority is limited to approximately
± 50 RPM. This limitation prevents left (slave) propeller RPM
from dropping more than 50 RPM if the right (master) propeller is feathered while the system is active. When the system is
operating normally within this range, the PROP SYNC light will
remain steadily illuminated. Should the difference between left
and right engine/propeller speed exceed 50 RPM, the PROP
SYNC light will begin flashing as an indication that the automatic control circuit is disabled. When this occurs, the left propeller
lever must be adjusted to restore synchronization with the right
propeller after which the system automatically returns to normal
operation and indication.
To ensure best system performance, manually adjust the propeller levers to within 50 RPM of each other prior to synchrophaser activation and increase control quadrant friction lock
tension to prevent the levers from creeping once they have
been set. During extended flights using the synchrophaser
system, it may be necessary to periodically reset the system by
moving the function switch to the “OFF” position, manually resynchronizing the propellers, and returning the function switch
to the “SYNC” or “PHASE” position as required.
Note: The system is designed primarily for use in level cruise
flight in smooth air and should not be operated at either extreme of the RPM governing range. As such, the function switch
is labeled to be positioned “OFF” during takeoff, landing, and
one engine out operations.
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Airplanes 340A0401 ~ 340A1280, and Earlier Airplanes With SK414-10
Installed
The system is controlled by a two-position (PHASE/OFF) toggletype function switch and phasing knob located on the center instrument panel. A light labeled PROP SYNC, located adjacent
to the function switch and phasing knob, provides indication
of system operating status.
Normal governor operation
2
1
is unaffected by synchrophaser operation. The system
is designed for in-flight use
only and the function switch is
labeled to be positioned “OFF”
during takeoff, landing, and
one engine out operations.
1. Function Switch
2. Prop Sync Light
3. Phasing Knob

3

When the function switch is in the “OFF” position, the PROP
SYNC light will be extinguished indicating that the system is
deenergized. In this condition, the automatic control circuit is
referenced to a median RPM range setting to ensure proper
operation when the system is activated. After synchronizing the
propellers in a normal manner, the system is activated by setting the function switch to the “PHASE” position. Once activated, the PROP SYNC light illuminates indicating that the system
is energized and the control box signals the actuator motor
to automatically adjust the left (slave) governor to establish
and maintain synchronization between right and left propeller
RPM. After system activation, the phasing knob may rotated to
achieve a desired phase relationship between the left and right
propeller blades.
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The system’s range of authority is limited to approximately
± 50 RPM. This limitation prevents left (slave) propeller RPM
from dropping more than 50 RPM if the right (master) propeller is feathered while the system is active. When the system
is operating normally within this range, the PROP SYNC light
will remain steadily illuminated. Should the difference between
left and right engine/propeller speed exceed 100 RPM, the
PROP SYNC light will begin flashing as an indication that the
automatic control circuit is disabled and the actuator motor has
stopped at a random position. When this occurs, the left propeller lever must be adjusted to restore synchronization with the
right propeller after which the system automatically returns to
normal operation and indication.
To ensure best system performance, manually adjust the propeller levers to within 50 RPM of each other prior to synchrophaser activation and increase control quadrant friction lock
tension to prevent the levers from creeping once they have
been set. During extended flights using the synchrophaser
system, it may be necessary to periodically reset the system by
moving the function switch to the “OFF” position, manually resynchronizing the propellers, and returning the function switch
to the “PHASE” position.
Note: The system is designed primarily for use in level cruise
flight in smooth air and should not be operated at either extreme of the RPM governing range. As such, the function switch
is labeled to be positioned “OFF” during takeoff, landing, and
one engine out operations.
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Propeller Synchrophaser (340A1501 and after)
The propeller synchrophaser system senses and automatically
matches the RPM of both propellers, and maintains a specific
phase relationship, as set by the pilot, between the right and
left propeller blades. Major components of the system include
a magnetic transducer and electromagnetic control coil incorporated in each propeller governor, and a transistorized control
box located on the underside of the glove compartment box.
Each transducer generates a pulse-type signal corresponding
to propeller RPM. These signals are provided to the control box
by which they are compared for pulse rate error. When an error
is detected, the control box transmits a speed correction command to the governor control coil of the slower turning propeller
to restore synchronization.
The system is controlled by a toggle-type function switch and
phasing knob located on the center instrument panel. A light
labeled PROP SYNC, located adjacent to the function switch
and phasing knob, provides indication of system on/off status
only, not an indication of system performance. Failure of the
PROP SYNC light to illuminate upon initial system activation or
during operation is not an indication of system failure. Normal
governor operation is unaffected by synchrophaser operation. The system is designed
for all flight operations includ1
ing takeoff and landing, but
2
excluding emergency conditions which require termination
of synchrophaser use.
1. Function Switch
2. Prop Sync Light
3. Phasing Knob

3

When the function switch is in the “OFF” position, the PROP
SYNC light will be extinguished indicating that the system is
deenergized. After synchronizing the propellers in a normal
manner, the system is activated by setting the function switch
to the “PHASE” position. Once activated, the PROP SYNC light
illuminates indicating that the system is energized. The control
box monitors the pulse rate signals and transmits error correction commands to the governor control coil of the slower turning
engine to establish and maintain synchronization between left
and right propeller RPM.
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After system activation, the phasing knob may be set to
achieve a desired phase relationship between the left and right
propeller blades.
The system’s range of authority is limited to approximately ± 25
RPM. If the system is operating but is unable to maintain synchronization, this limit has been reached. Should this occur, the
synchrophaser should be reset by moving the function switch
to the “OFF” position, manually resynchronizing the propellers,
and returning the function switch to the “PHASE” position. In the
event that either propeller is feathered while the system is active, the control box will transmit speed correction commands
to the governor control coil of the operative engine to prevent
propeller RPM from dropping below that which has been manually selected.
To ensure best system performance, manually adjust the propeller levers to within 25 RPM of each other prior to synchrophaser activation and increase control quadrant friction lock
tension to prevent the levers from creeping once they have
been set. To prevent operating outside of the system’s range of
authority, both propeller levers should be moved simultaneously
when adjusting propeller RPM.
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Fire Detection and Extinguishing (optional)
This system is designed to give immediate warning and provides extinguishing capabilities should a fire occur in either
engine nacelle. Each independent system includes three thermal detectors installed in high heat areas within the engine
nacelle, an extinguisher bottle located on the aft firewall within
the nacelle, a firing cartridge, discharge tubing, and a covered
press-type annunciator/actuator.
The annunciator/actuators
are located on the instrument
panel and are each divided
into three lights as described
in the table below:

Light

Color

Condition

FIRE

Red

Fire condition existing in engine nacelle

E

Amber

OK
Green
			

Fire extinguisher bottle empty
Firing cartridge and associated system
circuit in operational condition

If an overheat condition is detected, the appropriate [FIRE] light
will illuminate. When the annunciator/actuator is pushed in, its
respective firing cartridge detonates causing a discharge of
Halon-1301 extinguishing agent. The primary discharge tube
is routed from the extinguisher bottle to the forward area of the
engine nacelle where the extinguishing agent is expelled. A
smaller discharge tube, tapped from the primary tube, expels
extinguishing agent into the accessory area of the nacelle.
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When the extinguisher bottle has been discharged, the amber
[E] light will illuminate and remains illuminated until a new bottle
is installed. The [FIRE] light will remain illuminated until temperatures in the nacelle have sufficiently cooled. The green [OK]
light will illuminate only during the system test. The extinguisher
can be used once and only on its respective engine.
A test function is provided to test the firing cartridges and their
associated system circuits. When the test switch is pushed, all
lights should illuminate. If either green [OK] light fails to illuminate, its respective firing cartridge should be checked.
A gage indicating extinguishing agent supply pressure
is installed on each bottle.
These gages provide the only
indication that extinguishing
agent may be leaking from
the bottles. To inspect bottle
pressure, the engine cowling
must be removed. A table of
acceptable bottle pressures
per ambient temperature is
printed in the Pilot’s Operating
Handbook.

s

FIRE BOTTLE INSPECTION GAGE

Limitations
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material, markings and placards, or any combination thereof for all limitations.
Emergency Procedures
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material (supplementary
checklist) as revised, for procedural information.
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Overview
This chapter will describe the components of the Cessna 340A
fuel system, their operation, and fuel management. Major components of the system include the fuel tanks, pumps, control
valves, and indicating gages. With the main “tip tanks” fueled to capacity, a total of 102 (100 usable) gallons of avgas is
contained in two independent wing systems interconnected by
crossfeed lines. The main fuel system may be supplemented
by optional auxiliary tanks and/or wing locker tanks. Auxiliary
fuel tanks are installed as standard equipment on airplanes
340A1501 and after. Total fuel system capacity will vary according to airplane configuration as shown in the table below:

CESSNA 340A 09/10

System

Total Capacity
(U.S. Gallons)

Usable
(U.S. Gallons)

Main System

102.0

100.0

Main System with Wing
Locker Tanks Installed

143.0

140.0

Main System with Auxiliary
System Installed

166.0

163.0

Main System with Auxiliary
System and Wing Locker
Tanks Installed

207.0

203.0
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Main Fuel System

s

TIP TANK INSTALLATION

The main fuel system includes a 50 gallon usable capacity
tip tank attached to the outboard front and rear spar of each
wing. Each tip tank is an integrally sealed aluminum structure,
streamlined by nose and tail cap assemblies and by wing fairings which cover the attachment joints. These tanks independently supply fuel to their respective engines during normal
operation, or opposite engines during crossfeed operation.
A single flush-mounted filler
cap, located on the upper forward surface of each tip tank,
is provided for main system
fuel servicing. To prevent
accidental misfueling of the
airplane with jet fuel, filler port
restrictors are installed on
airplanes 340A1801 and after,
and on airplanes 340A1543
and earlier complying with AD
87-21-2R1.

s

TIP TANK FUEL FILLER CAP

To prevent water contamination of the fuel supply, the O-ring
seals on all filler caps should be periodically inspected and
replaced when damage or deterioration exist.
Note: All filler caps must be checked for security during preflight.
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Auxiliary Fuel System
(optional 340A1475 and earlier/standard 340A1501 and after)
The auxiliary fuel system includes four bladder-type synthetic
rubber cells (two installed in each outboard wing between the
front and rear spars), in-line auxiliary tank fuel pumps, and associated plumbing. The combined capacity of the inboard and
outboard cell within each wing is 31.5 usable gallons, providing
a total 63 usable gallons of fuel for cruise operation. Auxiliary
fuel is available to its respective engine only and cannot be
crossfed.
A single flush-mounted filler
cap, located on the upper surface of the wing above each
outboard cell, is provided for
auxiliary system fuel servicing.

s

AUXILIARY TANK FUEL FILLER CAP

Note: Prior to flight, the lower surface of each wing should be
inspected for evidence of fuel leakage. In addition to obvious
dripping of fuel, any stain or discoloration having the same
color as the fuel being used indicates the existence of a fuel
leak.
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Wing Locker Tanks

Optional wing locker tanks may be installed in the forward section of each wing locker baggage area. Each tank is essentially
a bladder-type synthetic rubber cell, secured to the nacelle
structure by fasteners on airplanes 340A0125 and earlier, or
positioned in a removable shell secured to the nacelle structure
by straps on airplanes 340A0201 and after. The wing locker
tanks supplement the main fuel system by 20 usable gallons
each. Wing locker fuel cannot be directly fed to the engines.
No quantity indicating system is provided for these tanks.
A single flush-mounted filler cap, located on the upper surface
of the engine nacelle, is provided for servicing each wing locker tank installed. On airplanes 340A0201 and after, a hinged
cover is provided for each wing locker filler cap.
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Fuel Vents

s

s

MAIN TANK VENT SCOOP

MAIN TANK SNIFFLE VALVE

An independent venting system is installed within each wing to
equalize external and internal tank pressures. The main fuel
system is vented to the atmosphere through a flush-mounted
NACA anti-icing vent scoop, located on the lower aft surface
of each tip tank. The design of the vent scoop prevents icing without the need for supplemental heat. A sniffle valve,
installed aft of the tip tank filler, provides secondary ventilation
should the primary vent become obstructed. The auxiliary fuel
tanks are vented through their associated tip tanks.
Each wing locker tank is
individually vented to the
atmosphere through an
electrically-heated vent tube,
located on the lower surface
of the outboard wing on airplanes 340A0125 and earlier,
or on the lower surface of the
inboard wing on airplanes
340A0201 and after.
s

WING LOCKER TANK VENT TUBE

Note: All vents should be free of obstructions prior to flight.
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Fuel Drains
Fuel drain valves, used to check for contamination and to
remove water and sediment from the tanks, are located on the
lower surface of each wing. Six “quick-drain” type valves are
provided for the main fuel system: one for each crossfeed line,
one for each selector valve fuel strainer, and one flush-mounted
drain for each main tank.

s

CROSSFEED LINE DRAIN

t

MAIN TANK DRAIN

s

SELECTOR VALVE STRAINER DRAIN

t

AUXILIARY TANK DRAIN

When equipped with an auxiliary fuel system, independent
quick-drain valves are provided for each inboard cell.
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On airplanes 340A0125 and earlier, wing locker tank quickdrain valves are located inboard of each engine nacelle, while
separate wing locker transfer pump and transfer line drains are
located outboard of each nacelle. On airplanes 340A0201 and
after, each wing locker tank and its associated transfer pump
and transfer line share a single quick-drain valve located outboard of each engine nacelle.

s

WING LOCKER TANK DRAIN VALVE

s

WING LOCKER TRANSFER LINE DRAIN VALVE

All drain valves are actuated by pushing up the inner portion of
the valve assembly. Normal preflight fuel draining procedures
will generally remove most excess water from the fuel tanks.
However, small amounts of water will remain in solution within
the fuel. This residual water will facilitate microbe and bacterial
growth in settlement areas of the fuel system which can lead to
fuel filter obstruction. To minimize the effects of fuel contamination, the pilot should ensure that the fuel has been properly
handled by the source. In addition, the fuel system should be
drained frequently to remove water and sediment, and maintained in accordance with the airplane service manual. (Refer to the manufacturers FAA approved airplane flight manual
under servicing for further detail.)
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UPPER DECK PRESSURE (UDP)

QUANTITY SENSOR UNIT

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION

MECHANICAL CONNECTION

S
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Fuel System Schematic (standard fuel flow indicating system, incorporation of MEB 88-3)
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Fuel System Schematic (optional fuel flow indicating system, 340A0401 and after,
incorporation of MEB 88-3)
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Fuel Pumps
The main fuel system includes engine-driven fuel-injection
pumps, as well as electrically-powered auxiliary boost pumps
and tip tank transfer pumps. The auxiliary fuel system includes
electrically-powered in-line fuel pumps. Each optional wing
locker tank includes an electrically-powered transfer pump.
Engine-Driven Fuel-Injection Pumps
Each fuel-injection pump is gear-driven by and mounted on the
accessory section of its associated engine. These pumps draw
fuel from the main system or the auxiliary system for delivery
to the fuel-injection system. Refer to pages 2-31 through 2-33
of this manual for a complete description of the fuel-injection
pumps.
Auxiliary Boost Pumps
An electrically-powered auxiliary boost pump is installed within
each tip tank to provide fuel pressure for engine priming, crossfeeding, vapor clearing, purging, and as a backup in the event
of fuel-injection pump failure.
Tip Tank Transfer Pumps
An electrically-powered transfer pump, mounted on the aft side
of each tip tank’s rear bulkhead, transfers fuel from the forward
area to the center sump area of its respective tank where it
is picked up by the fuel-injection pump or the auxiliary boost
pump. This arrangement minimizes the possibility of fuel starvation during steep descent angles when tip tank quantity is
low. Operation of the transfer pumps is continuous when the
battery switch is in the “ON” position.
Auxiliary Tank In-Line Pumps
An electrically-powered pump is installed in-line between each
inboard auxiliary fuel cell and its respective fuel selector valve
to provide improved vapor clearing during cruise operation on
auxiliary fuel.
Wing Locker Transfer Pumps
An electrically-powered in-line transfer pump is provided for
each wing locker tank installed. Each pump functions to transfer wing locker fuel to its associated tip tank.
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Auxiliary Boost Pump Operation
(not incorporating MEB 88-3)
Each auxiliary boost pump is
independently controlled by a
three-position (ON/OFF/LOW)
toggle-type switch labeled
AUX PUMPS, located on the
pilot’s left subpanel. When
set to the “LOW” position,
the pumps operate at a fixed
low pressure of 5.5 PSI and
provide supplemental fuel
s PRE MEB 88-3 AUX BOOST PUMP SWITCHES
pressure for takeoff and landing,
cross-feeding, and for vapor clearing and purging of the fuel
lines when pressure fluctuations are indicated.
When set to the “ON” position, the pumps will normally operate
at low pressure. In the event of fuel-injection pump failure occurring while the AUX PUMPS switches are in the “ON” position, a fuel pressure sensor located at the fuel-air control unit
will automatically switch the appropriate auxiliary boost pump
to the high output mode (20-23.5 PSI) when fuel pressure falls
below 4.5 PSI. In the high output mode, the auxiliary boost
pump provides sufficient fuel pressure for partial-power engine
operations. Once activated, the automatic high output mode is
maintained by a holding circuit until electrical power is removed
from the pump.
Note: Even in the high output mode, the fixed output pressure
of the auxiliary boost pump may not be sufficient for high engine power demands or for proper engine cooling. Also, when
operating in high output mode with low engine power settings,
mixture leaning may be required to prevent flooding the engine.
Caution: If high pressure pump output does not restore adequate fuel flow, a fuel leak may exist and the auxiliary boost
pump should be turned off and the inoperative engine secured.
Note: When switching tanks for crossfeeding, ensure that the
AUX PUMPS switch for the supplying tank is set to “LOW.” If
set to “ON,” an interruption in fuel flow will cause the fuel pressure sensor to automatically switch the pump to the high output
mode possibly flooding its respective engine or the crossfed
engine.
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Auxiliary Boost Pump Operation
(incorporating MEB 88-3)
Each pump is independently
controlled by a three-position
(HIGH/OFF/LOW) lever-lock
type switch labeled AUX
PUMPS, located on the pilot’s
left subpanel. When set to the
“LOW” position, the pumps
operate at a fixed low pressure
of 5.5 PSI and provide supplemental fuel pressure for takeoff
s MEB 88-3 AUX BOOST PUMP SWITCHES
and landing, crossfeeding, and
for vapor clearing and purging of the fuel lines when pressure
fluctuations are indicated.
When set to the “HIGH” position, the pumps operate in high
output mode (20-23.5 PSI) and provide emergency fuel pressure in the event of fuel-injection pump failure. In the high
output mode, the auxiliary boost pump provides sufficient fuel
pressure for partial-power engine operations.
Note: To prevent inadvertent actuation and to reserve high output mode for emergency use, the AUX PUMPS switches must
be lifted to clear a detent before the “HIGH” position can be
selected. Lifting the switches is not required when setting them
to the “OFF” or “LOW” position.
Note: Failure of a fuel-injection pump is evidenced by a sudden
reduction in fuel flow indication, immediately followed by a loss
of power while operating from a fuel tank containing adequate
fuel.
Caution: When the fuel-injection pumps are operating normally,
setting the AUX PUMPS switches to “HIGH” may cause total
loss of engine power.
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Auxiliary Boost Pump
Engine Priming
The three-position primer
switch, labeled PRIME, is
located between the starter
buttons and spring-loaded to
center (off) position. Holding
this switch in either the “LEFT”
or “RIGHT” position activates
the corresponding auxiliary
boost pump in high output
mode, regardless of AUX
PUMPS switch position, to provide priming fuel during
engine start.

s

PRIMER SWITCH

Auxiliary Tank In-Line Pump Operation
On airplanes 340A0470 and earlier not incorporating SK340-18
or MEB 88-3, each in-line pump operates at a fixed output pressure of 5.5 PSI when its associated auxiliary boost pump switch
is set to the “LOW” position. A single gate switch, mounted on
and operated by each fuel selector valve, activates its associated auxiliary fuel quantity indicating system when the corresponding fuel selector handle is rotated to the “AUX” position.
Note: The in-line pumps are fuel lubricated and operate continuously when the AUX PUMPS switches are in the “LOW” position. Continued operation with the AUX PUMPS switches in the
“LOW” position when the auxiliary tanks are empty will shorten
the life of the in-line pumps.
On airplanes 340A0471 and after, and on airplanes 340A0470
and earlier incorporating SK340-18, each in-line pump operates at a fixed output pressure of 5.5 PSI when its associated
auxiliary boost pump switch is set to the “LOW” position and its
respective fuel selector handle is rotated to the “AUX” position.
A dual-gate switch, mounted on and operated by each fuel
selector valve, activates its associated auxiliary fuel quantity indicating system and permits operation of the in-line pump when
the corresponding fuel selector handle is rotated to the “AUX”
position.
On airplanes incorporating MEB 88-3, AUX PUMPS switch position has no effect on in-line pump operation. In this arrangement, each in-line pump operates only when its respective fuel
selector handle is rotated to the “AUX” position.
CESSNA 340A 09/10
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It is important to understand that regardless of which system is
supplying the engines, the fuel-injection pumps always return
excess fuel to their respective tip tanks. To prevent over filling
the tip tanks and subsequent dumping of fuel through the overboard vents, a portion of main fuel exceeding at least one half
the corresponding auxiliary fuel load should be burned off prior
to operating on auxiliary fuel. As a general rule, auxiliary fuel
may be selected after operating on main fuel for 90 minutes or
when the indicated quantity of each tip tank is 120 LBS or less.
Note: The applicable POH or AFM should be referenced for fuel
management procedures and limitations specific to the system
installed in the airplane.
In a hypothetical cruise condition where the rates at which
auxiliary fuel is either burned by the engines or returned to the
tip tanks are approximately equal, the auxiliary tanks would run
dry in approximately half the time normally required to consume
an equal amount of main fuel. Although this would create the
impression that auxiliary fuel is being burned off at twice the
rate of main fuel in this condition, the actual rate of consumption remains the same since the tip tanks are being replenished
by return auxiliary fuel at approximately the same rate at which
it is being burned.
To further illustrate this, the following example assumes a main
fuel load of 300 LBS, an auxiliary fuel load of 200 LBS, and an
average consumption rate of 120 pounds per hour (LBS/HR) for
a given engine: After operating on main fuel for 90 minutes, an
indicated main quantity of approximately 120 LBS would result.
After switching to auxiliary fuel and operating for 30 minutes,
an indicated auxiliary quantity of approximately 100 LBS would
result. Switching back to main fuel, main quantity would now
indicate approximately 170 LBS having been replenished by
return auxiliary fuel.
Note: In the event of engine failure or fuel-injection pump failure,
the corresponding auxiliary fuel load becomes unusable.
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Wing Locker Fuel Transfer
Each wing locker transfer
pump is manually-controlled
by an independent switch
labeled FUEL TRANSFER and
located on the pilot’s left subpanel.

s

WING LOCKER TRANSFER PUMP SWITCHES

During normal operation, [L
LOW VOLT
DOOR WARN
TRANS] and [R TRANS] annunciator panel lights are
L ALT OUT
R ALT OUT
armed when the transfer
CABIN ALT
HEATER OVHT
pumps are operating and
pressure exists in the transfer
L FUEL LOW
R FUEL LOW
lines. When pressure drops in
L TRANS
R TRANS
a transfer line, indicating that
all fuel in that wing locker tank
AC FAIL
BACKCOURSE
fuel has been transferred, an
WINDSHIELD
SURF DEICE
in-line pressure switch on airplanes 340A0125 and earlier,
T&B TEST
A COND HYD
or in-line flow switch on airCOURTESY LT
INTERCOMM
planes 340A0201 and after will
cause its respective annuncias WING LOCKER TRANSFER ANNUNCIATORS
tor light to illuminate. Since the
transfer pumps are fuel lubricated, continued operation of a
pump after fuel transfer has been completed will shorten the life
of the pump.
Note: Should electrical power to either transfer pump be interrupted, its respective annunciator light will be inoperative.
Wing locker fuel should be transferred only when operating
on main fuel during straight and level flight. Transfer may be
initiated when the indicated quantity of the receiving tip tank is
180 LBS or less, to prevent main tank overflow; but while main
tank quantity is sufficient to avoid main tank depletion prior to
completion of transfer. Total transfer time is approximately 40 to
60 minutes.
Note: After wing locker fuel has been transferred, crossfeeding
may be necessary to prevent fuel load imbalance.
CESSNA 340A 09/10
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Fuel System Controls

Two fuel selector handles, one for each engine, are located on
the flight compartment floor between the pilot’s and copilot’s
seats. Each handle is mechanically connected to its respective
fuel selector valve, located in the wing, and controls fuel supply
to the engine. During normal operations, with the left handle
positioned to “LEFT MAIN” and right handle positioned to
“RIGHT MAIN,” each engine is supplied with fuel by its respective tip tank.
During cruise operations, with the handles positioned to “LEFT
AUX” and “RIGHT AUX,” each engine is supplied by its respective auxiliary tanks.
To balance the fuel load between the left and right tip tanks,
a crossfeed function permits supplying either engine with fuel
from its opposite tip tank. With the left handle positioned to
“RIGHT MAIN” or the right handle positioned “LEFT MAIN,”
each engine is supplied by its opposite tip tank accordingly.
During crossfeeding, setting the AUX PUMPS switches to
“LOW” for the selected tank and “OFF” for the unused tank
should insure uninterrupted fuel supply to the crossfed engine.
For single engine crossfeeding, the fuel selector handle for the
inoperative engine should be positioned to “OFF.”
The LEFT ENGINE OFF and RIGHT ENGINE OFF handle positions set the selector valves to shut off the fuel supply from
each main tank to its respective engine.
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Fuel System Indication
Fuel Quantity Indicator
The fuel quantity indicating
system consists of capacitance-type sensor units and
a signal conditioner for each
independent wing fuel system,
and a dual-indicating gage located on the instrument panel.
One sensor unit is located
within each tip tank; two are
located within each inboard
auxiliary fuel cell, and one is
located within each outboard
auxiliary fuel cell. The sensor
units measure fuel level and
provide continuous input to
their respective signal conditioners which amplify and transmit
the input signals to the fuel quantity gage.
The system compensates for specific gravity and provides an
accurate indication of fuel quantity in pounds under all conditions. The gage face is marked with an inner arc calibrated for
pounds, and an outer arc calibrated for approximate volume in
gallons.
The volume markings are predicated on the use of 100 grade
aviation fuel in standard atmospheric conditions. Indicated
volume should be reduced by 4% when 100LL is used on a
standard day; exact error is impossible to determine in nonstandard conditions.
The gage provides a continuous indication of fuel remaining in
the main system or the auxiliary system according to the position of the fuel selector handles. With the handles positioned
to “LEFT AUX” and “RIGHT AUX,” the gage will indicate auxiliary fuel quantity and the LH AUX and RH AUX indicator lights,
located below the gage, will be illuminated. With the handles
positioned to “LEFT MAIN” and “RIGHT MAIN,” the gage will
indicate main fuel quantity and the AUX indicator lights will be
extinguished.
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A three-position FUEL QTY
switch, spring-loaded to center and located between the
AUX indicator lights, allows
checking the fuel quantity
of the non-selected system.
Holding the FUEL QTY switch
in the upper “MAIN” or lower
“AUX” position overrides the
fuel quantity switch on each
selector valve, thereby causing the gage to indicate the
quantity of that system.

LOW VOLT

DOOR WARN

L ALT OUT

R ALT OUT

CABIN ALT

HEATER OVHT

L FUEL LOW

R FUEL LOW

L TRANS

R TRANS

AC FAIL

BACKCOURSE

WINDSHIELD

SURF DEICE

T&B TEST

A COND HYD

COURTESY LT

INTERCOMM

Fuel Low Level Warning Lights
Optional fuel low level warning lights provide an indication that
the left and/or right main fuel tank quantity is approximately
60 LBS or less. The [L FUEL
LOW] and [R FUEL LOW]
warning lights, located on
the annunciator panel, are
illuminated by a float switch,
installed on each main tank
quantity sensor unit, which is
activated when a preset quantity level is reached. Each
warning light system operates
independently of the other
and independently of the fuel
quantity indicating system.
Fuel Flow Indicator
Indicates fuel flow to the engines in pounds per hour (LBS/HR).
Fuel manifold pressure and turbocharger discharge air pressure are routed directly to the indicator as they are to the injection nozzles. Because fuel pressure at the injection nozzles is
proportional to fuel flow, the measured pressure is displayed as
the rate of fuel flow. The instrument dial is marked with a green
arc denoting the normal operating range between 10 and 185
LBS/HR. Red radial lines at 0 LBS/HR (3.0 PSI) and 190 LBS/
HR (21.7 PSI) denote minimum and maximum fuel flow limitations respectively. Colored arc segments provide reference of
recommended fuel flow rates for takeoff (white segment), climb
(blue segments), and cruise (green segments) conditions in
relation to the % POWER marking adjacent to each segment.
CESSNA 340A 09/10
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Fuel Flow Indicator With Totalizer
An optional electronic fuel flow indicating system may be installed on airplanes 340A0401 and after. This system incorporates a transducer, installed downstream of each fuel control
unit, which generates electrical impulses representing a measurement of fuel flow. These impulses are transmitted to the
fuel flow indicator which converts the input signals to analog
output signals displayed as the rate of fuel flow.
The electronic fuel flow indicator features a digital totalizer
which displays the quantity of fuel consumed by both engines
or remaining in both wing
systems. A counter switch, located on the lower left corner
1
of the instrument case, is used
to set the totalizer for the total
fuel load in 10 and 100 pound
increments.
3
2
1. Totalizer Display
2. Counter Switch
3. Dim/CLR Knob
A DIM/CLR knob, located on the lower right corner of the instrument case, is used to control the light intensity of the digital display and to set the counter to zero. Totalizer indication values
are retained after shutdown through a memory circuit powered
by the hot battery bus.
Note: This system is calibrated for the use of 100 grade fuel, if
100LL fuel is used, the fuel flow is approximately 2% higher
than the actual indications.
Warning: The fuel quantity gage is the primary indicator of fuel
on board the airplane. It is therefore essential that the totalizer
be programmed prior to flight to indicate the same fuel load as
the quantity gage, particularly after the airplane has been fueled.
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Circuit Protection
All electrically-powered fuel pumps and fuel system indicators
are protected by circuit breakers located on the left flight compartment sidewall.

1

2

3

4

5

1.
2.
		
3.
4.
5.
		

Auxiliary Boost Pump CBs
Auxiliary In-Line and
Wing Locker Transfer Pumps CBs
Low Fuel Warning CBs
Fuel Quantity Gage CBs
Landing Light/Tip Tank Transfer
Pump CBs

A pair of 7.5-amp circuit breakers labeled FUEL PUMP protect the auxiliary boost pumps. A pair of 5-amp circuit breakers labeled AUX & TRANS PUMP simultaneously protect the
auxiliary in-line pumps and wing locker transfer pumps when
installed. Components of the left and right fuel quantity indicating systems are protected by a pair of 5-amp circuit breaker
labeled FUEL GAGE. The tip tank transfer pumps are generally
protected by corresponding left and right landing light (LDG
LIGHT) circuit breakers rated at 10-amps each. When a right
landing light is not installed, the right tip tank transfer pump
may be protected either by a dedicated circuit breaker or by
the left landing light circuit breaker. A pair of 5-amp circuit
breakers labeled FUEL LOW are provided for the low fuel level
warning system when installed. On airplanes 340A0401 and
after, a pair of 5-amp circuit breakers labeled FUEL FLOW are
provided for the electronic fuel flow indicating system when
installed.
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Servicing
The approved primary fuel is 100 Grade Aviation Fuel (Green)
and 100LL (Blue) is the alternate.
Warning: Do not operate any avionics or electrical equipment on
the airplane during fueling. Do not allow open flame or smoking in the vicinity of the airplane while fueling.
Warning: During all fueling operations, fire fighting equipment
must be available. Two ground wires from different points on
the airplane to separate approved grounding stakes shall be
used.
Fuel Additives
Normal preflight fuel draining procedures will generally remove
most excess water from the fuel tanks. However, small amounts
of water may remain in solution within the gasoline. This is not
normally a problem unless the airplane is likely encounter high
humidity conditions on the ground followed by flight to high
altitudes with low temperatures. Under these operating conditions, the use of an anti-icing fuel additive is recommended.
Alcohol
Any high quality isopropyl alcohol may be used as an anti-icing
fuel additive; however, anti-icing fluid MIL-F-5566 or isopropyl
alcohol Federal Specification TT-I-735A are preferred. When
using alcohol, a mixture of 1% alcohol to fuel volume is recommended. Two methods for mixing alcohol with fuel are accepted. Alcohol may be poured directly into the fuel stream from
the nozzle, or the appropriate quantity of alcohol required for
1% concentration may be pre-mixed with 2-3 gallons of fuel in
a separate container and the solution then poured into the fuel
tank.
Ethylene Glycol Monomethyl Ether (EGME)
Ethylene Glycol Monomethyl Ether (EGME), may also be used.
EGME is better known by the commercial name “Prist.” The
product absorbs dissolved water in the fuel and also lowers the
freezing temperature of the fuel.
Note: Increasing numbers of fuel vendors are offering their
product with a “pre-mix” of EGME. Verify the additives that exist within the FBO’s fuel prior to servicing.
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Caution: The EGME is a very aggressive chemical and should
not exceed 0.15% of fuel volume, as it can damage the fuel
cells. Improperly used, EGME will cause damage to the protective primer, sealants and O-rings in the fuel system, and
should never come into contact with the aircraft paint or finish. It must be thoroughly mixed with the fuel according to the
manufacturers directions.
Limitations
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material, markings and placards, or any combination thereof for all limitations.
Emergency Procedures
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material (supplementary
checklist) as revised, for procedural information.
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Fuel-Injection System Malfunction
Although the components of the fuel-injection system have
proven to be very reliable with relatively low failure rates, the
possibility of malfunction or failure still exists. As such, pilots
must be prepared to deal with any one of various situations that
could potentially occur. Some examples and explanations of
these situations follow:
1. Complete failure of the engine-driven fuel-injection pump
caused by shearing of its associated drive shaft.
Protection for the accessory section drive gearing against damage caused by mechanical failure or seizing of the fuel-injection
pump is provided through the “shear-shaft” design of the pump
drive shaft. Should shearing of this shaft occur, an immediate
reduction in fuel flow indication and subsequent loss of engine power would result. In airplanes not incorporating MEB
88-3, when this drop in pressure is detected, the associated
auxiliary boost pump would automatically be activated in high
output mode providing the low fuel pressure sensor is functioning normally and the AUX PUMPS switches are set to the “ON”
position. In airplanes incorporating MEB 88-3, the associated
auxiliary boost pump should be activated in high output mode
by setting the appropriate AUX PUMPS switch to the “HIGH”
position. In either case, sufficient fuel pressure to restore engine power should be available through the auxiliary boost
pumps, providing no other malfunctions exist.
Because the auxiliary boost pumps operate at a fixed output
pressure, when operating in high output mode at low power
settings, mixture leaning may be required to prevent engine
flooding. Conversely, when operating in high output mode at
high power settings, auxiliary boost pump output may be insufficient to produce maximum rated power or provide adequate
engine cooling.
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2. Reduced fuel-injection pump output pressure due to internal
obstruction and/or lack of turbocharger discharge air pressure.
Internal obstruction caused by foreign matter or filter blockage,
and/or leakage of turbocharger discharge air pressure can
result in erratic fuel-injection pump output pressure and fuel
flow indication. Under conditions of excessive or inadequate
fuel pressure/flow, proper activation of the associated auxiliary
boost pump in the high output or low output mode may correct
the situation temporarily. If the situation cannot be corrected
in this manner, securing the effected engine should be considered.
3. Occurrence of vapor lock during high altitude and/or high
temperature operation.
Although vapor lock is less likely to occur in later dual-stage
type fuel-injection pumps than in earlier single-stage type
pumps, both are susceptible to vapor lock, particularly during
operation in high altitude and/or high temperature conditions.
To minimize the risk of vapor lock and resultant inconsistencies
in fuel pressure/flow, adherence to the manufacturer’s checklist
regarding proper use of the auxiliary boost pumps in low output
mode should be exercised under these conditions.
4. Occurrence of fuel manifold valve obstruction due to icing.
The single most important safeguard against fuel manifold
valve icing is recognition of low temperature conditions under
which it is likely to occur. If icing has occured and OAT remains
below freezing, continued obstruction of the fuel manifold valve
will result in a progressive loss of engine power accompanied
by corresponding engine operating indications. To minimize
the risk of fuel manifold valve icing, adherence to the manufacturer’s checklist regarding preflight fuel sample draining and
proper use of recommended anti-icing fuel additives should be
practiced. Aircraft equipped with an oil heated fuel manifold
valve are unlikely to experience icing of this component.
Typically, when suspected as causing a loss of engine power,
evidence of fuel manifold valve icing is difficult to detect during
post flight inspection. In most cases, all traces of ice eventually
melt and the engine is likely to function normally when restarted.
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5. Failure of a low fuel pressure sensor to automatically activate its associated auxiliary boost pump in high output
mode (airplanes not incorporating MEB 88-3).
When failure of the pressure sensor and/or its associated holding circuit relay occur, either of two conditions will result: Failing
to the “low pressure” position, the corresponding auxiliary boost
pump will be operable in high output mode only when the AUX
PUMPS switches are set to the “ON” position, thereby increasing the risk of engine flooding. Failing to the “high pressure”
position, the corresponding boost pump will be operable in low
output mode only, regardless of AUX PUMPS switch position,
thereby necessitating engine shutdown in the event that failure
of the associated fuel-injection pump should occur.
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Introduction
It is the responsibility of the pilot-in-command to ensure that
the airplane is safely loaded and properly configured for
flight. It is also necessary to understand and utilize the various graphs and tables which outline the performance characteristics of your aircraft, its weight and balance data, and the
forms which are used to determine load placement.
An improperly loaded airplane will not operate as efficiently
as a properly loaded one. For example, safety considerations
aside, taking off overloaded results in longer takeoff runs,
lower angle and rate-of-climb, and increased stall speed. This
poor performance is magnified under conditions of high temperature, high humidity and high field elevation.
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C.G. Limits
Loading the aircraft with the C.G. forward of its center of gravity limit increases the stall speed and requires higher than
normal rearward control pressures during takeoff and climb.
If loaded so that the C.G. is aft of the center of gravity limit,
the airplane will have poor stall characteristics. Higher than
normal forward control pressures may be necessary in order
to maintain level flight. In either case, elevator trim may not be
able to compensate for an extreme unbalanced condition.
Use the graphs, tables, and forms on the following pages to
compute weight and balance.
C.G. Limits Envelope Graph
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Crew and Passengers Weight and Moment Table
Moment/100
			
		
Seat 1 or
		
Seat 2
Weight
Arm=
Pounds
FS 137.00

3 or 4 Seats
Forward
Facing
Arm=
FS 175.00

Aft
Facing
Arm=
FS 178.00

Seat 5 or
Seat 6
Arm=
FS 204.00

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300

18
35
52
70
88
105
122
140
158
175
192
210
228
245
262
280
298
315
332
350
368
385
402
420
438
455
472
490
508
525

18
35
52
70
88
105
122
140
158
175
192
210
228
245
262
280
298
315
332
350
368
385
402
420
438
455
472
490
508
525

20
41
61
82
102
122
143
163
184
204
224
245
265
286
306
326
347
367
388
408
428
440
469
490
510
530
551
571
592
612
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14
27
41
55
68
82
96
110
123
137
151
164
178
192
206
219
233
247
260
274
288
301
315
329
342
356
370
384
397
411
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Cabinet and Cargo Compartments Weight and Moment Table
				
		
		
Weight
LBS

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350

4-4

Nose
Compartment
Arm =
FS 77.00

Moment/100
Wing
Lockers
Arm =
FS 184.00

8
18
15
37
23
55
31
74
38
92
46
110
54
129
62
147
69
166
77
184
85
202
92
221
100
239
108
258
116
276
123
294
131
313
139
331
146
350
154
368
162
381
169
405
177
423
185
442
192		
200		
208		
216		
223		
231		
239		
246		
254		
262		
270
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Aft Cabin
Compartment
Arm =
FS 242.00

Refreshment
Bar
Arm =
FS 164.00

24
48
73
97
121
145
169
194
218
242
266
290
315
339
363
387
411
436
460
484
508
532
557
581
605
629
653
678
702
726
750
774
799
823

16
33
49
66
82
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Fuel Loading Weight and Moment Table
			
				
			
Tip Main
		
Weight
Wing Tanks
Gallons
Pounds
Arm = 150"

5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
63
65
70
75
80
85
90
95
100
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30
60
90
120
150
180
210
240
270
300
330
360
390
390
420
450
480
519
540
570
600
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45
90
135
180
225
270
315
360
405
450
495
540
567
585
630
675
720
765
810
855
900

Moment/100
Auxiliary
Wing Tanks
Arm = 162"

45
97
146
194
243
292
340
389
437
486
535
583
612

Wing Locker
Tanks
Arm = 164"

49
98
148
197
246
295
344
394
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Airplane Weighing Form
		Reference Datum		Airplane Does Not Coinicide With Reference Datum
			
137.46		
61.68
150
				
Nose 		
				 Jack Point
				 (FS99.37)		
			
Water 100
Line
(WL)
Inches
				 FS 100.00
						
Wing Jack Point
		
50		
85.08
(FS 184.45)
				 124.80			
				 170.50			
				 184.45			
0
50
100
150
200
250
300

Note:
It is the responsibility of the operator to ensure
that the airplane is properly loaded.

350

400

450

					Fuselage Station (FS) - Inches
Airplane as Weighed Table
Position
Scale Reading		
Scale Drift
Tare
Left Wing
Right Wing
Nose
			Airplane Total as Weighed
Fuselage 		
Station of
Aft 		If weighed on Jack Points use 85.08
Weighing Point		If weighed on wheels use 124.80

Net Weight

C.G. Arm of					
Nose Net Weight
Aircraft as		
(
)+(
)
weighed = (
) - 			
= (		
)
using 		
(		
)
jack points			
Total as Weighed
Inches Aft of Datum
or wheels
Basic Empty Weight and Center-of-Gravity Table
				
		
Item		
Airplane (Calculated or as Weighed)
(Includes all Undrainable Fluids and Full Oil)
Drainable Unusable		
Left and Right Tip Tank
Fuel at 6 Pounds		
Left and Right Wing Aux
Per Gallon		
Left Wing Locker
			
Right Wing Locker
		

4-6

Weight
Pounds

CG Arm
Inches

12.0
6.0
3.0
3.0

150.3
162.3
173.3
173.3

Mom			
Inch/Pounds/I00

18.0
9.7
5.2
5.2

Basic Empty Weight
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Weight and Balance Record (history of changes affecting weight and balance)
								
Weight Change				
Basic
													
Empty
Date		 Item		
Description of		
Added (+)			
Removed (-)			
Weight
					
Structure
					
Modification
Weight
Arm
Moment
Weight
Arm
Moment
Weight
Moment
		
In		 Out
or Equipment
Pounds
Inches
/100
Pounds
Inches
/100
Pounds
/100

CESSNA 340A 09/10
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Sample Weight and Balance Computation Form
										
		
Payload Computations				
Item		
Item			
Weight
Moment/
1.
Occupants
Arm		
Pounds
100
						
2.
Seat 1
137.00
180
247
						
3.
Seat 2
137.00
145
199		
							
Seat 3
175.00
115
201		
						
Seat 4
175.00
170
298
						
4.
Seat 5
204.00
140
286		
							
Seat 6
204.00
120
245
						
5.
Baggage						
							
Winglockers						
Nose

77		

150

116

Weight
Pounds

Moment/
100

Basic Empty Weight		

3948

6029

Payload			

1062

1694

Zero Fuel Weight		
(sub total) (do not exceed
maximum zero fuel weight of
5630 pounds)

5010

7723

Fuel Loading: Tip Main		
Auxiliary			
Wing Lockers

600
240

900
389

Ramp Weight			
(sub total) (do not exceed
maximum ramp weight of
6025 pounds)

5850

9012

35

53

6. Less Fuel for Taxiing		

						
*7.
Aft
242		
42
102		
Cabin						
						
Cabinet		
Contents					
8.
							
Payload
-----		
1062
1694		
			
						
*9.
							
							
						

Takeoff Weight
(do not exceed maxim					
takeoff weight of 5990 pounds)

						
*
							
							
							
							
							

Totals must be within approved weight and center-of-		
gravity limits. It is the responsibility of the operator to
ensure that the airplane is loaded properly. The Basic
Empty Weight CG is noted on the Airplane Weighing
Form. If the airplane has been altered, refer to the 		
Weight and Balance Record for information.

Less Fuel to
Destination

Tip Main
354
Auxiliary
240
Wing Lockers

Landing Weight		
(do not exceed maximum
landing weight of 5990 pounds)

5221

531
389
8939

						

4-8
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The following is a sample weight and balance determination.
Refer to the equivalent illustrations on the Weight and Balance
Data sheet provided in your airplane for an actual determination.
Sample:
Basic Empty Weight............3948 lbs. Moment/100 = 6029
Pilot.......................................Enter your weight.
Passengers..........................1 at 145 lbs.
		
1 at 115 lbs.
		
1 at 170 lbs.
		
1 at 140 lbs.
		
1 at 120 lbs.
Fuel.......................................840 gal.
Baggage..............................192 lbs.
The following is a sample weight and balance determination. For an actual determination for your airplane, refer to the
equivalent illustrations on the Weight and Balance Data sheet
provided in your airplane.
To compute the weight and balance for your airplane:
1.
Take the basic empty weight and moment/100
from the latest entry shown on the weight and Balance
Data sheet, and enter them in item 1 (Basic Empty
Weight) of the Weight and Balance form. For this sample,
assume a weight of 3948 pounds and moment/100 of
6029.
2.
Determine arm, weight and Moment/100 of the
crew, passengers, baggage and cabinet or refreshment
bar contents and enter them under Payload Computations. The crew and passenger table is applicable only
when the CG of the occupant is at the location specified.
Note: If the seats are in any other position than stated in the
Weight and Moment Tables chart, the moment must be computed by multiplying occupant weight times the arm in inches.
Use the forward face of the cabin doorway structure as a
reference. Passenger C.G. can be assumed to be 9 inches
forward of the intersection of the seat bottom and seat back.

CESSNA 340A 09/10
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3.
If the seats are in any other position than stated in
the table, the moment must be computed by multiplying
occupant weight times the arm in inches. A point 9 inches forward of the intersection of the seat bottom and seat
back with seat cushions compressed can be assumed to
be the occupant CG. For a reference in determining the
arm, the forward face of the cabin doorway structure is
fuselage station 210.95.
4.
Total the Payload Computations items and enter
the resulting Weight and Moment/100 in item 2.
5.
Total the Items 1 (Basic Empty Weight) and 2
(Payload) to determine appropriate entries for Item 3
(Zero Fuel Weight).
6.
Item 4 (Fuel Loading) is determined form the applicable columns of the Weight and Moment Tables.
7.
Total items 3 and 4 to determine item 5 (Ramp
Weight).
8.
Subtract item 6 (Less Fuel for Taxiing) from item
5 (Ramp Weight) to determine item 7 (Take-off Weight).
Enter item 7 on the Center of Gravity Graph to determine
if the loading is within allowable limits. If it falls outside
of the envelope, it will be necessary to redistribute the
load.
9.
Determine the amount of fuel to be used during the flight, obtain the appropriate weight and moment/100. Enter the total of these weights and Moment/100 in item 8 (Less Fuel to Destination).
10.
Item 9 (Landing Weight) is determined by subtracting item 8 from item 7. Enter item 9 on the Center of
Gravity Graph to determine if the loading is within allowable limits. If the point falls within the envelope, the loading is approved. If the point falls outside the envelope, it
will be necessary to redistribute the load.
The preceding procedures are found in the Cessna Aircraft
Company Information Manual for the Cessna Model 340A.

4-10
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Stall Speeds
			

Condition:		

Throttles Idle

			
Notes:
1.
				
2.
					

5500

5000

4500

Angle of Bank

Configuration

Weight
(pounds)

5990

Maximum altitude loss during a stall is 400 feet.
Maximum altitude loss during an engine inoperative stall is 350 feet
with a maximum pitch below the horizon of 15°

0°

20°

40°

60°

Flaps

Gear

KIAS

KCAS

KIAS

KCAS

KIAS

KCAS

KIAS

KCAS

0°

UP

83

79

85

82

94

91

117

112

15°

DOWN

76

77

78

80

87

88

109

109

45°

DOWN

71

71

73

74

81

82

103

101

0°

UP

80

76

82

79

90

87

113

108

15°

DOWN

73

74

75

76

84

85

105

105

45°

DOWN

68

68

70

71

77

78

98

97

0°

UP

77

73

78

75

86

83

108

103

15°

DOWN

70

71

71

73

80

81

100

100

45°

DOWN

65

65

66

67

74

75

94

92

0°

UP

73

69

74

71

82

79

102

97

15°

DOWN

66

67

67

69

75

76

95

95

45°

DOWN

62

62

63

64

70

71

89

87
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Wind Component
Note: Maximum demonstrated crosswind velocity is 23 knots (not a limitation)
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Temperature Conversion (fahrenheit to celcius)
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Pressure Conversion (inches of mercury to millibars)
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Normal Takeoff Distance
		 Conditions:
				
			
			
			

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

2700 RPM and 38.0 Inches Hg Manifold Pressure Before Brake Release
Mixtures - CHECK Fuel Flows In the White Arc
Wing Flaps - UP
Cowl Flaps – OPEN
Level, Hard Surface, Dry Runway

			
Notes:
			
				

1.
2.
3.

If full power is applied without brakes set, distances are from point where full power is applied.
Decrease distance 7% for each 10 knots headwind.
Increase distance 5% for each 2 knots tailwind.
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Accelerate Stop Distance
		 Conditions:
			
			
			
				
			
			

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

2700 RPM and 38.0 Inches Hg Manifold Pressure Before Brake Release
Mixtures - CHECK Fuel Flows In the White Arc		
Wing Flaps - UP.		
Cowl Flaps - OPEN
Level, Hard Surface, Dry Runway
Engine Failure at Engine Failure Speed
Idle Power and Maximum Effective Braking After Engine Failure

			
Notes:
			
			

1.
2.
3.

If full power is applied without brakes set, distances apply from point where full power is applied.
Decrease distance 3% for each 4 knots headwind.
Increase distance 5% for each 2 knots tailwind.
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Accelerate Go Distance
		 Conditions:
			
			
			
				
			
			
			

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2700 RPM and 38.0 Inches Hg Manifold Pressure Before Brake Release
Mixtures – CHECK Fuel Flows In the White Arc		
Wing Flaps – UP.		
Cowl Flaps - OPEN
Level, Hard Surface, Dry Runway
Engine Failure at Engine Failure Speed
Propeller Feathered and Landing Gear up or in transit
Maintain Engine Failure Speed Until Clear of Obstacle

			
Notes:
			
			
				

1.
2.
3.
4.

If full power is applied without brakes set, distances apply from point where full power is applied.
Decrease distance 6% for each 10 knots headwind.
Increase distance 2% for each 1 knots tailwind.
Distances in boxed areas represent rate of climb less than 50 FPM.

CESSNA 340A 09/10
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Rate of Climb (maximum climb)
		
Conditions: 1.
2700 RPM and 38.0 Inches Hg to 20,000 feet.
						
Use placarded manifold pressure above 20,000 feet.
				
2.
Landing gear - UP
				
3.
Wing Flaps - UP
				
4.
Cowl Flaps - OPEN
				
5.
Mixture at recommended fuel flow

4-18
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Rate of Climb (cruise climb)
		
Conditions: 1.
				
				
				
				

CESSNA 340A 09/10

2450 RPM and 31.5 Inches Hg.
2.
Landing gear - UP
3.
Wing Flaps - UP
4.
Cowl Flaps - AS REQUIRED
5.
Mixture at recommended fuel flow
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Rate of Climb (one engine inoperative)
		
Conditions: 1.
2700 RPM and 38.0 Inches Hg to 20,000 feet.
						
Use placarded manifold pressure above 20,000 feet.
				
2.
Mixture - check fuel flow in the white arc
				
3.
Landing Gear - UP
				
4.
Wing Flaps - UP
				
5.
Inoperative propeller - FEATHERED
				
6.
Wings banked 5° toward operative engine with approximately
						
1/2 ball slip indicated on the turn and bank indicator
				
7.
Cowl Flaps - CLOSED on inoperative engine
			
Notes:
1.
			
2.
					
					

4-20

Approximate effect of configuration on one engine inoperative rate of climb
Subtract values listed below from value obtained in the graph.
Effects for a combination of gear, flap or windmilling propeller may be
obtained by adding the effects for each
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Service Ceiling (one engine inoperative)
		

Conditions: 1.

One engine inoperative climb configuration

			
Notes:
1.
					
			
2.
			
3.
			
4.
					

CESSNA 340A 09/10

Service ceiling is the maximum altitude where the airplane has the capability of climbing
50 FPM with one engine inoperative and feathered
Increase indicated service ceiling 100 feet for each .1 Hg altimeter setting greater than 29.92
Decrease indicated service ceiling 100 feet for each .1 Hg altimeter setting less than 29.92
This chart provides performance information to aid in route selection when operating under
FAR 135.181 and 91.119 requirements
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Rate of Climb (balked landing climb)
		
Conditions: 1.
				
				
				
				
				

4-22

2700 RPM and 38.0 Inches Hg.
2.
Mixtures - check fuel flows in the white arc
3.
Landing gear - DOWN
4.
Wing Flaps - 45°
5.
Cowl Flaps - OPEN
6.
Climb speed - 84 KIAS
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Time, Fuel and Distance to Climb (maximum climb)
		
Conditions: 1.
2700 RPM and 38.0 Inches Hg to 20,000 feet.
						
Use placarded manifold pressure above 20,000 feet.
				
2.
Mixture - at recommended fuel flow
				
3.
Landing Gear - UP
				
4.
Wing Flaps - UP
				
5.
Cowl Flaps - OPEN
			
Notes:
1.
					
			
2.

CESSNA 340A 09/10

Time, fuel and distance for the climb are determined by taking the difference
between the airport altitude and initial cruise altitude conditions.
For total fuel used, add 31 pounds for start, taxi and takeofff.
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Time, Fuel and Distance to Climb (cruise climb)
		
Conditions: 1.
2450 RPM and 31.5 Inches Hg to 20,000 feet. Above 24,500 feet,
						
use placarded manifold pressure and climb fuel flow (blue dots)
				
2.
Fuel flow - 120 pounds per hour per engine
				
3.
Landing Gear - UP
				
4.
Wing Flaps - UP
				
5.
Cowl Flaps - AS REQUIRED
				
6.
Air speed - 120 KIAS
			
Notes:
1.
					
			
2.

4-24

Time, fuel and distance for the climb are determined by taking the difference
between the airport altitude and initial cruise altitude conditions.
For total fuel used, add 31 pounds for start, taxi and takeofff.
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Cruise Performance With Recommended Lean Mixture
Notes:
		
		

1.
2.
3.

CESSNA 340A 09/10

At Sea Level, increase speed by 2 KTAS for each 500 pounds below 5990 pounds.
At 5000 feet, increase speed by 2 KTAS for each 500 pounds below 5990 pounds.
Operations at peak EGT may be utilized with power settings within the boxed areas.
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Cruise Performance With Recommended Lean Mixture
Notes:
		
		

4-26

1.
2.
3.

At Sea Level, increase speed by 2 KTAS for each 500 pounds below 5990 pounds.
At 5000 feet, increase speed by 2 KTAS for each 500 pounds below 5990 pounds.
Operations at peak EGT may be utilized with power settings within the boxed areas.
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Cruise Performance With Recommended Lean Mixture
Notes:
		
		

1.
2.
3.

CESSNA 340A 09/10

At Sea Level, increase speed by 2 KTAS for each 500 pounds below 5990 pounds.
At 5000 feet, increase speed by 2 KTAS for each 500 pounds below 5990 pounds.
Operations at peak EGT may be utilized with power settings within the boxed areas.
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Range Profile
		
Conditions: 1.
				
				
				
				

Takeoff weight 5990 pounds
2.
Cruise climb to desired altitude
3.
Recommended lean fuel flow
4.
Zero wind
5.
Standard day

			
Notes:
1.
					
			
2.

4-28

Range computations include fuel required for start, taxi, takeoff, cruise climb to altitude,
cruise, descent and 45 minutes reserve fuel at the particular cruise power
The distances shown are the sum of the distances to climb, cruise and descend
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Endurance Profile
		
Conditions: 1.
				
				
				

Takeoff weight 5990 pounds
2.
Cruise climb to desired altitude
3.
Recommended lean fuel flow
4.
Standard day

			
Notes:
1.
					
			
2.

CESSNA 340A 09/10

Endurance computations include fuel required for start, taxi, takeoff, cruise climb to altitude,
cruise, descent and 45 minutes reserve fuel at the particular cruise power
The endurance shown is the sum of the distances to climb, cruise and descend
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Holding Time
		
Conditions:		
				

4-30

1.
2.

2100 RPM, 24 inches Hg (manifold pressure 45% power)
Recommended lean fuel flow (129 pounds per hour total)
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Time, Fuel and Distance to Descend
		
Conditions:		
				
				
				
				
				

CESSNA 340A 09/10

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

2200 RPM, 24 inches Hg (manifold pressure 49% power)
Recommended lean fuel flow (70 pounds per hour per engine)
Landing gear - UP
Wing Flaps - UP
Air speed - 180 KIAS
Cowl Flaps - CLOSED
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Normal Landing Distance
		 Conditions:
			
			
			
			
				

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

		 Notes:
1.
			
2.
					
			
3.
					

4-32

Throttles – IDLE at 50 Feet Above Ground Level
Landing Gear – DOWN
Wing Flaps – 45°
Cowl Flaps – AS REQUIRED
Level, Hard Surface Runway
Maximum Effective Braking
Increase distance by 25% of ground run for operation on firm sod runway.
If necessary to land with wing flaps UP, the approach speed should be increased above the
normal approach speed by 12 knots. Expect total landing distance to increase by 35%.
Decrease total distances by 3% for each 4 knots headwind. For operations with tailwinds up to
10 knots, increase total distances by 8% for each 3 knots wind.
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Normal Landing Distance
		 Conditions:
			
			
			
			
				

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

		 Notes:
1.
			
2.
					
			
3.
					

CESSNA 340A 09/10

Throttles – IDLE at 50 Feet Above Ground Level
Landing Gear – DOWN
Wing Flaps – 45°
Cowl Flaps – AS REQUIRED
Level, Hard Surface Runway
Maximum Effective Braking
Increase distance by 25% of ground run for operation on firm sod runway.
If necessary to land with wing flaps UP, the approach speed should be increased above the
normal approach speed by 12 knots. Expect total landing distance to increase by 35%.
Decrease total distances by 3% for each 4 knots headwind. For operations with tailwinds up to 		
10 knots, increase total distances by 8% for each 3 knots wind.
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Flight Controls
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Overview
The flight controls of the Cessna 340A consist of statically
mass-balanced ailerons, elevators, rudder, and associated trim
systems for each. The control surfaces are bearing supported
and operated through conventional cable systems and mechanical linkage. Trim tabs on the rudder, left aileron, and right
elevator are manually adjustable by associated trim controls
located on the control pedestal. Mechanical position indicators for each of the trim tabs are integrated with their respective
controls. The wing flaps, nose wheel steering system, optional
electric elevator trim and yaw damper systems, as well as control locks are also covered in this chapter.
Control Wheels

s

CONTROL WHEEL (340A0401 AND AFTER)

Dual control wheels for aileron and elevator control are positioned in front of the pilot’s and copilot’s seats and are joined by
a chain and interconnect assembly located behind the instrument panel.
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Ailerons and Aileron Trim

The ailerons are attached at two hinge points on the rear spar
of each wing, outboard of the flaps. Control wheel rotation
is transmitted through cables and pulleys to a pair of aileron
bellcranks located in the fuselage. Each “fuselage” bellcrank
is connected by cables to a corresponding aileron bellcrank in
each wing. Each “wing” bellcrank positions its respective aileron through a push-pull rod by which the two are mechanically
linked.
Aileron trim is provided by a
lagging link type trim tab attached to the inboard trailing
edge of the left aileron by a
full-length piano-type hinge.
The trim tab is actuated by a
push-pull rod attached to a
jack screw type actuator installed in the left wing, forward
of the aileron. The actuator is
driven through a chain/cable
assembly operated by the
aileron trim control knob.
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AILERON TRIM CONTROL KNOB
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Aileron and Aileron Trim Controls

RIGHT AILERON
CONTROL CABLES

FUSELAGE
BELLCRANK

COPILOT’S
CONTROL
WHEEL

COPILOT’S
CONTROL
COLUMN

PILOT’S
CONTROL
WHEEL

LEFT AILERON
CONTROL CABLES

PILOT’S
CONTROL
COLUMN

SPROCKET
PUSH-PULL
ROD

INTERCONNECT
ASSEMBLY

LEFT WING
BELL CRANK
ASSEMBLY

TRIM TAB
HORN

PULLEYS

TRIM
CONTROL
KNOB

SPROCKET
TRIM
ACTUATOR

PUSH-PULL
ROD
CABLE/CHAIN
ASSEMBLY

CABLE/CHAIN
ASSEMBLY

PULLEYS

SPROCKET
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Elevators and Elevator Trim

Each elevator is attached at two hinge points on the rear spar
of the horizontal stabilizer. The left and right elevators are interconnected by torque tubes and an elevator arm forming
the elevator assembly. The elevator assembly is actuated by a
push-pull rod which mechanically links the arm to a bellcrank
located within the fuselage tailcone. The bellcrank is actuated
by a pair of cables connected to a quadrant assembly on the
interconnect tube which links the pilot’s and copilots control
columns. Fore and aft control column movement is transmitted
by the cables to position the elevator assembly. An elevator
bob weight, attached to the control column interconnect tube,
is provided to improve elevator balance in flight.
Elevator trim is provided by
a trim tab attached to the
inboard trailing edge of the
right elevator by a full-length
piano-type hinge. The trim tab
is actuated by a push-pull rod
attached to a jack screw type
actuator installed in the right
horizontal stabilizer, forward
of the rudder. The actuator is
driven through a chain/cable
assembly operated by the
elevator trim control wheel.
5-4
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ELEVATOR TRIM CONTROL WHEEL
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Elevator and Elevator Trim Controls

TORQUE
TUBES

BELLCRANK
ELEVATOR
ARM

COPILOT’S
CONTROL
WHEEL

COPILOT’S
CONTROL
COLUMN

ELEVATOR
CONTROL
CABLES

PUSH-PULL
ROD

TRIM TAB
HORN

PILOT’S
CONTROL
WHEEL

PILOT’S
CONTROL
COLUMN

PUSH-PULL
ROD

BOBWEIGHT
INTERCONNECT
TUBE

TRIM
ACTUATOR

CABLE/CHAIN
ASSEMBLY

SHAFT

SPROCKET
CABLE/CHAIN
ASSEMBLY
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Electric Elevator Trim (optional without autopilot or IFCS)
The electric elevator trim system consists of an actuator motor
and clutch/capstan assembly located in the fuselage tailcone,
controlled by a toggle-type disengage switch on airplanes
340A0375 and earlier or push-button type disconnect switch on
airplanes 340A0401 and after, and a momentary-on, slider-type
electric trim control switch labeled DN/UP located on the pilot’s
control wheel.
3

1

1.
		
2.
		
3.

Trim Disengage Switch
(340A0375 and earlier)
Trim Disconnect Switch
(340A0401 and after)
Trim Control Switch

3

When the system is energized
by holding the electric trim
control switch forward to the
2
“DN” position or aft to the “UP”
position, the actuator motor
drives the clutch assembly
and capstan around which the left aft elevator trim control cable
is wrapped. As the capstan rotates, according to the position
of the control switch, the control cable moves the elevator trim
tab up or down. When the control switch is released, it returns
to its center (off) position. When the elevator trim system is not
being electrically operated, the clutch assembly is disengaged
allowing the capstan to rotate freely so that the elevator may be
trimmed manually.
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Proper operation of the disengage/disconnect switch can be
checked by actuating the switch to disable the electric elevator trim system, then holding the electric trim control switch in
the “DN” or “UP” position. If the trim wheel and indicator do not
rotate, the system is operating normally.
Note: If the electric elevator trim system malfunctions, it should
be overpowered with the control wheel, the disengage/disconnect switch should be actuated, airspeed should be reduced
to below VNE if applicable, and the airplane should be manually
re-trimmed as required.
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Rudder and Rudder Trim

The rudder is attached at three hinge points on the rear spar
of the vertical stabilizer and is operated by the rudder pedals.
The pilot’s and copilot’s left rudder pedals are interconnected
by a torque tube as are the pilot’s and copilot’s right rudder
pedals. Each torque tube incorporates a link arm to which its
associated left or right rudder control cable is attached. Rudder
pedal movement is transmitted aft through cables and pulleys
to the rudder bellcrank which is attached directly to a torque
tube extending from the base of the rudder within the fuselage
tailcone.
Rudder trim is provided by a
lagging link type balance tab
attached to the lower trailing edge of the rudder by a
full-length piano-type hinge.
The trim tab is actuated by
a push-pull rod attached to
a jack screw type actuator
installed in the vertical stabilizer, forward of the rudder.
The actuator is driven through
a cable/chain assembly which
is connected to the rudder trim
control knob.
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Rudder and Rudder Trim Controls
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Yaw Damper System (optional)
When engaged, the yaw
damper system provides stabilization about the airplane’s
vertical (yaw) axis. A gyro
computer/turn and slip indicator, mounted on the instrument
panel, transmits yaw rate signals to a rudder servo located
in the fuselage tailcone. When
the system senses movement
about the yaw axis, the rudder
servo drives a chain/cable assembly connected to the rudder
bellcrank to provide yaw dampening.

s

GYRO COMPUTER

The yaw damper system is controlled by an ON/OFF, rockertype switch located either on the control pedestal left of the
autopilot control panel, or on the autopilot control panel itself in
some IFCS installations as pictured below.

1

2

1. Yaw Damper Control Switch (control pedestal location)
2. Yaw Damper Control Switch (autopilot control panel location)
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Control Locks
Control locks are available to prevent the movement of and
possible damage to the flight control surfaces when the aircraft
is parked in gusty or strong wind conditions.
Control Column Lock
A control column lock, consisting of a U-shaped pin and
attached warning flag, secures the control column with
the ailerons neutral and the
elevators positioned 10° down.
The control lock is installed by
aligning the holes provided
in the top and bottom of the
control column housing with
those provided in the control
column, then inserting the pin completely through to the other
side.
Rudder Pedal Gust Lock
(optional 340A1543 and earlier)
An optional rudder pedal
gust lock may be installed on
the flight compartment floor,
forward of the pilot’s seat. The
gust lock pivots forward to engage the pilot’s rudder pedals
thereby securing the rudder
pedals and the rudder in their
neutral positions. When disengaged from the pedals, the
gust lock pivots aft for stowage against the flight compartment
floor where it is secured by clips.
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Rudder Gust Lock
(optional 340A1801
and after)
An optional rudder
gust lock may be
installed inside the
tail stinger below the
rudder (Cessna 400
series pictured). The
gust lock consists of
an external handle,
located on the left
side of the tail stinger, which positions
a pin that engages
a slotted plate in the
bottom of the rudder.
With the rudder neutral and the elevator down, rotating the external handle up to the “LOCK” position engages the lock and
secures the rudder in place. The lock is manually disengaged
by rotating the external handle down to the “UNLOCK” position.
The lock is automatically disengaged by a cam on the elevator
arm when the elevator is raised past the 6° down position.
If neither type of rudder gust lock is installed or if external rudder locks are not available, turning the nosewheel to its extreme
left or right position will fully deflect the rudder against its stop
and restrict its movement.
Warning: Ensure all control locks are removed/unlocked before
starting the engines.
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Wing Flaps

The wing flaps are a four-section (two on each wing) split-flap
design hinged to the lower surface of the rear wing spar. Major
components of the wing flap system include the inboard and
outboard flaps, flap actuator assembly, and flap position switch.
The flap actuator assembly
consists of an electric motor,
gear-reduction unit, and tandem sprockets which each
drive a chain/cable assembly
routed through pulleys to the
inboard bellcrank of each
inboard flap. Three additional
bellcranks, located in each
wing, are mechanically linked
by interconnect tubes to their
associated inboard bellcranks.
s WING FLAP POSITION SWITCH
Each flap is positioned through a
pair of scissor assemblies connected by push-pull rods to their
respective bellcranks.
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Flap Actuating Components
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The flap actuator motor is controlled by the wing flap position switch located on the copilot’s
left subpanel. The switch incorporates a preselect function which allows 0°, 15°, 30°, or 45°
positions to be selected. When a flap position is selected, microswitches attached to the
switch lever energize the flap actuator motor. As the flaps extend or retract, a cable connecting the flap position switch to the right flap extend cable, provides flap position feedback.
When actual flap position corresponds with the selected position, the microswitches deenergize the flap actuator motor.
A flap/landing gear warning switch, attached to the flap position switch assembly, will sound
the gear warning horn when a flap position beyond 15° extension is selected with the landing
gear not down and locked.
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Nose Wheel Steering
The nosewheel steering system, operated by the rudder pedals, allows airplane directional control during ground operations. Each rudder pedal torque tube incorporates a link arm
to which its associated left or right nosewheel steering control
cable and spring assembly is attached. Rudder pedal movement is transmitted forward through the cables to the nose gear
bellcrank. A gimbal, incorporated with the nose gear bellcrank,
allows the steering system to freewheel when the nose gear is
retracted.

3
1
2

1. Bellcrank
2. Gimbal
3. Control Cables
Smooth turning up to 18° left or right of center is accomplished
by allowing the airplane to roll while displacing the appropriate rudder pedal. Sharper turns, up to 55° left or right of center,
require brake pedal pressure on the displaced rudder and/or
differential power application.
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Minimum Wing Tip Turning Radius

12.58'

PIVOT POINT
25.50'

51.00'

PROPELLER GROUND CLEARANCE: 7.20 INCHES

The minimum wing tip turning radius using partial braking action and differential power is 51.00 feet. This method causes
excessive wear on the tires, and should only be employed
sparingly. If the aircraft is parked with the nose wheel cocked to
one side, initial taxiing should be done with caution. To straighten the nose wheel in this situation, center the rudder pedals
and use differential power instead of differential braking.
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Limitations
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material, markings and placards, or any combination thereof for all limitations.
Emergency Procedures
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material (supplementary
checklist) as revised, for procedural information.
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Overview
The Cessna 340A main electrical system is powered by two
28-volt Direct Current (DC), negative-ground alternators. A 24volt DC battery provides current for engine starting and serves
as an emergency source of power. An optional external power
receptacle may be installed allowing the system to be energized when the airplane is on the ground. Electrical power is
distributed to the airplane’s systems through a multiple bus arrangement which provides continued operation in the event of
a source failure. Items in the system requiring Alternating Current (AC) for their operation are powered by individual inverters.
Lighting systems are provided for interior and exterior illumination.
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Battery

ACCESS COVER

GROUND CABLE

POWER CABLE

TIE-DOWN STRAP

LIFT CORD

VENT CAPS

BATTERY

BATTERY BOX

DRAIN TUBE

VENT TUBE

A single lead-acid battery is located in a battery box below an
access panel on the left outboard wing adjacent to the engine
nacelle. The battery is rated at 24-volts DC and 25-amperehours (amp-hr), which indicates that it can store 24-volts of
power when fully charged and that a new, fully charged battery
is capable of delivering one ampere (amp) of current for 25
hours, before reaching a fully discharged condition.
The following formula: amp-hr rating ÷ amp load = hours available, may be used to approximate hours of battery power available in the event of a dual alternator failure. In the case of a
25-amp-hr battery, this is accomplished as shown in the following example: 25-amp-hr ÷ 50-amp load = .5 hours.
Note: The condition of a lead acid battery will deteriorate at a
nearly constant rate. However, not all remaining battery power
will be available to all buses (refer to pages 6-6 and 6-9 of this
chapter).
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It is recommended that the battery water level be checked
every 50 flight hours or every 30 days, whichever occurs first.
However, since water consumption increases with ambient
temperature, this check should be made more frequently in
warm climates. Distilled water should be used when servicing
is required.
To prevent the accumulation
of fluid and vapors, the battery
box is equipped with independent drain and vent tubes
which extend through the
lower surface of the wing.

1

2
1. Battery Box Vent Inlet
2. Battery Box Drain Outlet
Note: During the preflight inspection, verification should be
made that these points are intact and clear of obstructions.
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Alternators
The two 28-volt DC alternators, each gear-driven by
and mounted on the nose
section of its respective
engine, supply electrical
power to all DC distribution buses and charging
current to the battery. The
standard alternators are
each capable of producing
a continuous current of 50amps. Optional 100-amp
alternators are available
and are required on airs ALTERNATOR INSTALLATION
planes certificated for flight in
icing conditions. Initial alternator excitation current is provided
by the battery. Once on-line and supplying power, however,
excitation current is provided by the alternators themselves
thereby making them self-exciting.
The alternator system includes voltage regulators, overvoltage
relays, alternator fail sensors, alternator out annunciator lights,
and alternator field switches. General alternator and wire bundle condition should be inspected during preflight.
Voltage Regulators
Two solid-state voltage regulators, attached to the flight compartment floor between the pilot’s seat and the left sidewall,
function to control alternator output. This is accomplished by
internal components which compare alternator output (determined through bus voltage sensing) to a reference voltage
(determined by the regulator setting) to produce a signal which
determines the alternator field circuit voltage necessary to
maintain a constant alternator output of 27.5-volts. Essentially, if
alternator output falls below or rises above the regulator setting
(27.5-volts), field circuit voltage will be decreased or increased
correspondingly.
Each of the two regulators independently controls the output of
its respective alternator. A paralleling circuit, interconnecting
the regulators, facilitates proper load sharing. With the regulators properly set and the system functioning normally, the alternators should maintain a constant output of 27.5 ± .25-volts and
a balanced electrical load within 10% of total loads greater than
15-amps at engine operating speeds of 1700 RPM or more.
6-4
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External Power System (optional)
The optional external
power system consists of
an external power receptacle located on the aft lower
surface of the left engine
nacelle, and an external
power relay located in the
left wing, forward of the
battery box. The receptacle is a three-pin type
design with permanent
markings identifying the
positive and negative pins.
s EXTERNAL POWER RECEPTACLE
The relay is energized closed
upon application of external
power thereby permitting electrical flow to the battery bus. With
external power applied, battery power is conserved during
engine starting in colder temperatures when the battery is weak
(but serviceable), or when testing electrical equipment on the
ground.
Note: Before connecting or disconnecting an external power
source and while external power is being applied during engine starting, all avionics equipment switches or the AVIONICS
MASTER switch should be positioned to “off,” the battery switch
should be positioned to “ON,” and the alternator field switches
should be positioned to “off” to prevent system damage caused
by electrical surges.
Note: When applying external power to the airplane for extended
periods of time, the battery switch should be positioned to “off”
to prevent battery damage caused by improper charging. Additionally, the alternator field switches should remain in the “off”
position and the alternator circuit breakers should be pulled to
prevent charging system damage.
Note: External power source output should be set to 28-volts
DC.
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Electrical Power Distribution
Electrical power is distributed to the airplane’s systems through
interconnected buses normally supplied by the battery or the
alternators. With the optional external power system installed,
the buses may also be supplied by an external power source.
Hot Battery Bus
The hot battery bus is wired directly to the battery such that
electrical components powered by this bus may be energized
regardless of battery switch position. When the alternators are
on-line or when external power is applied, the hot battery bus is
supplied with 28-volt DC power through the battery bus.
Note: If components powered by the hot battery bus are inadvertently left on, battery power will be depleted even if the battery switch is in the “off” position.
Battery Bus
Electrical power may be supplied to the battery bus by the
battery, the alternators, or an external power source. Battery
power is routed directly to the battery bus through the battery
relay which is controlled by the battery switch and/or battery
voltage. When the battery switch is in the “ON” position and
battery power is at least 17-volts, the relay is energized closed
and battery power is supplied to the system. When the battery
switch is in the “off” position or when battery power falls below
8-volts, the relay is deenergized open and the battery is isolated from the system.
From the battery bus, battery power is available to the main
bus, the avionics bus, and the engine starting contactors.
When the alternators are on-line, the battery bus is supplied
with 28-volt DC power through the main bus. When external
power is applied, 28-volt DC power is routed directly to the battery bus through the external power relay. With the alternators
or an external power source supplying 28-volts and the battery
supplying only 24-volts, current flow reverses through the battery allowing it to be charged.
Note: If there are no indications of battery power availability to
the system with the battery switch in the “ON” position, battery
service is required.
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Main Bus
Electrical power may be supplied to the main bus by the battery, the alternators, or an external power source. Battery power
and external power are supplied to the main bus through the
battery bus as previously described. When the alternators are
on-line, 28-volt DC power is routed directly to the main bus
through the alternator circuit breakers. From the main bus,
power is supplied to distribution bus bars through which the
majority of the airplane’s electrical components are powered.
Avionics Bus (optional)
The avionics bus functions as an independent distribution bus
through which the airplane’s avionics are powered. Electrical
power may be supplied to the avionics bus by the battery, the
alternators, or an external power source through the battery
bus or the main bus.
This arrangement allows all avionics equipment wired to this
bus to be simultaneously energized or isolated from the system through either of two switch breakers located on the left
sidepanel. One of the two switch breakers, labeled AVIONICS
MASTER, controls the primary supply of power from the battery bus to the avionics bus in normal operations; the other,
labeled EMERGENCY - AVN PWR, controls the alternate supply
of power from the main bus to the avionics bus in the event of
normal circuit failure.
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Electrical Load Table
The following table identifies the approximate, continuous load
imposed on the electrical system by each item listed. Amperage totals are approximated referencing the maximum allowable load of each item.
			
Standard Equipment			

Total Amps
Continuous

Battery Relay			
Voltage Regulators
2 @ 1.00-amps each
Auxiliary Boost Pumps
2 @ 5.50-amps each
Tip Tank Transfer Pumps
2 @ 1.90-amps each
Auxiliary Tank In-Line Pumps
2 @ 1.90-amps each
Fuel Quantity Indication System
2 @ .05-amps each

.60
2.00
11.00
3.80
3.80
.10

Engine Instrumentation
2 @ .32-amps each
Prop Sync. Control			
Flap Position Indicator Lights
6 @ .06-amps each
Gear Down Lights
4 @ .04-amps each
Electric Clock			
DC Turn and Slip Indicator			
Outside Air Temperature Gage			
Pilot’s Pitot Tube Heat 			
Stall Warning Heat			
Cabin Heater Fuel Valve			
Cabin Heater Fuel Solenoid			
Cabin Heater Fuel Pump			
Cabin Heater Combustion Blower			
Cabin Heater Ignition			
Cabin Heater Vent Blower			
Cabin Pressurization Safety Valve			
Wing Tip Navigation Lights
2 @ .93-amps each
Tail Stinger Navigation Light			
Rotating Beacons
2 @ 1.80-amps each
Landing Light (left)			
Compass Light			
Instrument Panel Post Lights (37 bulbs)			
Left Sidepanel Lights (4 bulbs)			
Fuel Selector Panel Lights
2 @ .30-amps each
Call Number Light			
Passenger Reading Lights
4 @ .30-amps each
Cabin Courtesy Lights (2 bulbs)			

.64
1.00
.36
.16
.02
.15
.08
3.85
3.90
.20
.20
1.00
3.00
.75
11.00
.60
1.86
1.02
3.60
9.00
.04
1.48
.68
.60
.04
1.20
.82

Note: Total continuous load on the electrical system should not
exceed 80% of total rated alternator capacity.
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Electrical System Switches
Master Switches
The master switches, located on the pilot’s left subpanel, function to control the sources of electrical power supplying the
system and provide a means for identifying and isolating system malfunctions.
2

3
1
1. Battery Switch
The battery switch controls the battery relay through which
battery power is supplied to the battery bus or charging current is supplied to battery. When set to the “ON” position with at
least 17-volts of battery power available, the relay is energized
closed connecting the battery to the system. When set to the
“off” position, or when battery power falls below 8-volts, the
relay is deenergized open isolating the battery from the system.
2. Alternator Field Switches
Each alternator field switch controls the flow of excitation current through the field circuit of its associated alternator. When
set to the “ON” position, excitation current is initially provided
by the battery. Once on-line and supplying power, excitation
current is provided by the alternators themselves thereby making them self-exciting. When set to the “off” position, excitation current flow through the field circuit is interrupted thereby
removing the corresponding alternator from the system.
3. Gang Bar
A gang bar, installed above the master switches, facilitates
setting these switches to the “off” position simultaneously by
pushing down on the bar.
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4. Emergency Alternator
Field Switch
The emergency alternator
field switch, located on the left
sidepanel, functions to supply battery power to the field
circuit to restore alternator
output should the alternators
fail to maintain self-excitation
current flow. This function is
available regardless of battery
switch position or battery relay
operation.

4

5

5. Emergency Avionics Power Switch Breaker
On airplanes with the optional avionics bus, the EMERGENCY AVN PWR switch breaker, located on the left sidepanel, controls
the alternate supply of power from the main bus to the avionics
bus in the event of normal circuit failure.
Note: The emergency avionics bus switch breaker and the emergency alternator field switch are protected by red guard covers
which must be lifted in order to actuate the switches.
Avionics Master Switch Breaker
On airplanes with the optional
avionics bus installed, the
AVIONICS MASTER switch
breaker, located on the left
sidepanel, control the primary
supply of power from the battery bus to the avionics bus in
normal operations.
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Electrical System Indication
Indication of electrical system operation is provided by annunciator lights located on the instrument panel, and a voltammeter
located on the left sidepanel.
Annunciator Lights
Each alternator incorporates
a failure sensor circuit which
continually monitors alternator
output. Should either alternator’s output fall below a preset
level (approximately one half
the voltage being produced
by the alternator), the associated failure sensor circuit
will cause the corresponding
[L ALT OUT] or [R ALT OUT]
annunciator light to illuminate
indicating a failure in that
system.

LOW VOLT

DOOR WARN

L ALT OUT

R ALT OUT

CABIN ALT

HEATER OVHT

L FUEL LOW

R FUEL LOW

L TRANS

R TRANS

AC FAIL

BACKCOURSE

WINDSHIELD

SURF DEICE

T&B TEST

A COND HYD

COURTESY LT

INTERCOMM

The system also incorporates a low voltage sensing circuit
which continually monitors battery bus voltage. Should battery
bus voltage fall below 25-volts, the [LOW VOLT] annunciator
light will illuminate indicating that the battery is powering the
system.
Voltammeter
The voltammeter, located on
the left sidepanel, provides
a means for monitoring and
indication of alternator output
current, battery charge or discharge current, or battery bus
voltage as determined by the
position of a selector switch
adjacent to the meter. When
set to “L ALT” (left alternator),
“R ALT” (right alternator), or
“BATT” (battery), the amperage of the selected source
is indicated. When set to
“VOLTS,” electrical system voltage monitored at the battery bus
is indicated.
CESSNA 340A 09/10
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Circuit Protection
Individual electrical system circuits and components are protected against overload by circuit breakers, switch breakers,
fuses and overvoltage relays.

2

4
1

1.
2.
3.
4.

3

Circuit Breaker Panels
Switch Breaker Panel
Alternator Field Fuses
Alternator Power Circuit Breakers

Circuit Breakers
Circuit breakers are located on the left sidepanel. These pushto-reset type circuit breakers will “pop” out, or “trip”, when heat
is generated by an electrical overload. Should an overload
occur, the affected circuit breaker may be reset after a cooling
period of approximately three minutes by pushing it back in.
If the circuit breaker trips a second time, a short circuit is indicated and it should not reset as this could cause damage to the
system.
Note: Ensure that all circuit breakers are engaged and serviceable fuses are installed before all flights. The airplane should
never be operated with any blown fuses or disengaged circuit
breakers without a thorough knowledge of the consequences.
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Switch Breakers
Switch breakers provide the same protection for electrical system components as push-to-reset type circuit breakers. However, instead of popping out, a switch breaker will trip to its “off”
position in the event of an overload. As with push-to-reset type
circuit breakers, a tripped switch breaker may be reset after a
cooling period of approximately three minutes by returning it
to its “on” position. If the switch breaker trips a second time, a
short circuit is indicated and it should not be forced to remain in
the “on” position as this will cause damage to the system.
Overvoltage Relays
Two solid-state overvoltage relays, attached to the flight compartment floor between the pilot’s seat and the left sidewall,
function to provide protection against excessive voltage
through continuous monitoring of alternator output.
Each relay independently monitors the output of its respective
alternator. When approximately 32-volts is sensed by either
relay, excitation current flow to the field circuit of its respective
alternator is interrupted thereby removing it from the system
and causing illumination of the corresponding [L ALT OUT] or
[R ALT OUT] annunciator light. Should an overvoltage condition occur, cycling the field switch of the effected alternator “off”
then “on” should reset the relay and restore alternator operation.
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Alternator Power
Circuit Breakers
Two alternator power circuit
breakers, located on the left
sidepanel, function to prevent excessive current flow
between each alternator and
the main bus. Should the load
on either alternator exceed
its rated amperage, the corresponding circuit breaker will
trip thereby isolating the effected alternator from the system.
Note: If an alternator power circuit breaker trips, electrical load
should be reduced and the corresponding alternator field
switch(es) positioned to “off” before resetting. If resetting procedures are unsuccessful, the effected alternator(s) should be
switched off.
Alternator Field Fuses
Two alternator field fuses,
located on the left sidepanel,
function to prevent excessive current flow through the
field circuit of each alternator.
Should a short occur in either
field circuit, the corresponding
fuse will blow thereby interrupting excitation current flow
and removing the effected
alternator from the system. A
spare alternator field fuse is provided in a receptacle located
between the fuses, and in fuse clips attached to the forward
base of the pilot’s seat.
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Electrical System Schematic #1 (hot battery bus energized)
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Electrical System Schematic #3 (battery powering system, left engine starting)
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Electrical System Schematic #5 (emergency alternator field circuit energized)
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Alternating Current (AC) Powered Appliances
Various components may be installed in the airplane which
require AC power for their operation. These components are
supplied through individual inverters which convert 28-volt DC
power to AC power. There is no central source of AC power
or associated feeder bus for AC powered systems. In certain
installations, an [AC FAIL] annunciator light may be provided
to indicate when failure of a specific inverter has occurred. No
other warning system is incorporated to indicate an AC source
failure.
Limitations
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material, markings and placards, or any combination thereof for all limitations.
Emergency Procedures
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material (supplementary
checklist) as revised, for procedural information.
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Exterior Lighting
Standard exterior lighting consists of navigation lights, anti-collision beacons, and a left wing landing light. Optional exterior
lighting includes a right wing landing light, nose gear taxi light,
wing deice lights, and strobe lights. All exterior lighting, except
the landing light which is controlled by a switch, are controlled
by switch breakers located on the left sidepanel.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1. Wing Deice Light Switch
2. Anti-Collision Light Switch
3. Strobe Light Switch

4. Navigation Light Switch
5. Taxi Light Switch
6. Landing Light Switch

Navigation Lights
Navigation lights are installed
in the nose cap of each tip
tank and on the fuselage tail
stinger. When darkness permits, operation of the wing
navigation lights can be confirmed during preflight by
observing their illumination
through small openings on
the inboard surface of each
tip tank nose cap. Operation
s TIP TANK NAVIGATION LIGHT
of the tail navigation light can
be confirmed by observing its
reflection on the ground and/or other surrounding objects. During daylight hour preflight, the operation of each light should be
confirmed from outside of the airplane.
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Anti-Collision Beacons
Rotating anti-collision beacons
are installed on the upper
forward tip of the rudder and
lower surface of the fuselage.
Each beacon is essentially a
motor-driven reflector which
rotates around the bulb when
the light is in operation. These
lights are controlled by a
switch breaker labeled ANTICOLL.

s

UPPER ANTI-COLLISION BEACON

Note: Anti-collision lights should not be operated in clouds, fog
or haze as the reflection of light beams on water droplets in the
atmosphere can induce disorientation or vertigo.
Landing Lights
The standard retractable landing light is installed in the lower
surface of the left tip tank fairing. An optional landing light may
also be installed on the lower surface of the right tip tank fairing. These lights are controlled by a three-position switch labeled LANDING.

s

LANDING LIGHT RETRACTED

s

LANDING LIGHT EXTENDED

With the switch in the “RET” (retract) position, the light will be
extinguished and stowed flush with the lower surface of the
wing. In the “EXT” (extend) position, the light will be extended
and illuminated. In the center (off) position, the light will be
extinguished, but will remain in its extended or stowed position
based on prior switch position.
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Strobe Lights
Optional high intensity strobe lights may be installed in the nose
cap of each tip tank (adjacent to the wing navigation lights) and
on the fuselage tail stinger (replacing the standard tail navigation light).

s

TIP TANK STROBE LIGHT

s

TAIL STINGER STROBE LIGHT

The strobe lights are energized by bus voltage boosted through
independent power supplies. Wing strobe power supplies are
integral to each light. The tail strobe power supply is remotely
located within the aft fuselage. A single flasher unit, located
below the cabin floor directs bus voltage to each power supply
when the STROBE switch breaker is in the “on” position.
Note: Strobe lights should not be operated in clouds, fog or
haze as their reflection on water droplets in the atmosphere can
induce disorientation or vertigo.
Note: To avoid interfering with the vision of other pilots, strobe
lights should not be operated when taxiing in the vicinity of
other aircraft.
Taxi Light
An optional taxi light may be
installed on the nose gear to
provide illumination for night
ground operations. This light
allows for improved forward
visibility as the nose gear is
steered while taxiing.
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Wing Deice Lights
Optional floodlights, used
to check for wing ice accumulation during night operations, may be installed on the
outboard side of the engine
nacelles.
Note: Operation of the left and
right wing deice lights is mandatory for flight in icing conditions as defined by the FAA.
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Interior Lighting
Cabin Courtesy Lights
Illumination for night loading and unloading is provided by an
optional cabin doorway light, located in the upper cabin door,
and one of three instrument panel floodlight bulbs, located
within the overhead console in the flight compartment.

1

2

3

4

1. Cabin Doorway Light
2. Instrument Panel Floodlight

3. Cabin Sidewall Switch
4. Sidepanel Switch

These lights may be operated by the COURTESY LIGHT switch
located on the left sidepanel, or by a rocker switch located on
the cabin sidewall forward of the door frame. When the courtesy lights are operated by either of these switches, power is
supplied by the hot battery bus through the LIGHTS - CABIN
circuit breaker. A white [COURTESY LT] annunciator illuminates
when power is being supplied to the lights through either courtesy light switch.
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On airplanes 340A0401 and after, an optional courtesy light
shutoff timer may be installed to prevent battery depletion when
these lights are inadvertently left on. In this installation, the
lights are illuminated and extinguished through a time delay
relay (timer) which is activated by a door-operated switch and/
or either courtesy light switch. Once activated, the lights are
illuminated for a period of fifteen minutes.
After fifteen minutes or when either courtesy light switch is
moved, the timer is deactivated and the lights are extinguished.
Closing the cabin door while the timer is active will not cause
the lights to extinguish. Opening the cabin door will not cause
the lights to illuminate if previously extinguished through the
timer. When extinguished through the timer, the lights will illuminate only after the timer has been reactivated by moving
the cabin door and/or cycling either courtesy light switch. To
provide automatic illumination of the lights when the door is
opened, the timer must be deactivated by either courtesy light
switch before the door is secured.
Passenger Reading Lights
Individual reading lights are located above each passenger
seat. Each light is operated by
an integral push-button switch
and powered by the hot battery bus through the LIGHTS
- CABIN circuit breaker.
Baggage Compartment Lights
Optional lighting is available
for the wing locker and nose
baggage compartments.
s PASSENGER READING LIGHT
These lights are powered by the
hot battery bus through the LIGHTS - CABIN circuit breaker
and operated by switches which cause them to illuminate when
the door is opened and extinguish when the door is closed.
Note: A malfunctioning nose or wing locker baggage compartment light or door switch can completely discharge the battery
in approximately four days, depending its charge level and
condition.
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Control and Instrumentation Lighting
Primary illumination of controls and instrumentation is provided
by post lights. Instrument illumination may also be provided by
optional integral lights.

s

LIGHT DIMMING CONTROL PANEL

A bank of slider-type rheostats, located on the left sidepanel,
are provided for the adjustment of variable intensity control
and instrument lighting. These dimming controls permit adjustment of circuit breaker and sidepanel (CB PNL), subpanel (STA
PNL), engine instrumentation and copilot’s flight instrumentation
(ENGINE INSTR), radio and avionics (RADIO PNL), pilot’s flight
instrumentation (FLT INSTR), and COMPASS lighting intensity.
A two-position (NIGHT/DAY) dimming control panel MASTER
switch functions primarily to direct power to or remove power
from the individual rheostats. In the “NIGHT” position, power
is directed to the rheostats causing the corresponding lights to
illuminate at the selected intensity and the annunciator lights to
illuminate at low intensity. In the “DAY” position, power is removed from the rheostats causing the corresponding lights to
extinguish and the annunciator lights to illuminate at high intensity.
Note: A number of light bulbs are designed to be changed by
the pilot during normal operations. Refer to the appropriate
manufacturers manual for further information.
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Instrument Panel Floodlight
The instrument panel floodlight is comprised of three bulbs
located within the overhead console in the flight compartment.
One of these bulbs may be operated by either door courtesy
light switch as previously described; the other two are controlled by a thumbwheel-type dimmer switch located adjacent
to the floodlight. When the floodlight is operated by the dimmer
switch, power is supplied by the main bus through the LIGHTS
- CO-PILOT circuit breaker.

3
2
1

4
1.
2.
3.
4.

Map Lights
Floodlight
Map Light Dimmer Switches
Floodlight Dimmer Switch

Map Lights
Map lights, providing supplemental flight compartment illumination, are located on the overhead console. These lights are
powered by the main bus through the LIGHTS - RADIO circuit
breaker. Each light is independently controlled by an associated thumbwheel-type dimmer switch located on each control
wheel on airplanes 340A0375 and earlier, or on the overhead
console on airplanes 340A0401 and after.
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Overview

s

PILOT'S FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION

The standard flight instruments
in the Cessna 340A are positioned on a panel directly in
front of the pilot. Copilot flight
instrumentation is optional.
Basic flight instrumentation
consists of three pitot-static
instruments (airspeed indicator, altimeter, vertical speed
indicator), and three gyroscopic instruments (attitude
indicator, heading indicator,
s COPILOT'S FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION
turn-and-slip indicator). A magnetic compass is mounted on the windshield center post above
the instrument panel. An outside air temperature gage and a
clock are located in the upper left section of the pilot’s instrument panel. The standard pitot-static system consists of an
electrically-heated pitot mast, mounted externally on the lower
left side of the aircraft nose, and two interconnected static air
ports, one on each side of the aft fuselage. The standard gyro
installation uses a vacuum source to drive the attitude indicator and heading indicator, and DC electrical power to drive the
turn-and-slip indicator.
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Pitot-Static Instruments
Airspeed Indicator
The airspeed indicator provides visual indication of
aircraft speed in relation to the
ambient air. The unit consists
of an indicator dial, a pointer,
and an airtight instrument
case which houses an airtight
diaphragm linked to a drive
mechanism which operates
the pointer. The instrument
case is supplied with static
(ambient) air pressure through the static ports while the diaphragm is supplied with pitot (ram) pressure through the pitot
tube. As airspeed increases or decreases, the differential between static pressure and pitot pressure causes the diaphragm
to expand or contract. As it does, its movement is transmitted
by the drive mechanism to position the pointer at the corresponding airspeed on the indicator dial.
The indicator dial is calibrated in both knots and statute miles
per hour and marked with colored arcs and radial lines which
denote airspeed operating ranges and limitations.

7-4

Marking

Indication

KIAS Value or Range

Red Radial Line
(lower value)

One Engine Inoperative
Minimum Control Speed

White Arc

45° Wing Flap
Operating Range

71 - 142

Green Arc

Normal Operating Range

83 - 200

Blue Radial Line

One Engine Inoperative
Best Rate-of-Climb Speed

100

Yellow Arc

Caution Range 200 - 234

Red Radial Line
(upper value)

Never Exceed Speed
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True Airspeed (TAS) Indicator (optional)
The optional true airspeed indicator provides visual indication
of aircraft speed corrected for temperature and altitude. The
instrument is similar in design and operation to the standard
airspeed indicator, differing primarily by the incorporation of
temperature and altitude sensing mechanisms and a TAS indicator dial.

1

2

3

1. TAS Indicator Dial
2. IAS Indicator Dial
3. Temperature Probe
The inner (rotating) TAS indicator dial is visible through a window on the face of the instrument between 120 and 260 knots
on the outer (stationary) IAS indicator dial. As changes in
temperature and/or altitude are sensed, the TAS indicator dial
is mechanically rotated so that its position below the pointer
will correspond to the approximate true air speed. The IAS and
TAS indicator dials are both calibrated in knots only. The IAS
dial is marked with colored arcs and radial lines which denote
airspeed operating ranges and limitations as on the standard
airspeed indicator.
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Altimeter
The altimeter provides visual
indication of aircraft altitude
in relation to mean sea level
(MSL) atmospheric pressure.
The unit consists of an airtight
instrument case which houses
an aneroid diaphragm assembly linked to a drive mechanism which operates either
three indicating pointers or
one indicating pointer, a threedigit drum-type counter. Altitude is displayed in increments of
one hundred, one thousand, and ten thousand feet.
The instrument case is supplied with static air pressure through
the static ports and the diaphragm assembly is sealed at standard sea level atmospheric pressure (29.92 inHg (reference
pressure)). As altitude increases or decreases, the differential
between static pressure and reference pressure causes the
diaphragm assembly to expand or contract. As it does, its
movement is transmitted by the drive mechanism to rotate the
pointers to their corresponding positions on the indicator dial,
or to rotate the counter to the corresponding altitude readout.
To ensure accurate indication of aircraft altitude for flights below 18,000 feet MSL, the altimeter must be corrected for nonstandard atmospheric conditions. This correction is made by
setting a barometric scale, visible through a window on the face
of the instrument, to the local reported pressure. The reported
pressure reflects a computed correction for non-standard conditions existing near ground-level in the vicinity of the reporting
station only. The barometric scale, most commonly calibrated
in inches of mercury (inHg), is positioned by a barometric
setting knob located on the lower left corner of the instrument
face. Rotating this knob to the desired barometric pressure
setting proportionally rotates the indicator drive mechanism to
produce the necessary altimeter correction while the indicator
dial remains stationary.
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For flights above 18,000 feet, the altimeter should be set to
29.92 inHg. In this condition the instrument indicates aircraft
altitude in reference to the Standard Datum Plane, a theoretical
level where atmospheric pressure is equal to standard sea level
pressure (29.92 inHg). Since all aircraft operating at assigned
altitudes above 18,000 feet are required to use this altimeter
setting and are therefore equally effected by non-standard conditions, collision avoidance and altitude separation are assured.
Refer to FAR 91.81 for details regarding lowest usable flight
levels for given altimeter setting ranges.
Encoding Altimeter (optional)
The optional encoding altimeter is a dual-function instrument which provides visual indication of aircraft altitude and
supplies data to the airplane’s
transponder for altitude reporting. The instrument is essentially a drum-type barometric
altimeter incorporating a DC
electrically-powered optical
encoder which generates a
logic code corresponding to sensed altitude. This logic code is
transmitted to the Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) through the transponder in response to Mode C (altitude
reporting) interrogations.
Operation and barometric pressure setting of the altimeter
portion of the instrument are consistent with the standard drumtype altimeter. Barometric pressure setting has no effect on encoder output since it is always referenced to standard sea level
atmospheric pressure (29.92 inHg). Electrical power is applied
to the encoder portion of the instrument whenever the battery
switch is in the “ON” position. A striped “power-off” warning
flag will extend across the counter whenever electrical power is
removed from the instrument, indicating that altitude readout is
not reliable. To transmit Mode C encoded data the transponder
must be set to “ALT” (altitude operating mode).
Warning: Do not attempt to use altimeter indication for flight information if warning flag is in view.
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Vertical Speed Indicator
The vertical speed indicator
(VSI) provides visual indication of aircraft rate of climb
or descent in feet per minute
(FT/MIN X 1000). The unit
consists of an indicator dial, a
pointer, and an airtight instrument case which houses an
airtight diaphragm linked to
a drive mechanism which
operates the pointer. Static
air pressure from the static ports is supplied to the diaphragm
directly, and to the instrument case through a calibrated restrictor orifice.
As the aircraft climbs or descends, the static air pressure supplied to the instrument decreases or increases respectively.
Due to the restrictor orifice, however, the rate of pressure
change within the instrument case occurs more slowly than
within the diaphragm. This produces a pressure differential
which causes the diaphragm to expand or contract in proportion to the rate of altitude change. As it does, its movement is
transmitted by the drive mechanism to position the pointer at
the corresponding value on the indicator dial.
During a climb, the pressure within the diaphragm decreases at
a faster rate than the pressure within the instrument case. The
resulting differential causes the diaphragm to contract and the
pointer to indicate a rate of climb. During descent, the pressure within the diaphragm increases at a faster rate than the
pressure within the instrument case. The resulting differential
causes the diaphragm to expand and the pointer to indicate a
rate of descent. As the aircraft resumes level flight, the pressure within the instrument case and the diaphragm become
equalized and pointer indication returns to zero.
The time required to stabilize the pressure differential which
causes pointer deflection may effect a delay or “lag” of up to
nine seconds before vertical speed indication becomes reliable. Instantaneous types of vertical speed indicators (IVSI)
compensate for the factors which cause this lag resulting in
more immediate stabilized rate-of-climb indication. This is generally accomplished by the incorporation of acceleration pumps
which supply additional air to the diaphragm during climb entry.
During level flight, descent, or steady rate climbs, the IVSI functions as a conventional VSI.
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Pitot-Static System Sensors
Pitot Tube
The standard pitot pressure system consists of a pitot tube,
located on the lower left surface of the nose section, connected
by tubing to the pilot’s airspeed indicator. The pitot tube is
electrically heated to prevent icing and incorporates a drain
opening to prevent moisture accumulation in the pitot system.

An optional, completely independent pitot system adds an additional pitot tube, located on the lower right surface of the nose
section, connected by tubing to the copilot’s airspeed indicator.
The pitot tube(s) air entrance and drain opening must be clear
and free of obstructions for proper operation.
A single PITOT HEAT switch is
located on the left sidepanel
and supplies power to the
heating elements of the pitot
tube(s).

s
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Static Air Source
Two interconnected static
air ports, one on each side
of the aft fuselage aft of the
rear pressure bulkhead, are
plumbed to the pilot’s airspeed
indicator, vertical speed indicator, and altimeter. Static
ports for the optional copilot’s
flight instrumentation, if installed, are located below the
pilot’s static ports. Pressure
s STATIC AIR PORTS
from the pilot’s static air system is
also provided to the cabin differential pressure indicator.
The interconnected static ports are located on opposite sides
of the airplane to minimize system pressure errors caused by
uncoordinated flight. The static ports must be clear and free of
obstructions for proper operation.
Static source heat is controlled
by the STALL HEAT switch
breaker, located on the left
sidepanel.

s
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Alternate Instrument
Static Air
Abnormal readings of instruments supplied with static air
could indicate a restriction in
the outside static air ports.
Should this occur, an alternate static air source provides
static pressure to the pilot’s
instruments from inside the
nose just forward of the pressure bulkhead.

s

STATIC AIR SOURCE SELECTOR

Selecting the “ALTERNATE” position of the static source selector, located on the left forward sidewall, disconnects the pilot’s
instruments from their normal source and connects them to the
alternate source.
Note: Refer to the Airspeed Calibration and Altimeter Correction
charts in the Performance section of the FAA approved flight
manual for correct airspeed and altitude indications when using
alternate static air.

s

STATIC DRAIN VALVE

Static Drain
The static air plumbing is drained through a valve located on
the right forward side wall.
Caution: Do not open the drain valve while the cabin is pressurized as flight instrument damage will result.
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Pitot-Static System Schematic
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Instrument Vacuum System Schematic
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Gyroscopic Instruments
Gyroscopic instruments may be either electrically-driven or
vacuum-driven. The standard attitude and heading indicators
are operated by vacuum-driven gyros. The turn-and-slip indicator is operated by an electrically-driven gyro and serves as a
trim indicator and an emergency source of bank information in
the event of vacuum system failure.
Attitude Indicator
The attitude indicator provides
visual indication of aircraft attitude relative to pitch and roll.
The unit consists of an airtight
instrument case which houses
a vacuum-driven gyro stabilized in the horizontal plane,
and markings which indicate
the position of the airplane in
reference to the actual horizon.
The instrument case is supplied with ambient air through an
inlet port and vacuum through an outlet port. As vacuum is applied to the instrument case, ambient air is drawn through the
inlet port and directed against “buckets” machined into the rim
of the gyro. The force of the air impacting against these buckets causes the gyro to spin at a high rate of speed such that it
responds to pitch and roll movements of the aircraft.
Indicator markings include a horizon bar, a miniature airplane,
and a bank index pointer. The horizon bar, extending across
the face of the gyro indicator, provides visual reference to the
actual horizon. The miniature airplane, secured to the instrument face, provides visual indication of the airplane’s attitude
relative to the horizon bar. Alignment of these markings simulates alignment of the airplane to the actual horizon. Deviation
from alignment of these markings simulates a corresponding
deviation in airplane attitude from the actual horizon. The bank
index pointer, located at the top of the instrument face, represents the airplane’s bank angle relative to the actual horizon.
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Attitude Directional Indicator (ADI)
The ADI or flight director indicator (FDI) functions as a conventional attitude indicator and
displays command information
provided by the autopilot/flight
director computer. Depending on avionics equipment
installed and modes available,
the ADI may be utilized to intercept and maintain a desired
heading, altitude, VOR radial,
or localizer course and glideslope. Refer to the appropriate operating manual for specific capabilities of the system installed
in your aircraft.
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Heading Indicator
The heading indicator provides visual indication of
aircraft heading when properly
set to agree with the magnetic
compass. The unit consists
of an airtight instrument case
which houses a vacuumdriven gyro stabilized in the
vertical plane, a rotating dialtype compass card, a compass card set knob, and index
markings on the instrument face.
The heading indicator gyro is operated in the same manner as
the attitude indicator gyro, but is mounted such that its spin
axis is rigid in space independent of the instrument case and
therefore not effected by any movement of the airplane. Since
the instrument case is aligned with the directional axis of the
airplane and the gyro is rigid in space, any change in airplane
heading will produce a corresponding change in the indicated
heading.
When properly set to agree with the magnetic compass, the
compass card functions as an azimuth indicator free from oscillation, swing, and turning errors. During flight, however, gyroscopic precession causes the indicated heading to drift from
the correct magnetic heading and the instrument must be reset
to agree with the magnetic compass. This check and correction should be performed at fifteen-minute intervals and only
during straight and level, unaccelerated flight.
Note: Maximum permissible error is 3° per fifteen minutes.
Slaved Heading Indicator
The optional slaved heading indicator functions as a conventional heading indicator, but incorporates components which
electromechanically produce a controlled precession of the
gyro which corrects the compass card to agree with the correct magnetic heading. This installation eliminates the need for
periodic resetting of the gyro due to precession drift.
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Horizontal Situation Indicator (HSI)
The HSI functions essentially
as a slaved heading indicator and (depending on avionics equipment installed and
modes available) provides
visual indication of aircraft
position relative to VOR radials, RNAV courses, localizer courses, and glideslope
beams. Refer to the appropriate operating manual for
specific capabilities of the system installed in your aircraft.
Gyro Slaving
Gyro slaving is provided by a remotely-mounted magnetic
flux detector and slaving accessory. The flux detector senses
the direction of the earth’s magnetic field and transmits these
signals to the slaving accessory where they are compared
with gyro reference signals corresponding to the position of
the compass card. The resulting error signal is amplified and
transmitted to components which electromechanically produce
a controlled precession of the gyro that corrects indicated
heading to agree with the magnetic heading.
Depending on avionics equipment installed and modes available, the gyro slaving system may include a slaving meter and
associated slaving controls located on the instrument panel.
The slaving meter is used to monitor displacement errors which
may exist between indicated heading and magnetic heading.
The indicating needle will be deflected in either direction from
center in relation to the polarity of the error.
A gyro slaving switch is generally provided for the selection of
automatic slaving (slaved gyro) or manual slaving (free gyro)
modes. In the slaved gyro mode, heading displacement errors
are corrected automatically through the gyro slaving circuit. In
the free gyro mode, heading displacement errors are corrected
manually by adjustment controls which are used to simultaneously rotate the compass card to agree with the magnetic
heading and return the slaving meter indicating needle to
center. Refer to the appropriate operating manual for specific
capabilities of the system installed in your aircraft.
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Turn-and-Slip Indicator
The turn-and-slip indicator
is actually two instruments
in one. The turn portion is
a pointer attached to a DC
electrically-driven gyro which
indicates the airplane’s turning
rate in degrees per second.
If installed, the copilot’s turn
indicator is vacuum-driven.
Operation of the turn indicator
can be checked by initiating
a standard rate turn and cross checking the turn rate with the
heading indicator. An indicated standard rate turn should show
a turning rate of 3° per second on the heading indicator.
The slip portion indicates gravitational and centrifugal forces
acting on the airplane. The slip indicator is a simple inclinometer comprised of a ball contained in a sealed, liquid filled,
glass tube. The tube is curved and mounted such that the ball
will rest in the center lowest position when the airplane is in
coordinated flight. In a skid or a slip, the rate-of-turn is correspondingly too fast or too slow for the angle of bank and will be
indicated by the ball moving from the center to the outside or
inside of the turn.
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Instrument Vacuum System

s

VACUUM PUMP INSTALLATION

s

VACUUM FILTER INSTALLATION

Vacuum for the gyroscopic flight instruments is provided by two
engine-driven vacuum pumps, one installed on each engine
(421C installation pictured). The vacuum pumps apply suction to a common vacuum manifold which draws ambient air
through a filtered inlet located in the nose baggage compartment. From the inlet, air is drawn through the vacuum-driven
flight instruments and suction gage to the common manifold.
The air is drawn from the manifold through preset pressure
relief valves and exhausted from the pumps into the engine nacelles. Check valves in the manifold will isolate a failed pump
ensuring a sufficient vacuum source.
Suction Gage
Vacuum suction is indicated
in inches of mercury (inHg) by
a gage located on the instrument panel. Two red springloaded buttons are mounted in
the gage face. These buttons
are held flush with the gage
face when vacuum is present.
In the event of a vacuum loss,
a corresponding red button
will extend indicating a system failure. Failure of one vacuum pump requires no corrective
action. However, vacuum to the gyros will drop during surface
deice boot inflation cycles.
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Limitations
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material, markings and placards, or any combination thereof for all limitations.
Emergency Procedures
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material (supplementary
checklist) as revised, for procedural information.
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Overview
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The Cessna 340A is equipped with retractable tricycle landing
gear that is controlled electrically and operated mechanically.
The main gear assemblies are located in each wing aft of the
engine nacelles. The nose gear assembly is located in the
nose section of the fuselage. Normal extension and retraction
is provided by an electromechanical actuator which is operated by a selector switch located on the instrument panel. All
three gear assemblies are held in the extended position by the
overcenter locking design of their linkage. As an added safety
feature, overcenter positioning of the main gear linkage is assisted by downlock springs. The gear assemblies are held in
the retracted position by uplock hooks which are mechanically
released during gear extension, and engaged upon retraction.
Emergency gear extension is provided by a mechanical handcrank. The main gear wheel brakes are operated hydraulically.
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Nose Gear
The nose gear is of conventional design incorporating a lower
piston and fork assembly, a trunnion assembly, torque links,
and a hydraulic shimmy damper. An orifice and tapered metering pin are incorporated in the air-oil type shock strut which
varies the resistance to shock loads in relation to their severity.

s

NOSE GEAR

The shimmy damper consists of a hydraulic fluid-filled
outer cylinder assembly and
an internal piston assembly,
attached to the nose gear
such that the piston effectively
moves within the cylinder
as the nosewheel is turned.
Movement of the piston,
caused by lateral oscillation of
the nosewheel, is dampened
by the hydraulic fluid which
must be forced through orifices in the piston as it moves within
the cylinder.

s

SHIMMY DAMPER

The nose gear retracts aft into a wheel well in the nose section
and, when fully retracted, is enclosed by mechanically-actuated doors which open during extension and close during retraction. A straightening mechanism centers the nose gear during
retraction.
8-2
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Main Gear
The main gear is of conventional design incorporating a lower
piston and upper trunnion assembly, with torque links and a
cantilever axle.

s

MAIN GEAR

The air-oil type main gear shock struts, similar in design to the
nose gear shock strut, incorporate an orifice and tapered metering pin which varies the resistance to shock loads in relation
to their severity.
The main gear assemblies retract inboard into the wing wheel
wells and, when fully retracted, are fully enclosed by inboard
(wheel well) and outboard (strut) doors. Each inboard door is
attached to the wing structure at two hinge points and incorporates operating linkage which mechanically opens the doors
when the gear is transit and closes the doors when the gear is
either fully retracted or fully extended. Each outboard door is
attached to the lower surface of the wing by a full-length pianotype hinge and linked to its respective strut by a push-pull rod
such that the position of the door follows that of the gear.
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Landing Gear Illustrations
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Left Main Gear Safety Switch
A safety switch, located on the left main gear, is installed primarily to prevent inadvertent retraction of the gear during
ground operation when the left main gear strut is compressed.
Numerous additional functions are listed in the following table.
On Ground, Strut Compressed, Safety Switch Open
Energizes:
1. Gear warning horn when landing gear selector switch is
placed in the “UP” position
2. Air conditioner condenser fan for continuous operation when
system switch is positioned to “COOL”
3. Pressurization solenoid valve to apply vacuum (if available)
to cabin pressurization safety valve holding it open
Deenergizes:
1. Landing gear relay preventing inadvertent retraction of the
gear
2. Flight hour recorder (Hobbs meter)
3. Davtron clock flight time function
4. Stall sensor vane heat to low level
5. AA-100 radio altimeter DH function and annunciator
In Flight, Strut Extended, Safety Switch Closed
Energizes:
1. Landing gear relay allowing operation of the gear
2. Flight hour recorder (Hobbs meter)
3. Davtron clock flight time function
4. Stall sensor vane heat to full level
5. AA-100 radio altimeter (all functions)
Deenergizes:
1. Pressurization solenoid valve removing vacuum from cabin
pressurization safety valve allowing it to close, unless cabin
pressurization switch is set to “DEPRESSURIZE”
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Landing Gear Actuator
The landing gear actuator assembly, installed aft of the forward spar within the lower left fuselage, consists of a 28-volt
DC electric motor, gear-reduction unit, worm and sector drive
mechanism, and bellcranks by which the actuator and the landing gear operating linkage are mechanically linked. Additional
components include up and down limit switches and an actuator relay which control electric motor operation.
MAIN LANDING GEAR
DRIVE TUBE
GEAR
REDUCTION
UNIT

ACTUATOR
UP LIMIT
SWITCH

ACTUATOR
DOWN LIMIT
SWITCH

ELECTRIC
MOTOR

SWITCH
BRACKET
UPPER
BELLCRANK

EMERGENCY EXTENSION
GEAR TORQUE SHAFT

NOSE GEAR
DRIVE TUBE

MAIN LANDING GEAR
DRIVE TUBE

The split-field design of the electric motor allows it to be operated in either direction through independent extension and retraction circuits. The extension circuit is completed through the
down limit switch. The retraction circuit is completed through
the landing gear relay via the up limit switch and left main gear
safety switch. A resistor is incorporated in the retract circuit to
prevent electrical overload by the motor. A dynamic braking
function, associated with the limit switches, prevents landing
gear overtravel.
Electric motor operation is transmitted directly to the gearreduction unit which drives the worm gear. The worm gear, in
turn, drives the sector gear which rotates on a bearing-supported shaft that extends vertically through the upper and lower
surface of the actuator assembly. The bellcrank which drives
the nose gear operating linkage (and actuates the up and down
limit switches) is attached to the upper end of this shaft. The
bellcrank which drives the main gear operating linkage is attached to the lower end of this shaft.
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Landing Gear Operating Linkage
Actuator operation is mechanically transmitted to the individual
gear assemblies through a series of drive tubes, bellcranks,
torque tubes, push-pull tubes, braces and links. The main gear
operating linkage consists of inboard drive tubes which extend
laterally from the lower actuator bellcrank to idler bellcranks
located within each wing. Because the actuator is installed left
of the fuselage centerline, the right inboard drive tube is comprised of inboard and intermediate sections linked by a simple,
hinge-type bellcrank. Each idler bellcrank functions to transmit
inboard drive tube movement to its corresponding outboard
drive tube and inboard main gear door operating linkage. From
the idler bellcranks, the outboard drive tubes extend laterally to
corresponding torque tubes. A pair of push-pull tubes, linked
to each torque tube, functions to position its associated main
gear assembly and uplock hooks.
9

2

8
3
1

7
6

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Torque Tube
Gear Push-Pull Tube
Bellcrank
Lock Link Brace
Down Lock Spring
Lower Side Brace
Upper Side Brace
Uplock Hook Push-Pull Tube
Uplock Hook

3

4
s
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Inboard Drive Tube
Outboard Drive Tube
Idler Bellcrank
Bellcrank
Door Actuator
Door Link Tube
Inboard Main Gear Door

4

6

5

1

The push-pull tube which
positions the gear assem7
bly is linked to a bellcrank
2
3
which is attached to and
pivots on the upper trunnion. The bellcrank is linked to an articulated side brace by
way of a lock link brace. The upper and lower sections of the
side brace are attached to the wing structure and shock strut
respectively. Each two-piece uplock hook pivots on the upper
side brace and is directly linked to the torque tube by the pushpull tube. Inboard main gear door operating linkage consists
of a bellcrank and rocker arm assembly which transmits idler
bellcrank movement to a link tube which positions the door.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Push-Pull Tube
Connector Link
Truss and Drag Brace
Retracting Arm
Torque Tube
Uplock Hook
Door Link Tube

6

5

2

4

7
The nose gear operating
linkage consists of fore and
3
aft drive tubes, linked by
1
an idler bellcrank, which
extend forward from the
upper actuator bellcrank to a torque tube and bellcrank assembly located within the wheel well. From this assembly, a
push-pull tube extends forward to a triangular connector link. A
truss and drag brace assembly, attached to the forward corner
of the connector link by way of a retracting arm, functions to
position the nose gear. A torque tube, attached to the upper
corner of the connector link, functions to position the nose gear
doors and uplock hook. The uplock hook is attached directly to
the torque tube. The gear doors are positioned by independent
link tubes.
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Landing Gear Control and Position Indication

3

2
1
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1.

Landing Gear Selector Switch
The landing gear is controlled by a three-position, wheelshaped selector switch, labeled LANDING GEAR - UP/
DOWN, located on the pilot’s right subpanel. When the
selector switch is pulled out of the center (off) position and
moved to either the “UP” or “DOWN” position, the actuator
motor is electrically energized to permit gear extension or
retraction as selected. To prevent inadvertent retraction of
the gear during ground operation, the landing gear actuator relay (which must be energized to permit gear retraction) is disabled by the left main gear safety switch when
the left main gear strut is compressed.

2.

Gear Down and Locked Position Indicators
The gear down and locked position indicators, located to
the right of the landing gear selector switch, provide indication that the landing gear is in the down and locked position. Indication is provided by a light module incorporating
three green lenses individually labeled NOSE, LH, and RH.
The main gear lenses are illuminated by one bulb each; the
nose gear lens is illuminated by two bulbs wired in parallel
for continued operation should one bulb fail. These position indicators are powered by the LIGHTS - PILOT circuit
breaker on airplanes 340A0422 and earlier, and LDG
GEAR - WARN circuit breaker on airplanes 340A00423 and
after.
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3.

Gear Unlocked Position Indicator
The gear unlocked position indicator, located above the
gear down and locked position indicators, provides indication that the landing gear is in transit or that one or all three
landing gear assemblies are not in the same position as
the landing gear selector switch. Indication is provided
by a light module incorporating a single red lens labeled
GEAR UNLOCKED which is illuminated by two bulbs
wired in parallel for continued operation should one bulb
fail. This position indicator is powered by the LDG GEAR WARN circuit breaker.

Landing Gear Position Indication
The position indicators are energized and deenergized primarily by a single microswitch installed on and actuated by the
linkage of each gear assembly. These microswitches have essentially two positions: down and locked, and unlocked. When
the linkage of any gear assembly is in its overcenter position,
the corresponding microswitch is actuated to the down and
locked position. Conversely, when the linkage of any gear
assembly is not in its overcenter position, the corresponding
microswitch is actuated to the unlocked position. In addition to
the microswitches, the GEAR UNLOCKED position indicator is
also energized and denergized via the landing gear actuator
up limit switch.
During extension or retraction when the linkage of any gear
assembly is not in its overcenter position and the landing gear
actuator up limit switch is in its normally closed position, the
GEAR UNLOCKED indicator will be illuminated. When each
gear assembly has reached its fully retracted position and the
landing gear actuator up limit switch is open, the GEAR UNLOCKED indicator will be extinguished. When each gear assembly has reached its fully extended position and its linkage
is in the overcenter position, the down and locked indicators
will be illuminated. When the landing gear is up and locked, all
position indicators should be extinguished.
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Landing Gear Warning Horn
The landing gear warning horn is energized primarily through a
pair of microswitches, located in the control pedestal, which are
actuated by the throttle levers and operate in conjunction with
the landing gear control and position indication circuitry.
The warning horn sounds intermittently when either or both
throttle levers are retarded below a preset position (approximately 15 inHg) and all three gear assemblies are not down
and locked. The warning horn will also sound when a flap
position beyond 15° is selected and all three gear assemblies
are not down and locked (regardless of throttle lever position).
The warning horn is also energized through the left main landing gear safety switch when the selector switch is positioned to
“UP” while the airplane is on the ground and the left main gear
strut is compressed.
Although there are no provisions for testing the warning horn
while the airplane is on the ground, it can be tested during flight
at low power settings by cautiously retarding each throttle lever
individually towards idle until the horn sounds and/or by selecting a wing flap position beyond 15° before extending the landing gear.
Note: Attempting to silence the warning horn by pulling the LDG
GEAR WARN circuit breaker will disable the actuator relay and
prevent gear retraction.
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Emergency Landing Gear Extension System

s

EMERGENCY LANDING GEAR HANDCRANK

An emergency landing gear extension system is installed for
use in the event that failure of the normal extension system
or electrical system should occur. Major components of the
system include a mechanical handcrank, located on the lower
right side of the pilot’s seat pan assembly, which is linked to
the landing gear actuator by push-pull rods and bellcranks that
disengage the electric motor from the gear-reduction unit, and
by a chain and sprocket arrangement that drives the emergency extension gearing.
The handcrank is normally stowed in a folded position with its
handle secured in a clip. In this position, the gear-reduction
unit and electric motor are engaged for normal landing gear
operation. Should the landing gear fail to operate normally, a
check should be made that the handcrank is properly stowed
and the LDG GEAR WARN and MOTOR circuit breakers are
in. If the LDG GEAR MOTOR circuit breaker trips during retraction, the circuit breaker may be reset after a cooling period of
approximately three minutes. If a second attempt at retraction
fails, the gear should remain fully extended, confirmed down
and locked, and the airplane landed as soon as practical.
Note: Due to excessive loads which would be imposed on the
handcrank mechanism, manual gear retraction should not be
attempted.
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Landing Gear Operation
Landing Gear Retraction
When the selector switch is positioned to “UP,” the landing
gear relay is energized closed via the actuator up limit switch
and left main gear safety switch through the LDG GEAR WARN
circuit breaker. In this condition, electrical power is supplied to
the retract circuit of the actuator motor through the LDG GEAR
MOTOR circuit breaker. As the motor drives the actuator, main
gear drive tube movement is transmitted by the idler bellcranks
to the inboard main gear door operating linkage thereby causing these doors to open. Simultaneously, drive tube movement “breaks” the main gear side braces and lock link braces,
and the nose gear connector link and drag brace from their
overcenter positions. Continued drive tube movement pulls
each gear assembly upward into its corresponding wheel well,
engages the uplock hooks, and closes the inboard main gear
doors in sequence. With the system properly rigged, the actuator up limit switch will open (interrupting power to the motor)
when the gear assemblies have reached their fully retracted
positions.
Landing Gear Extension
When the selector switch is positioned to “DOWN,” electrical
power is supplied to the extend circuit of the actuator motor
through the LDG GEAR MOTOR circuit breaker. As the motor
drives the actuator, main gear drive tube movement is transmitted by the idler bellcranks to the inboard main gear door
operating linkage thereby causing these doors to open. Simultaneously, drive tube movement disengages the uplock hooks
allowing the gear assemblies to “free-fall.” Continued drive
tube movement pushes the main gear side braces and lock link
braces, and the nose gear connector link and drag brace into
their overcenter (down and locked) positions, and closes the
inboard main gear doors in sequence. With the system properly rigged, the actuator down limit switch will open (interrupting
power to the motor) when the gear assemblies have reached
their fully extended positions.
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Emergency Gear Extension
Should the landing gear fail to
extend electrically, requiring
operation of the emergency
extension system, the landing
gear selector switch must be
moved to the center (off) position and the LDG GEAR MOTOR circuit breaker must be
pulled prior to unstowing the
handcrank. As the handcrank
is unfolded and locked in its
s LANDING GEAR CIRCUIT BREAKERS
operating position, the resulting
movement of the push-pull rods and bellcranks disengages
the electric motor from the gear-reduction unit. With the handcrank locked and turned in a clockwise direction, its rotation is
transmitted by chains and sprockets to a shaft which drives the
gear-reduction unit. After approximately 50 turns, each gear
down and locked indicator should be illuminated; however,
cranking should continue 4 turns beyond this point to insure
that each gear assembly is fully extended and that its linkage is
in the overcenter position. After emergency extension is complete, pressing the lock release button allows the handcrank
to be restowed in its folded position and its handle to be resecured in the clip.
Warning: Maintain a secure grasp on the handcrank during
manual extension of the gear. Never release the handcrank
to turn freely of its own accord. If the handle is accidentally
released, do not attempt to regrasp it until the handle stops
revolving.
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Brakes
The left and right wheel brakes
are hydraulically operated by
independent master cylinders
attached to the pilot’s rudder
pedals. Interconnect assemblies allow either pilot to
operate the brakes with equal
authority. Applying pressure
to the brake pedals actuates a
piston assembly in each master cylinder. From the master
cylinders, hydraulic fluid under
s WHEEL BRAKE
pedal pressure is transmitted
through lines and hoses to the individual brake disc assemblies
located on each main landing gear.
Parking Brake System
The parking brake handle,
located below the pilot’s left
subpanel, operates a parking
brake control valve installed
in-line between the master
cylinders and the brake disc
assemblies. The parking
brake is set by applying brake
pedal pressure until sufficient
hydraulic pressure has developed in the lines, then pulling
s PARKING BRAKE HANDLE
the parking brake handle out to
close the control valve. With the control valve closed, hydraulic
pressure is retained in the lines holding the brakes on. Pushing
the parking brake handle in opens the control valve releasing
the brakes.
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Limitations
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material, markings and placards, or any combination thereof for all limitations.
Emergency Procedures
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material (supplementary
checklist) as revised, for procedural information.
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Overview
Airplane environmental systems are designed for the comfort
and safety of the flight crew and passengers. In this section
they will be covered in five major groupings: the air distribution system (including defrost and ventilation equipment), the
gasoline-fueled cabin heating system, the Freon-based air
conditioning system, the oxygen system, and the cabin pressurization system.
Air Distribution System
Two sources of air are available to the cabin during normal operation, ambient air and
pressurization air. Ambient air
is supplied through a ram air
inlet in the lower right surface
of the nose section. Pressurization air is supplied by the
turbocharger compressors.
1.
2.
3.
4.

1

Ram Air Inlet
Ram Air Duct
Ram Air Valve
Ram Air Control

3

2

4

Ambient Air
Ambient airflow through the ram air inlet is regulated by the ram
air control located on the pilot’s left subpanel. When pulled
out, this control mechanically opens a valve located in the ram
air inlet duct allowing ambient airflow to supplement ventilation
primarily during ground operation.
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The ambient air is channelled through the combustion heater
and routed through distribution ducting which makes it available to defroster outlets at the base of each windshield, forward
heater outlets in the flight compartment, and aft heater outlets
on each side of the passenger cabin.

1

2

3

1. Forward Cabin Air Control
2. Aft Cabin Air Control
3. Defrost Control
Airflow from these outlets is regulated by individual DEFROST,
AFT, and FWD - CABIN AIR controls located on the copilot’s left
subpanel. When either of these controls is rotated fully-counterclockwise, airflow from its associated outlets is shut off. As
these controls are rotated clockwise, airflow is increased. The
cabin ventilation fan, integral to the cabin heater, may be used
to increase ventilation airflow through these outlets. Ambient
airflow is not supplied to the overhead directional air vents;
however, recirculated cabin air may supplied to these vents by
way of the WEMAC blower.
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Cabin Air Distribution Schematic
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Pressurization Air
Before entering the cabin, pressurization air is regulated by
sonic venturis, and by the cabin heater and/or the heat exchanger. The sonic venturis, within each engine nacelle, function to limit the pressurization airflow from each source. The
cabin heater functions to increase the temperature of pressurization air delivered to the defroster outlets and heater outlets
as previously described. The heat exchanger, located within an
aerodynamic fairing on the lower surface of the fuselage, functions to reduce the temperature of pressurization air delivered
to the overhead air vents. During flight, ambient air passes
through the heat exchanger by way of an inlet in the leading
edge of the fairing and louvered exhaust outlets of the lower
surface of the fairing. At peak efficiency, the heat exchanger is
capable of reducing the temperature of the pressurization air to
within 10°F of the ambient air temperature.

1

2

4
3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Heat Exchanger Air Inlet
Heat Exchanger Exhaust
Press. Air Controls
Dump Valve Exhaust
Press. Air Heat Control
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Pressurization airflow from each source is controlled by a dump
valve located within each wing root. Each pressurization air
dump valve is mechanically positioned by its associated LEFT
AIR or RIGHT AIR - PRESS AIR control located on the pilot’s left
subpanel. When these controls are pushed fully-in, the dump
valves are closed and pressurization air is delivered to the cabin. When these controls are pulled fully-out, the dump valves
are opened and pressurization air is exhausted overboard.
The pressurization air delivered to the cabin may be
directed to the cabin heater
inlet or the overhead outlets as
determined by the position of
the PRESS AIR HEAT control
located on the copilot’s left
subpanel. Rotating the control
clockwise increases airflow
to the heater inlet. Rotating
the control counterclockwise
increases airflow through the
heat exchanger.
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Cabin Heater
The 340A features an electrically-controlled, thermostaticallyregulated, gasoline-fueled, combustion-type cabin heater
located in the right nose section below the baggage compartment shelf.
Typical Cabin Heater
COMBUSTION
AIR BLOWER

AIR PLENUM

COMBUSTION
AIR INLET

THERMOSTAT
CONTROL

COMBUSTION
AIR DUCT
IGNITION UNIT

FUEL LINE
OVERHEAT
SWITCH
PRESSURIZED
AIR DUCT
FUEL DRAIN LINE
COMBUSTION AIR
PRESSURE SWITCH
RAM AIR VALVE

HEATER CASE
FUEL VENT LINE

RAM AIR DUCT

CABIN
VENTILATION
FAN

Airflow for combustion is taken through an inlet in the lower
surface of the nose section, fuel is supplied from the right
main tank crossfeed line, and ignition is provided by a coil and
spark plug arrangement. The air and fuel are mixed and ignited at the forward end of the combustion chamber within the
heater case and exhaust gases are released to the atmosphere
through an outlet in the lower
surface of the nose section.
Accumulations of unburned
1
(residual) fuel within the combustion chamber are released
through a drain tube also
3
located in the lower surface of
the nose section.
1. Heater Air Inlet
2. Heater Exhaust Outlet
3. Heater Fuel Drains
9-6
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Cabin Heater Control
1.

Cabin Heat Switch Breaker
Cabin heater operation is controlled by a two-position
CABIN HEAT switch breaker located on the copilot’s left
subpanel. Placing this switch in the “ON” position directs
electrical current to the components associated with starting and maintaining the combustion process. In the “OFF”
position, the electrical components associated with cabin
heater operation are deenergized.

3

1

2

2.

Cabin Fan Switch
The cabin ventilation fan is controlled by a three-position
CABIN FAN switch located on the copilot’s left subpanel.
The cabin fan automatically operates at low (normal) speed
when the CABIN HEAT switch breaker is positioned to
“ON.” If increased ventilation airflow is desired, the CABIN
FAN switch may be placed in the “HI” position.

3.

Cabin Air Temperature Control
The degree to which ventilation air temperature is increased by the cabin heater is regulated by the cabin air
temperature control, labeled CABIN HEAT, located on the
copilot’s left subpanel. This control mechanically sets a
thermostat which monitors the temperature within the plenum at the aft end of the heater case.
Rotating the cabin air temperature control clockwise increases the temperature setting of the thermostat. Counterclockwise rotation reduces the temperature setting. With
a desired temperature selected, the thermostat functions to
cycle the cabin heater off and on by deenergizing (closing)
or energizing (opening) the solenoid valve which controls
fuel delivery to the combustion chamber.
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On airplanes 340A0301 and after, heater cycling is also controlled by a duct limit switch. When duct temperature reaches
approximately 220°F, the heater shuts off and restarts automatically when this temperature returns to a normal level. Operation of the duct limit switch is independent of the thermostat
and is not controllable in flight.
System Indication

LOW VOLT

DOOR WARN

L ALT OUT

R ALT OUT

CABIN ALT

HEATER OVHT

L FUEL LOW

R FUEL LOW

L TRANS

R TRANS

AC FAIL

BACKCOURSE

WINDSHIELD

SURF DEICE

T&B TEST

A COND HYD

COURTESY LT

INTERCOMM

A thermostatic overheat switch, mounted on the heater case, is
provided to protect the heater and its associated components
against thermal damage. Should heater air temperature exceed 325°F, the normally closed overheat switch will actuate
causing the cabin heater to be shut down and the [HEATER
OVHT] annunciator to be illuminated.
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Cabin Heater Operation
During normal operation, moving the CABIN HEAT switch to the
“ON” position energizes the fuel solenoid shutoff valve, heater
fuel pump, combustion air blower, and cabin ventilation fan at
low (normal) speed.
1
2

3

1. Heater Fuel Pump*
2. Fuel Solenoid Shutoff Valve
3. Combustion Air Blower
When energized, the fuel solenoid shutoff valve, located in
the leading edge of the right stub wing, is opened allowing
fuel to be drawn from the right main tank crossfeed line by
the heater fuel pump. On airplanes 340A0125 and earlier, the
heater fuel pump is attached to and driven by the combustion
air blower, and is enclosed in a metal housing which is vented
and drained to reduce the risk of fire if fuel leakage should occur. *On airplanes 340A0201 and after, the heater fuel pump is
located in the leading edge of the right stub wing adjacent to
the fuel solenoid shutoff valve. From the pump, fuel is routed to
a solenoid valve which controls its delivery to the combustion
chamber.
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When the combustion air blower is energized, ambient air is
drawn through the heater air inlet and forced through ducting
into the combustion chamber. A pressure switch, installed in
the combustion air duct, allows the ignition coil, spark plug, and
fuel solenoid valve to be energized when airflow is sufficient for
heater operation.
2

1
3
1. Ignition Unit
2. Spark Plug
3. Fuel Solenoid
When energized, the solenoid valve opens and fuel is delivered
to the combustion chamber through a nozzle which produces a
conical spray pattern of fuel that is mixed with the combustion
airflow and ignited by the spark plug.
The combustion chamber or “burner can” incorporates a tubular inner chamber surrounded by concentric outer chambers
which form a radiating area. Space is provided between the
outer chambers and the heater case for ventilation airflow passage. This arrangement keeps combustion gases separated
from the ventilation airflow to prevent contamination of the cabin
air supply. The ignited fuel-air mixture produces a “whirling
flame” which travels the length of the inner combustion chamber, through the radiating area, and then overboard as exhaust.
The heat emitted by combustion gases passing through the
radiating area is transferred to the ventilation air as it is forced
through the heater by the cabin fan.
After being heated, ventilation air temperature is monitored by
a thermostat as it passes through the plenum. The thermostat
functions to maintain a selected temperature by cycling the
cabin heater off and on.
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When the ventilation air temperature exceeds that which has
been selected, the thermostat deenergizes (closes) the solenoid valve, interrupting fuel delivery to the combustion chamber. As the temperature cools, the thermostat reenergizes
(opens) the solenoid valve allowing fuel delivery to the combustion chamber and restoring heater operation. Through the
ducting, heated ventilation air is made available to the defroster
outlets, forward heater outlets, and aft heater outlets.
The normally closed overheat switch is preset to actuate when
heater air temperature exceeds 325°F. When actuated, the
overheat switch interrupts electrical current flow to the fuel
solenoid shutoff valve, heater fuel pump, ignition coil and spark
plug, fuel solenoid valve, and the combustion air blower on
airplanes 340A0125 and earlier. On airplanes 340A0201 and
after, the combustion blower remains operable as long as the
CABIN HEAT switch remains in the “ON” position, so that the
combustion chamber may be cleared of residual fuel. Two minutes continued operation should be sufficient.
1. Overheat Switch
2. Reset Access Port*

2

When actuated, the overheat
switch also energizes the
[HEATER OVHT] annunciator which remains illuminated
until the overheat switch,
accessible through the nose
gear wheel well on airplanes
1
*340A1562 and after, is manually reset. The cabin heater
cannot be restarted until the overheat switch has been reset.
Note: Prior to starting the cabin heater, at least one of the DEFROST, AFT, or FWD - CABIN AIR controls must be rotated fully
clockwise in order to prevent an overheat condition caused by
blockage of ventilation airflow.
Note: If warm air is not felt coming out of the defrost, forward
heater, or aft heater outlets within one minute after placing the
CABIN HEAT switch in the “ON” position, the switch should be
returned to the “OFF” position and 30-seconds should be allowed to pass before re-attempting a start. If the cabin heater
still does not start, no further starting attempts should be made.
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Heater Hour Meter (optional 340A0655 and after)
An optional heater hour meter may be installed on the retainer
within the right nose baggage compartment. The meter is energized whenever the overheat switch and combustion air pressure switch are closed. A heater hour meter kit (AK421-136A)
is available if the airplane is not equipped with one.
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Air Conditioning System (optional)

1
3
6

4

2
5

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Hydraulic Reservoir
Manifold Assembly
Hydraulic Motor
Compressor
Condenser
Condenser Blower

The optional air conditioning system is hydraulically-driven,
electrically-controlled, thermostatically-regulated, and utilizes
Freon (R-12) as a refrigerant. This vapor-cycle type system
is capable of providing 14,500 BTU of cabin air cooling at an
outside temperature of 100°F. To operate the system at its
designed ground capacity, the right engine must be operating
at a minimum of 950 RPM. The system is composed of three
sub-systems as follows: the hydraulic drive system, refrigerant
circulation system, and conditioned air distribution system.
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Hydraulic Drive System
The hydraulic drive system functions to develop and control the
hydraulic pressure required for air conditioning system operation. Major components of the system include a hydraulic fluid
reservoir, hydraulic pump, manifold assembly, pressure switch,
and hydraulic motor each located in the aft right engine nacelle.
Hydraulic Fluid Reservoir
Hydraulic fluid is contained in a vented reservoir attached to
the nacelle structure. The reservoir is serviced through a filler
accessible through a door on the upper surface of the nacelle.
Reservoir capacity is approximately 2.75 quarts of MIL-H-5606
hydraulic fluid. Fluid level must be maintained above a screen,
visible through the filler neck, incorporated in the reservoir.

1

2
1. Hydraulic Reservoir Filler
2. Air Conditioning Hydraulic Pump
Hydraulic pressure for air conditioning system operation is
provided by a fixed-displacement, gear-type, hydraulic pump
mounted on and driven by the accessory section of the right
engine (421B installation pictured). With the right engine operating, the pump draws hydraulic fluid from the reservoir and
directs it under pressure to the manifold assembly.
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1. Hydraulic Manifold Assembly
The hydraulic manifold assem1
bly, attached to the reservoir,
incorporates a solenoid-operated loading valve, a filter,
and a pressure relief valve.
The loading valve is normally
deenergized open when air
conditioning is not required,
2
returning hydraulic fluid to the
reservoir. When air conditioning is required, the loading
valve is energized closed and hydraulic fluid is directed to
the hydraulic motor which drives the compressor. The filter
is installed to prevent foreign material from contaminating the
hydraulic fluid. The pressure relief valve functions to relieve
excess hydraulic pressure.
2. Hydraulic Pressure Switch
The normally open pressure switch, installed in-line between
the manifold assembly and the hydraulic motor, closes when
the loading valve is closed and at least 400 PSI of hydraulic
pressure is available for air conditioning system operation.
When closed, the pressure switch energizes the [A COND
HYD] annunciator light as an indication of loading valve operation and hydraulic pressure. When hydraulic pressure falls below 400 PSI, the pressure switch is opened and the [A COND
HYD] annunciator is extinguished.
Hydraulic Motor
The piston-type hydraulic motor, attached to the compressor,
utilizes pressure developed by the hydraulic pump to operate
pistons which create the rotation that drives the compressor.
A circular cooling tube, installed in the return line between the
hydraulic motor and the reservoir, reduces the temperature of
the fluid as it circulates through the system.
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Refrigerant Circulation System
The refrigerant circulation system functions to activate and control the vapor-cycle which reduces the temperature of the cabin
air. Major components of the system include a compressor,
condenser, condenser blower, and receiver-dryer, each located
in the right engine nacelle; and two evaporator modules located
in the aft passenger cabin.
The Freon (R-12) refrigerant used in this system is normally in
a gaseous state at standard atmospheric temperatures and
pressures. Within specific ranges of temperature and pressure,
however, the state of Freon may be transformed between liquid
and gas. This characteristic of Freon is significant to understanding the vapor-cycle, because in the transformation from
gas to liquid (condensation), heat is emitted; and in the transformation from liquid to gas (evaporation), heat is absorbed.
Compressor
The compressor, secured to a mount which is fastened to the
nacelle structure, functions to provide the pressure and suction
which circulates Freon through the condenser, the receiver-dryer, and the evaporator modules during air conditioning system
operation. The compressor and the hydraulic motor are connected by an adapter assembly which mates their respective
drive ends. Hydraulic motor rotation is transmitted to the compressor through a splined coupling shaft.
When air conditioning is required, the compressor activates the
vapor-cycle by drawing low pressure, low temperature Freon
gas through a suction line and delivering high pressure, high
temperature Freon gas to the condenser. When air conditioning
is not required, the compressor remains idle.
Caution: To prevent damage to the air conditioning compressor,
do not operate the air conditioning system when the outside
temperature is below 20°F (-6.7°C).
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Condenser
The condenser is installed in a frame secured to the nacelle
structure, and functions to transform the high pressure, high
temperature Freon gas into a high pressure, low temperature
liquid. Condensation occurs as the heat emitted by Freon gas
passing through the condenser coil is transferred to cooling
fins which are exposed to lower temperature ambient airflow.
During flight, ambient airflow passes through the condenser by
way of an inlet scoop on the outboard nacelle and an outlet on
the inboard nacelle.

2

1
1. Condenser Air Inlet Scoop
(340A0375 and earlier)
2. Condenser Air Inlet Scoop
(340A0401 and after)
3. Condenser Air Outlet

3
On airplanes 340A0401 and after, the condenser air inlet scoop
features a door which is automatically opened by hydraulic
pressure during air conditioning system operation. A small
actuating cylinder, secured to the door operating hardware,
utilizes hydraulic pressure tapped from the manifold assembly
to actuate a bellcrank which pulls the door open. The door is
spring-loaded closed, streamlined to the nacelle skin, when air
conditioning is not required. During preflight inspection, the
door may be safely pushed open by hand without damaging its
operating components. On airplanes 340A0375 and earlier, no
door is provided for the condenser air inlet.
9-18
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Condenser Blower
An electrically-powered blower, installed outboard of the condenser, supplements condenser airflow primarily during ground
operation. The condenser blower is energized through the left
main landing gear safety switch when the air conditioning system is operating and the strut is compressed. In flight, the condenser blower is controlled by a high temperature switch which
monitors the temperature of the Freon pressure line between
the condenser and the receiver-dryer. When a high temperature condition is detected, the condenser blower is automatically energized and remains energized until the temperature of
the Freon is sufficiently reduced. During preflight inspection,
the blower fan blade, accessible through the condenser air inlet
scoop, should turn freely by hand.
Receiver-Dryer
The receiver-dryer, installed in the high pressure line between
the condenser and the evaporator modules, functions to store,
filter, and remove moisture from the liquid Freon when the air
conditioning system is operating. Moisture removal is critical
not only in the prevention of corrosion damage, but in the prevention of refrigerant circulation blockage caused by thermal
expansion valve freeze-up. Normal operation of the air conditioning system for several minutes followed by the loss of cooling airflow may indicate that freeze-up has occurred.
From the receiver-dryer, high pressure liquid Freon passes
through an in-line low pressure switch en route to the evaporator modules. When low pressure is detected in the high pressure line due to Freon loss or extremely low ambient temperatures, the low pressure switch will deenergize the loading valve
which in turn suspends compressor operation and prevents
system damage.
Evaporator Modules
The evaporator modules are installed in the aft cabin below
the baggage shelf. Each module contains a thermal expansion valve, evaporator coil, drain tube, and evaporator blower.
The evaporator modules function essentially to transform high
pressure liquid Freon into a low pressure, low temperature gas,
completing the vapor-cycle which reduces the temperature of
the cabin air.
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High pressure Liquid Freon enters each evaporator module
through its respective thermal expansion valve which functions
primarily to reduce pressure. Each expansion valve incorporates a variable orifice which is regulated automatically through
a temperature sensing bulb attached to the Freon suction line
near the evaporator outlet. When the temperature of the Freon
gas leaving the evaporator is too high, orifice restriction is increased to provide increased cooling. When this temperature
becomes too low, orifice restriction will be reduced to reduce
cooling.
From the low pressure side of the expansion valve, reduced
pressure liquid Freon is routed through the evaporator coil
where it is transformed into a gas. In the transformation from
liquid to gas, heat is absorbed from the cabin air as it is drawn
through each evaporator coil by its respective blower. The
refrigerated cabin air is then forced by the evaporator blowers
into the conditioned air distribution ducting.
As heat is absorbed from the cabin air, moisture accumulates
on the evaporator coils and collects in the lower portion of each
evaporator module. Drain tubes carry this moisture to a single
condensate drain valve, located on the lower surface of the
fuselage, which automatically controls the drainage of moisture
from the airplane. The condensate drain valve incorporates
a two-stage orifice which provides maximum drainage during
ground operation, and reduced drainage during pressurized
flight to minimize loss of cabin pressure.
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Conditioned Air Distribution System
Major components of the conditioned air distribution system
include the two evaporator blowers (integral to the evaporator
modules), WEMAC blower, distribution ducting, and air outlets
in the flight compartment and passenger cabin. This system
may also be used to recirculate cabin air for supplemental ventilation without operating the air conditioning.

1

2

1. Passenger Air Vent
2. Aft Cabin AC Outlets
3. Crew Air Vent
With the evaporator blowers and/or WEMAC blower*
energized, refrigerated or
recirculated cabin air is routed
3
through the distribution ducting which makes it available
to the overhead directional air
vents located in the passenger cabin and the flight compartment, and a pair of individually
adjustable outlets located overhead in the aft cabin.
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Air Conditioning System Controls
Controls for air conditioning system operation, located on the
copilot’s right sidewall, include a primary system switch, a
blower speed switch, and a temperature control rheostat.
1. Primary System Switch
The three-position (COOL/
OFF/CIRCULATE), rocker-type
primary system switch controls
the electrically-operated components of the air conditioning
system. Placing the primary
switch in the “COOL” position
simultaneously energizes the
1
3
2
manifold assembly loading
valve, the temperature control
circuitry, WEMAC blower* and
the evaporator blowers at the selected speed. In the “OFF”
position, these components are deenergized. Positioning the
switch to “CIRCULATE” energizes the WEMAC blower* and
evaporator blowers only, allowing cabin air to be recirculated
through the conditioned air distribution system.
2. Blower Speed Switch
The two-position (HIGH/LOW), rocker-type blower speed switch
controls the speed of the evaporator blowers and WEMAC
blower* which are energized through the primary switch when it
is positioned to either “COOL” or “CIRCULATE.”
3. Temperature Control Rheostat
The temperature control rheostat is used to control the temperature of the conditioned air.
WEMAC Blower Switch*
On airplanes 340A0125 and
earlier, a three-position (HIGH/
LOW/OFF), toggle-type
WEMAC BLOWER switch is
provided on the copilot’s left
subpanel. In this installation,
the WEMAC blower may be
energized independent of air
conditioning system or evaporator blower operation.
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On airplanes 340A0375 and earlier, the selected temperature
is maintained by a temperature control switch and a heat temperature control both attached to the right evaporator module.
The normally-open temperature control switch monitors the
temperature of the cabin airflow through the evaporator air inlet,
and is preset to close at a specific “low” temperature. The heat
temperature control essentially applies heat to the temperature
control switch in an amount determined by the position of the
temperature control rheostat. Rotating the rheostat clockwise
increases the amount of heat applied to the control switch. In
this condition, the control switch effectively senses a higher
temperature than that which would cause it to close. As the
temperature of the cabin air decreases sufficiently to override
the heat temperature control, the control switch closes and energizes an air conditioning control relay which interrupts electrical current to the loading valve. With the loading valve deenergized, compressor operation is suspended until the cabin air
temperature increases sufficiently to reopen the temperature
control switch.
On airplanes 340A0401 and after, the temperature selected
with the rheostat is maintained by a temperature controller and
by probes which monitor the temperature of the cabin airflow
through each evaporator air inlet. When sensing a temperature
lower than that which has been selected, the probes signal the
controller to energize an air conditioning control relay which interrupts electrical current to the loading valve. With the loading
valve deenergized, compressor operation is suspended until
the probes sense a temperature greater than that which has
been selected.
Note: When the outside air temperature is greater than 20°F
(-6.7°C), Freon loss and servicing intervals may be reduced by
placing the primary system switch in “COOL” for five minutes
each week.
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Oxygen System
The oxygen system is designed to provide MIL-O-27210 emergency breathing oxygen for the crew and passengers in the
event of a pressurization system emergency occurring at flight
altitudes above 10,000 feet, or when the cabin is filled with
smoke. The standard oxygen system provides distribution
plumbing for the flight compartment and passenger cabin, and
individual outlets for each airplane occupant depending on
seating configuration. An oxygen bottle, regulator, filler valve,
pressure gage, control knob, and nose section plumbing are
installed as optional equipment.
Oxygen Bottle (optional)
Two types of oxygen bottles are available as optional equipment: 11 cu-ft or 76.6 cu-ft. In either installation, the bottle is
secured by clamps to a support located below the forward
nose baggage compartment shelf, and includes a regulator
which reduces bottle pressure to a lower, constant supply pressure. The regulator incorporates a mechanically-operated supply shutoff valve and ports for a supply line, filler line, pressure
gage (capillary) line, and overboard discharge indicator line.
The 11 cu-ft bottle is solely intended to provide supplemental
oxygen during emergency descent. Oxygen duration is calibrated for two different cabin altitude ranges: 14,000 to 22,000
FT and 22,000 to 30,000 FT. Selection of either altitude range is
determined by the color-coding of the oxygen hose assemblies
used, orange for the lower range and red for the higher range.
The flight crew must always use the red color-coded hose
assemblies. The rate of oxygen consumption for the 11 cu-ft
bottle is given in the following table:
Cabin Altitude

Hose Assembly

Consumption

Range
14,000 - 22,000 FT
22,000 - 30,000 FT

Color Code
Orange
Red

Rate
965 PSI/HR
1352 PSI/HR

Note: Some airplanes are delivered with red color-coded hose
assemblies only. If your airplane is so equipped, disregard all
information pertaining to orange-coded hose assemblies.
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The 76.6 cu-ft bottle provides adequate supplemental oxygen
at cabin altitudes of up to 30,000 FT, and for extended duration at cruising altitudes of 23,500 FT or more. This installation
features an altitude compensating regulator, located forward of
the pilot’s instrument panel, which further reduces supply line
pressure to extend oxygen duration at lower altitudes.
Both types of oxygen bottles require a D.O.T. designation which
identifies bottle specification and service pressure. The D.O.T.
designation also identifies the bottle’s life limitation and hydrostatic testing requirements. The 11 cu-ft bottle bears a DOT3AA 1800 designation and requires hydrostatic testing to 167%
of its service pressure every five years. There is no life limitation for this bottle unless failure occurs during hydrostatic testing. The 76.6 cu-ft bottle bears a DOT-3HT 1800 designation
and requires hydrostatic testing to 167% of its service pressure
every three years. Life limitation is twenty-four years from date
of manufacture, or 4380 filling cycles, whichever comes first.
Oxygen Filler Valve
The oxygen filler valve, accessible through the left nose
baggage compartment door,
incorporates a filter and a protective cap. A check valve,
installed in-line between the
regulator and the filler valve,
prevents the escape of bottle
pressure from the filler line or
its connections.
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Oxygen Gage
The oxygen pressure gage, located on the copilot’s sidepanel, provides visual indication of
bottle pressure and is marked
with a yellow arc from 0 to 300
PSI, a green arc from 1550 to
1850 PSI and red line at 2000
psi. When fully charged and
stabilized at 70°F, indicated
pressure should be 1800 PSI
for the 11 cu-ft bottle and 1850
PSI for the 76.6 cu-ft bottle; however, indicated pressure will
vary with ambient temperature. Either bottle will require recharging if indicated pressure falls below 300 PSI.
Overboard Discharge Indicator
Evidence of oxygen bottle
overpressure is provided by
an indicator disc (originally
green in color) located on the
lower left surface of the nose
section below the oxygen
cylinder. Should overpressure
occur, a high pressure rupture fitting within the regulator
would release bottle pressure
through the overboard discharge indicator line. When pressure in this line exceeds 60 ±
20 PSI, the disc is “blown out” providing visual indication that
oxygen was discharged overboard.
Oxygen Control Knob
The oxygen control knob,
color-coded red for the 11 cuft system or black for the 76.6
cu-ft system, is located on the
pilot’s subpanel. When pulled
out, the control knob operates a cable which mechanically opens the supply shutoff
valve, integral to the regulator,
allowing oxygen to flow from
bottle to the individual outlets.
No oxygen should flow from any outlet unless a hose assembly
is connected to that outlet.
CESSNA 340A 09/10
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Note: If the oxygen control knob is left in any intermediate position between fully-in or fully-out, low pressure oxygen may be
allowed to bleed through the regulator into the nose compartment of the airplane.

s

PILOT'S OXYGEN OUTLET

s

PASSENGER OXYGEN OUTLET

Oxygen Outlets
Oxygen outlets for the pilot and copilot are located forward of
the armrest on each flight compartment sidepanel. Four oxygen outlets are installed in the overhead passenger cabin. Due
to differences in seating configurations, the exact location of
the passenger cabin outlets may vary between airplanes. Each
outlet incorporates a spring-loaded valve which prevents oxygen flow from the outlet unless a hose assembly is connected.
Warning: Permit no smoking when using oxygen. Oil, grease,
soap, lipstick, lip balm, and other fatty materials constitute a
serious fire hazard when in contact with oxygen. Be sure hands
and clothing are oil free before handling oxygen equipment.
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Oxygen System Schematic
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Oxygen Masks
Each oxygen mask is attached to its respective hose assembly
which is color-coded to identify its compatibility with the system
installed. The 11 cu-ft system provides orange color-coded
hose assemblies for passenger use at cabin altitudes below
22,000 FT, and red color-coded hose assemblies for passenger
use at cabin altitudes above 22,000 FT and flight crew use at
cabin altitudes above 14,000 FT. The 76.6 cu-ft system provides blue color-coded hose assemblies for passenger and
flight crew use when required.

1

2
3

4
1. Mask
2. Hose Assembly
3. Connector
4. Flow Indicator
		
A connector and a flow indicator are integral to each hose
assembly. Pushing the connector into an oxygen outlet and
rotating it clockwise secures it in position and opens the valve
allowing oxygen flow to the mask. The flow indicator provides
visual confirmation that oxygen is flowing from the outlet. No
oxygen should flow from any outlet unless a hose assembly is
connected to it.
Oxygen masks for each passenger should stored in a bag in
the cabin area. The pilot’s and copilot’s oxygen masks should
be stowed in the pocket provided on each flight compartment
sidepanel. All oxygen masks on board the airplane should be
routinely inspected to verify their condition, and compatibility
with the installed system, especially prior to high altitude operation.
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Variable Cabin Pressurization System
A variable cabin pressurization system is installed as standard
equipment on airplanes 340A1801 and after. Though optional
on airplanes 340A1543 and earlier, the variable cabin pressurization system is common to virtually every 340A produced.
The system provides maximum passenger comfort by allowing
the selection of a desired cabin altitude and rate-of-change
during ascent or descent. Major components of the system
include a cabin outflow valve, cabin safety valve, cabin altitude
controls and indicators, and associated system circuitry and
plumbing.
Pressurization airflow is supplied by the turbocharger compressors. Either turbocharger is capable of supplying adequate
pressurization airflow should failure of the opposite engine or
turbocharger occur, as long as the operative engine is producing 65% of its rated horsepower. Check valves prevent pressurization air back flow to the inoperative engine.
The cabin outflow valve and cabin safety valve, both mounted
in the aft pressure bulkhead below the cabin floor, vent pressurization air overboard to maintain the selected cabin altitude
or pressure differential in reference to the ambient air pressure.
The maximum pressure differential (4.5 ± .10 PSI) is determined
by the structural limitations of the airplane’s pressurized center
section.
Cabin Outflow Valve
The cabin outflow valve functions primarily to regulate the
outflow of pressurization air from the cabin based on pneumatic signals received from the pressurization controller. These
signals establish a reference pressure which is applied to one
side of an internal poppet valve. The other side of the poppet
valve is exposed to actual cabin pressure. The poppet valve is
spring-loaded closed and suspended by a flexible diaphragm
between these two pressures such that the outflow of pressurization air increases when cabin pressure exceeds reference
pressure, and decreases when reference pressure exceeds
cabin pressure. In this way, the outflow valve modulates to
maintain the selected cabin altitude or to effect a desired
change in cabin altitude at a selected rate.
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Positive pressure relief and negative pressure relief functions
are also provided by the outflow valve. Both functions override
the pressurization controller.
Positive pressure relief is provided by a schrader-type valve
suspended by a flexible diaphragm between the reference
pressure control chamber and an ambient pressure chamber
which is vented to the atmosphere. The valve is spring-loaded
closed and factory preset to open when the differential between
reference pressure and ambient pressure exceeds 4.2 ± .10
PSI. Should this occur, the release of control pressure to the atmosphere through the open valve would allow the poppet valve
to modulate toward open, increasing pressurization air outflow.
In this condition, cabin pressure is maintained at the 4.2 ± .10
PSI nominal differential and cabin rate-of-change follows that of
the airplane.
Protection against exceeding the airplane’s negative pressure
structural limits is provided by a flexible diaphragm exposed to
cabin pressure on one side and ambient pressure on the other.
Should ambient pressure exceed cabin pressure, as in during
rapid descent, this diaphragm would raise and lift the poppet
valve open allowing ambient pressure to enter the cabin until
both pressures become approximately equal.
Cabin Safety Valve
The cabin safety valve, similar in design to the outflow valve,
serves as a backup to the outflow valve and provides a means
of depressurizing the airplane. Should failure of the outflow
valve occur, the safety valve is factory preset to maintain cabin
pressure at the 4.5 ± .10 PSI maximum differential and to prevent exceeding the airplane’s positive pressure structural limits.
The valve is spring-loaded closed and held open by airplane
vacuum through an electrically-operated solenoid valve when
the left main gear strut is compressed or when the cabin pressurization switch is set to “DEPRESS.” Negative pressure relief
is provided as in the outflow valve.
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Cabin Pressurization Controller
The cabin pressurization controller, located on the pilot’s
right subpanel, incorporates
two knobs: one for selecting
cabin altitude and another
for selecting cabin rate-ofchange. The cabin altitude
selector features an outer
CABIN ALT scale and an inner
AIRCRAFT ALT scale both
calibrated in feet X 1000. The
selected altitude is indicated by the alignment of an index mark
on the inner (rotating) portion of the selector with the CABIN
ALT scale. The corresponding aircraft altitude is visible on the
AIRCRAFT ALT scale through a window adjacent to the index
mark. The CABIN ALT scale indicates the cabin altitude the
controller is set to maintain. The AIRCRAFT ALT scale indicates
the maximum altitude to which the airplane may ascend without
causing the selected cabin altitude to be exceeded. The cabin
rate selector is marked with an arrow for position reference only.
The body of the controller is divided into three chambers: cabin
pressure, rate pressure, and reference pressure. The cabin
pressure chamber is vented to the cabin through an air sense
port and houses an absolute bellows which is actuated by the
cabin altitude selector. Rotating the selector mechanically
extends or compresses the bellows to a position which sets the
controller to maintain the desired cabin altitude.
The rate chamber houses a rate spring secured to the absolute
bellows on one side and a rate diaphragm on the other. The
rate diaphragm separates the rate chamber from the reference
chamber. Airflow passage between these two chambers is
regulated by a needle valve which sets the controller to provide
the desired cabin rate-of-change according to the position of
the rate selector. Clockwise rotation of the selector decreases
airflow through the needle valve and increases cabin rate-ofchange; counterclockwise rotation increases airflow through
the needle valve and decreases cabin rate-of-change. In the
twelve o’clock position, indicated cabin rate-of-change should
be approximately 500 FPM.
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The rate chamber is also ported to a small tank, located below
the instrument panel, which supplies auxiliary volume to the
rate chamber to provide greater accuracy in cabin rate-ofchange control. Should rate pressure exceed cabin pressure,
a check valve will permit airflow from the rate chamber to the
cabin pressure chamber.
The reference chamber houses a metering valve and follower
spring linked to the rate diaphragm. The chamber is ported
to cabin pressure, airplane vacuum, and the cabin outflow
valve. Cabin pressure enters the reference chamber through
a filtered orifice. The metering valve essentially regulates the
flow of cabin pressure to airplane vacuum to produce the reference pressure which is applied to the outflow valve. When the
metering valve is modulating toward closed, the flow of cabin
pressure to airplane vacuum is reduced and reference pressure
is increased. Conversely, when the metering valve is modulating toward open, the flow of cabin pressure to airplane vacuum
is increased and reference pressure is reduced.
With a desired cabin altitude and rate-of-change selected,
changes in cabin pressure cause the absolute bellows to expand or contract. As it does, the metering valve is repositioned
to maintain the correct reference pressure. Airflow between the
rate chamber and the reference chamber produces a pressure
differential across the rate diaphragm which further influences
metering valve position to provide the correct cabin rate-ofchange.
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Variable Pressurization System Operation
Before takeoff (340A1543 and earlier), the cabin altitude selector should be set to 500 feet above departure field pressure altitude on the outer CABIN ALT scale and the rate selector arrow
should be positioned to twelve o’clock. These settings allow
the controller to “pre-rate” to 500 feet which modulates the outflow valve open to assist the safety valve during unpressurized
operation, and provides sufficient time for the safety valve to
modulate closed before the selected cabin altitude is reached.
After takeoff (340A1543 and earlier) or before takeoff
(340A1801 and after), the cabin altitude selector should be
set to 500 feet above the planned cruise altitude on the inner
AIRCRAFT ALT scale or 500 feet above the destination field
pressure altitude on the outer CABIN ALT scale, whichever is
greater. The rate selector should be positioned to provide a
rate-of-change which will result in the cabin reaching the altitude indicated on the CABIN ALT scale as the aircraft reaches
the corresponding altitude indicated on the AIRCRAFT ALT
scale. As the airplane climbs, the absolute bellows expands
and contracts as minute changes in cabin pressure are sensed.
Expansion and contraction of the bellows is resisted by the
pressure differential across the rate diaphragm such that the
sum of these forces repositions the metering valve to apply the
correct reference pressure to the outflow valve.
During a climb, increasing reference pressure modulates
the outflow valve toward closed such that the selected cabin
rate-of-change is maintained to the selected altitude. As the
airplane reaches the planned cruise altitude at the selected
rate and levels off, the pressure differential across the rate
diaphragm equalizes and the flow of cabin pressure to airplane
vacuum becomes steady. In this condition, reference pressure
becomes essentially constant and cabin altitude stabilizes.
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If required to ascend beyond the altitude indicated on the
AIRCRAFT ALT scale, the controller should be reset to a higher
altitude to maximize passenger comfort and to prevent unscheduled differential pressure control by the outflow valve. If
required to descend below the altitude indicated on the AIRCRAFT ALT scale, resetting the controller is normally not required unless the descent will result in airplane altitude being
less than the selected cabin altitude. In this case, the controller
should be reset to a lower cabin altitude to maximize passenger comfort and to prevent unpressurized operation.
Before descent to landing, the cabin altitude selector should be
set to 500 feet above the destination field pressure altitude on
the inner AIRCRAFT ALT scale. The rate selector knob should
be positioned to provide a rate-of-change which will result in
the cabin reaching the altitude indicated on the CABIN ALT
scale as the airplane reaches the corresponding altitude indicated on the AIRCRAFT ALT scale. During descent, decreasing reference pressure modulates the outflow valve toward
open such that the selected cabin rate-of-change is maintained until the airplane reaches the altitude indicated on the
CABIN ALT scale. Below this altitude, the outflow valve will be
fully open, the cabin will be unpressurized, and cabin rate-ofchange will follow that of the airplane to touch-down.
Note: The desired cabin altitude should be set as early as
practical to provide the lowest cabin rate-of-change. Rateof-change should be adjusted as necessary during ascent or
descent so that the cabin reaches the altitude indicated on
the CABIN ALT scale at approximately the same time that the
airplane reaches the altitude indicated on the AIRCRAFT ALT
scale.
Note: To calculate approximate field pressure altitude, subtract
100 feet from the field elevation for each .10 inHg that the field
altimeter setting is over 29.92 inHg. Add 100 feet to the field elevation for each .10 inHg that the field altimeter setting is below
29.92 inHg.
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Cabin Pressurization Controls and Indication

3

5

1
2
4

1. Cabin Pressurization Switch
The pressurization system is controlled by a two-position switch
located above the cabin altitude selector on the pilot’s right
subpanel. This switch controls an electrically-operated, normally-closed solenoid valve located in the vacuum line to the
cabin safety valve. In the “PRESS” position, the solenoid valve
is deenergized closed, removing airplane vacuum from the
safety valve, allowing it to close and the cabin to pressurize. In
the “DEPRESS” position, the solenoid valve is energized open,
applying airplane vacuum to the cabin safety valve, causing it
to open and the cabin to depressurize. The solenoid valve is
also energized open by the left main landing gear safety switch
to prevent cabin pressurization while the aircraft is on the
ground. The solenoid valve is protected by a circuit breaker
labeled CABIN PRESS.
2. Pressurization Air Controls
Pressurization airflow from each source is controlled by a dump
valve located within each wing root. Each dump valve is mechanically positioned by its associated LEFT AIR or RIGHT AIR
control located on the pilot’s left subpanel. When these controls are pushed fully-in, the dump valves are closed and pressurization air is delivered to the cabin. When these controls are
pulled fully-out, the dump valves are opened and pressurization
air is exhausted overboard.
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3. Ram Air Control
Pressurized or unpressurized modes of operation may be selected using the ram air control located on the pilot’s left subpanel. When pushed fully-in, this control mechanically closes
a valve located in the ram air inlet duct preventing ambient air
inflow and allowing the retention of pressurization air within the
cabin. When pulled out, the ram air valve is opened allowing
ambient air inflow to supplement ventilation primarily during
ground operation. The desired mode of operation should be
selected before takeoff.
4. Cabin Altitude and Differential Pressure Indicator
The cabin altitude and differential pressure indicator, located
on the pilot’s right subpanel, is a combination gage having an
outer CABIN ALT scale displaying cabin altitude in feet X 1000,
and an inner DIFF PRESS scale displaying the differential pressure between the cabin and the atmosphere in PSI. The DIFF
PRESS scale features a green arc between 0 and 4.2 PSI indicating the differential pressure range within the normal operating limitations of the system.
5. Cabin Rate-of-Change Indicator
The cabin rate-of-change indicator displays the rate of cabin
pressure change in feet per minute (FT/MIN X 1000).
Cabin Altitude Warning
An amber [CABIN ALT] annunciator light, energized by
a barometric pressure switch,
is provided to indicate that the
cabin altitude has exceeded
10,000 feet and the use of
supplemental oxygen is required.
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Limitations
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
airplane flight manual or approved manual material, markings
and placards, or any combination thereof for all limitations.
Emergency Procedures
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
airplane flight manual or approved manual material (supplementary checklist) as revised, for procedural information.
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Overview
This chapter will describe the ice protection systems installed
on the Cessna 340A for flight in icing conditions.
Anti-ice systems are designed to prevent the formation of ice,
and should be activated prior to entering icing conditions.
Electrically-powered heating elements are installed in the standard stall warning vane and pilot’s pitot tube for this purpose.
Heating elements are also provided with the angle-of-attack lift
sensor vane (replacing the stall warning vane), copilot’s pitot
tube, and wing locker fuel tank vent(s) when these options are
installed. Static port heating elements and an electrically-heated pilot’s windshield may also be installed as optional equipment.
Deice systems are designed to remove ice which has accumulated. For this purpose, pneumatically-operated boots
attached to the leading edges of the wings and stabilizers, and
electrically-heated boots attached to the propeller blades may
be installed as optional equipment. An alcohol windshield deice
system may also be installed as optional equipment.
The Cessna 340A is approved for flight into icing conditions
as defined by the FAA only when the following ice protection
equipment is installed and operational:
Anti-Ice
Heated Pitot Tube (one minimum)
Heated Stall Warning Vane or Optional Angle-of-Attack Lift Sensor
Vane
Heated Static Ports*
Heated Pilot’s Windshield (panel)*
100-amp Alternators*
Heated Wing Locker Tank Vent(s) (each optional tank installed)
Deice
Propeller Deice Boots*
Wing and Stabilizer Deice Boots*
Wing Ice Detection Lights (left and right)*
* Equipment included in ice protection package FK 194 when
installed.
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Anti-Ice Systems
Pitot Heat
The pilot’s pitot tube and optional copilot’s pitot tube are protected against icing by integral, electrically-powered heating
elements to ensure accurate airspeed indication during icing
conditions.

s

PILOT'S PITOT TUBE

s

PITOT HEAT SWITCH

Control of DC current flow to the heating elements in each pitot
tube installed is provided by a single switch labeled PITOT
HEAT located on the left sidepanel. Circuit protection is provided by independent PITOT HEAT circuit breakers also located
on the left sidepanel.
To prevent overheating of the elements during ground operations, the PITOT HEAT switch should remain in the “off” position
except for system testing. To test the system prior to flight, ensure removal of the pitot tube cover(s), position the PITOT HEAT
switch to “ON” for a period of 20-seconds, and then return the
switch to “off.” If the system is functioning normally, the pitot
tube(s) should be warm to the touch.
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Stall & Vent Heat
The stall warning vane, installed on the leading edge of the
outboard left wing, is protected against icing by an electricallypowered heating element. Control and circuit protection for the
heating element is provided by a switch breaker, located on the
left sidepanel, labeled STALL HEAT.

s

STALL WARNING VANE

s

STALL HEAT SWITCH BREAKER

With optional equipment installed, heating elements in the
angle-of-attack lift sensor vane, wing locker fuel tank vent(s),
and the static air ports are also controlled by the STALL HEAT
switch breaker.
To prevent overheating of these elements during ground operations, the STALL HEAT switch breaker should remain in the “off”
position except for system testing. Operation of the heating
elements on this circuit should be tested before flight by setting
the voltammeter to “BATT” and observing a discharge when
the STALL HEAT switch breaker is positioned to “ON.” Operation of the individual heating elements may be verified by positioning the STALL HEAT switch breaker to “ON” for a period of
20-seconds, and then returning the switch to “off.” If the heating
elements are functioning normally, they should be warm to the
touch.
Additional overheat protection is provided for the stall warning
vane or optional angle-of-attack lift sensor vane during ground
operations by a low heat circuit wired through the left main
landing gear safety switch which limits operating temperatures
when the strut is compressed. Full heat is available only during
flight.
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Windshield Anti-Ice (340A0201 and after)
The optional DC electrically-heated pilot’s windshield incorporates a panel-type heating element, resistance wire heat sensor,
temperature controller, power relay, switch breaker, fuse, and
an annunciator light.
The heated panel conforms vertically to the windshield contour
directly ahead of the pilot’s field of view and is secured by fasteners to the upper and lower windshield frame. The controller
and power relay are located on the forward pressure bulkhead
and function to control the flow of DC power to the heating element based on signals received from the heat sensor embedded in the heated panel.

s

HEATED WINDSHIELD PANEL

s

WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICE SWITCH BREAKER

System activation and control circuit protection are provided by
a two-position switch breaker labeled WSHLD located on the
left sidepanel. Protection for the annunciator circuit is provided
by a 5-amp fuse located on the forward pressure bulkhead with
the temperature controller and power relay.
Windshield anti-ice should be activated before visible moisture
is encountered when outside air temperature is below 4.4°C
(40°F). After icing conditions have abated and/or after landing,
ensure that the WSHLD switch breaker is positioned to “off.” If
the pilot’s windshield is covered with ice, operating the system
for longer than 20-seconds can result in failure of the heating
element and/or permanent distortion of the windshield.
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Windshield Anti-Ice System Schematic

HEATED PANEL

28 VDC CURRENT FLOW
LARGE MAT CURRENT FLOW
TEMP SENSOR CIRCUIT
TEMP
SENSOR

WINDSHIELD
5A
POWER
RELAY

TEMP
CONTROLLER

WSHIELD
ANTI-ICE

SWITCH/
BREAKER

When the WSHLD switch breaker is positioned to “ON,” DC current is supplied to the control circuit and the system is automatically cycled on and off according to signals received from the
heat sensor. When a high temperature limit is sensed, the controller deenergizes the power relay to its normally open position
thereby interrupting DC current flow to the heating element.
As the windshield cools and a preset low temperature limit is
sensed, the controller energizes the power relay closed thereby
restoring DC current flow to the heating element. These heating and cooling cycles are repeated, regulating windshield temperature, as long as the WSHLD switch breaker remains in the
“ON” position.
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System Indication
LOW VOLT
DOOR WARN
A green [WINDSHIELD] annunciator light provides indicaL ALT OUT
R ALT OUT
tion windshield anti-ice system
CABIN ALT
HEATER OVHT
operation. With the system activated, this light should illumiL FUEL LOW
R FUEL LOW
nate during each heating cycle
L TRANS
R TRANS
and extinguish during each
cooling cycle. Failure of the
AC FAIL
BACKCOURSE
light to illuminate or extinguish
WINDSHIELD
SURF DEICE
in this manner may indicate a
system malfunction. Tripping
T&B TEST
A COND HYD
of the WSHLD switch breaker
COURTESY LT
INTERCOMM
to “off” may also indicate a
system malfunction. Failure of
the switch breaker to be reset indicates that the windshield antiice system is inoperable.
System Testing
The system should be tested before flight by observing illumination of the [WINDSHIELD] annunciator when the WSHLD
switch breaker is positioned to “ON,” or by setting the voltammeter to “BATT” and observing a discharge when the switch is
positioned to “ON.”
Note: The WSHLD switch breaker should be positioned to “off”
immediately after the annunciator light and the voltammeter
have been checked.
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Deice Systems
Alcohol Windshield Deice System
The optional alcohol windshield deice system functions primarily to remove accumulated ice from the pilot’s and copilot’s
windshield. The system may also be used as a windshield
anti-ice system by continuous operation in icing conditions, and
during approach to landing. Major components of the system
include an alcohol storage tank, an electrically-operated pump,
a pair of windshield dispersal tubes, and a switch breaker.
The alcohol storage tank is
located in the aft portion of
the right wing locker baggage
compartment and is serviced
through a filler cap accessible
through a door on the upper
surface of the nacelle. Tank
capacity is three-gallons MILF-5566 isopropyl alcohol only.

s

ALCOHOL STORAGE TANK

The electrically-operated
pump, attached to the tank,
delivers alcohol under positive pressure to the dispersal
tubes installed at the base
of each windshield. Each
dispersal tube includes five
orifices which are metered to
provide an optimum alcohol
flow pattern throughout the
airplane’s operating speed envelope. A separate restrictor
s WINDSHIELD DISPERSAL TUBES
orifice is installed in-line to meter
the alcohol for maximum endurance and efficiency.
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System activation and circuit
protection are provided by a
two-position switch breaker
labeled ALCOHOL located on
the left sidepanel. When the
switch is positioned to “ON,”
DC current is supplied to the
pump and alcohol drawn from
the tank is supplied to the
dispersal system. With dispersal tubes installed for each
windshield and the alcohol
s ALCOHOL DEICE SWITCH BREAKER
tank serviced to capacity, nominal flow rate is 20 minutes per gallon and maximum endurance
is one hour of continuous operation.
For operation in continuous en route icing conditions, 1/8" to
1/4" of ice should be allowed to accumulate before activating
the system. Airspeed should be 140 KIAS or below for best results. After icing conditions have abated or after ice has been
removed, ensure that the ALCOHOL switch breaker is positioned to “off.” The system should not be operated longer than
three minutes without alcohol flow
Warning: When using the system during approach to landing, the
ALCOHOL switch breaker must be positioned to “off” at least
20-seconds prior to reaching minimum descent altitude. This
should allow sufficient time for the alcohol film to evaporate so
that a clear field of vision will be available through the windshield.
During preflight inspection the dispersal tubes should be
checked for general condition and cleanliness, and the alcohol tank level should be checked full. Operation of the system
should be tested before flight by positioning the ALCOHOL
switch breaker to “ON” and observing alcohol flow from all five
orifices in each dispersal tube. Allow 10-seconds for alcohol
flow to begin.
Failure of alcohol flow to occur and/or tripping of the ALCOHOL
switch breaker to “off” may indicate a system malfunction. Failure of the switch breaker to be reset indicates that the system is
inoperable.
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Surface Deice System
The optional surface deice system functions to remove ice
accumulations from the leading edges of the horizontal and
vertical stabilizers and from the outboard wings (340A0125 and
earlier), or the inboard and outboard wings (340A0201 and after). The electrically-controlled, pneumatically-operated system
consists of inflatable rubber deice boots, engine-driven vacuum
pumps, associated valves and plumbing, a timer module, pressure switch, and associated controls and circuitry.

3

2

1

1. Outboard Leading Edge Boot
2. Horizontal Stabilizer Boot
3. Vertical Stabilizer Boot
The deice boots are essentially fabric-reinforced rubber sheets
containing built-in, span-wise inflation tubes. Each boot is
bonded by adhesive to the leading edge of the surface being
protected and features a conductive coating which discharges
static electricity. The boots are normally held deflated against
their respective leading edge surfaces by vacuum. When inflated by air pressure, the change in boot contour breaks up ice
accumulations to facilitate removal by normal in-flight air forces.
Air pressure for boot inflation and vacuum for boot deflation is
supplied by vacuum pumps driven by the accessory section of
each engine. Inflation airflow from each vacuum pump is regulated by its associated control valve. The solenoid-operated
control valves function to direct air pressure from the vacuum
pumps to two shuttle valves (340A0125 and earlier), or three
flow valves (340A0201 and after) when energized. When the
deenergized, the control valves direct air pressure overboard.
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The shuttle valves control the supply of air pressure or vacuum
to the boots as a function of air pressure. The solenoid-operated flow valves, provided for the left wing, right wing and
tail, function to control the supply of air pressure or vacuum to
the boots as determined by the timer module. On airplanes
340A0201 and after, check valves are installed in each pump
pressure line to ensure proper functioning of the system in the
event of single-engine operation. During single-engine operation in either installation, gyro suction will drop momentarily during each boot inflation cycle .
System activation is provided
by a spring-loaded, momentary-on type switch labeled
SURFACE located on the left
sidepanel. Once activated,
boot inflation and deflation
occurs in cycles controlled
by a time-delay function integral to the SURFACE switch
(340A0125 and earlier), or by
a timer module (340A0201
and after). Each actuation of
s SURFACE DEICE SWITCH
the SURFACE switch results in
one complete deice cycle. Circuit protection is provided by a
circuit breaker labeled SURFACE DE-ICE also located on the
sidepanel. The system should be activated when ice accumulations of at least 1/4" to 1/2" are present.
Surface Deice System Operation (340A0125 and earlier)
When the SURFACE switch is momentarily moved to the “ACTUATE” position, the control valves are energized open directing air pressure from the vacuum pumps to the shuttle valves
and initiating an inflation cycle of approximately 6-seconds.
When air pressure at the shuttle valve is 1 PSI or more, the shuttle valves open and the wing and tail boots are simultaneously
inflated. Upon completion of the inflation cycle, the control
valves are deenergized closed and air pressure is vented from
the boots through a relief valve integral to each control valve.
When air pressure at the shuttle valve is less than 1 PSI, the
shuttle valves close and vacuum is applied to the boots.
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Surface De-Ice System Schematic (340A0125 and earlier)
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Surface De-Ice System Operation (340A0201 and after)
When the SURFACE switch is momentarily moved to the “ACTUATE” position, DC current is simultaneously supplied to
the control valves and the timer module. In this condition, air
pressure from the vacuum pumps is directed to the flow valves
and the timer module initiates a deice cycle. During the first
sequence of the cycle, the timer energizes the tail flow valve
open allowing the horizontal and vertical stabilizer boots to inflate for approximately 6-seconds. Upon completion of the first
sequence, the timer deenergizes the tail flow valve closed and
energizes the left and right wing flow valves open allowing the
inboard and outboard wing boots to inflate for approximately
6-seconds.
After each 6-second sequence, air pressure is vented from the
boots inflated during that sequence through a relief valve integral to each flow valve. When this vent pressure drops to approximately 1 PSI, the relief valve closes and vacuum is applied
to the boots. Upon completion of the deice cycle, the control
valves, flow valves, and timer module are deenergized and
vacuum is applied to all of the boots.
Each actuation of the SURFACE switch results in one complete
deice cycle. Though the inflation sequences last approximately
12-seconds combined, the time required for the deflation of
all boots results in one complete cycle lasting approximately
45-seconds. System activation may be repeated as necessary
allowing 45-seconds between cycles.
System Indication
LOW VOLT
DOOR WARN
A green [SURF DE-ICE] annunciator light, energized by
L ALT OUT
R ALT OUT
an in-line pressure switch,
CABIN ALT
HEATER OVHT
illuminates to provide indication of system operation. On
L FUEL LOW
R FUEL LOW
airplanes 340A0125 and
L TRANS
R TRANS
earlier, the annunciator should
illuminate during an inflaAC FAIL
BACKCOURSE
tion cycle when air pressure
WINDSHIELD
SURF DEICE
reaches approximately 10 PSI.
On airplanes 340A0201 and
T&B TEST
A COND HYD
after, the annunciator should
COURTESY LT
INTERCOMM
illuminate during each inflation sequence of the horizontal
and vertical stabilizer boots when air pressure reaches 10 PSI.
The light should extinguish when the these boots have deflated.
10-12
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Surface De-Ice System Schematic (340A0201 and after (stabilizer boot inflation sequence))
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Surface De-Ice System Schematic (340A0201 and after (cycle complete/system off))
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During preflight inspection the boots should be checked for
general condition and cleanliness, and for tears or abrasions.
Operation of the system should be tested before flight by momentarily actuating the SURFACE DE-ICE switch to the “on”
position and visually confirming normal inflation and deflation of
the boots as well as illumination of the [SURF DE-ICE] annunciator light.
Ice Detection
Optional wing ice detection lights may be installed on the
outboard side of each engine nacelle. Each light illuminates
the upper surface and leading edge of its associated outboard
wing so that these surfaces can be checked for ice accumulation during night operations. The lights are controlled by a
single switch breaker labeled DE-ICE LIGHT located on the left
sidepanel.

s
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Propeller Deice System
The optional propeller deice
system functions to reduce the
adhesion of ice by utilization
of electrothermal deice boots
bonded to the leading edges
of the propeller blades. Major components of the system
include the boots, brush block
and slip ring assemblies, a repeat cycle timer, a deice ammeter, and associated controls
and circuitry.

1

2

3

4

1.
2.
3.
4.

Brush Block Assembly
Slip Ring Assembly
Deice Boot
Terminal

DC current from the timer is supplied to heating elements
through the brush block and slip ring assemblies. The brush
block assemblies, secured to each engine crankcase, consist
of a mounting bracket and brush holder wired directly to the
timer. The slip ring assemblies, secured to each propeller hub,
consist of a slip ring and spinner bulkhead wired directly to the
boots. Each brush is aligned with its respective contact surfaces on the slip ring such that a circuit exists between them.
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Each boot incorporates separate inner and outer heating elements which are energized or deenergized in cycles controlled
by the timer. To reduce power drain and maintain propeller
balance, each cycle is divided into four heating periods lasting
approximately 34 +/- 6-seconds as follows:
Heating Period 1
Heating Period 2
Heating Period 3
Heating Period 4

Right Propeller/Outer Heating Elements
Right Propeller/Inner Heating Elements
Left Propeller/Outer Heating Elements
Left Propeller/Inner Heating Elements

During each heating period, DC current supplied by the timer
passes from the appropriate brushes to the slip ring and is then
carried by electrical cable to a deice boot terminal at the shank
of each propeller blade. Each terminal provides connections
for its associated outer heating element, inner heating element,
and a common grounding circuit for both. When the elements
are energized, the boots are heated to a point where centrifugal
effect and normal in-flight air forces will remove any accumulations of ice.
System activation and control
circuit protection are provided
by a switch breaker labeled
PROP located on the left
sidepanel. With the switch in
the “ON” position, DC current
is supplied the timer which
automatically repeats the fourperiod cycle until the switch is
returned to “off.”
s

PROP DEICE SWITCH BREAKER

Note: To prevent damage to the paint or fuselage skin which
may be caused during the release of ice from the propellers,
the propeller deice system should be activated early in icing
conditions to limit accumulation.
Caution: Do not operate propeller deice for prolonged periods
when propellers are not turning.
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2
1

4

3

The propeller deice ammeter, located on the instrument
panel, monitors the current
through the propeller deicing
system. During normal operation, the ammeter indicator
needle should remain within
the green arc. Periodic, momentary needle fluctuations
as the system cycles indicates
proper system operation.
Readings below the green arc
indicate that at least one heating element is not operating properly and the propellers are not being deiced uniformly.
Warning: When uneven deicing of the propeller blades is indicated, it is imperative that the deice system be turned off. Uneven
deicing of the blades can result in propeller unbalance and
engine failure.
Limitations
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material, markings and placards, or any combination thereof for all limitations.
Emergency Procedures
Refer to the applicable airplane manufacturers FAA approved
flight manual or approved manual material (supplementary
checklist) as revised, for procedural information.
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Overview
This chapter provides a comprehensive listing of operational
limitations, instrument markings, color coding, and the basic
placards required by the pilot for the safe operation of the
aircraft, its engines, system, and equipment. These limitations
have been approved by the Federal Aviation Administration
and compliance with them is required by law.
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Airspeed Limitations
Airspeed Limitations Table
Speed
Maneuvering Speed
5990 Pounds at Sea Level
VA (Knots)
Maximum Flap Extended Speed
VFE (Knots)
15° Flaps
		
45° Flaps

KIAS
155

160
142

KCAS

Remarks

155
		

Do not make abrupt control movements above this
speed.

		
160
140

Do not exceed this speed with the given flap setting.

Maximum Landing Gear
Operating Speed		
VLO(Knots)

140

140
		

Do not extend or retract landing gear above this
speed.

Maximum Landing Gear
Extended Speed		
VLE (Knots)

140

140
		

Do not extend landing gear above this speed.

Air Minimum Control Speed
82
84
VMCA (Knots)				
					

This is the minimum flight speed at which the airplane is controllable with one engine inoperative and 		
a 5° bank towards the operative engine.

One Engine Inoperative
100
100
Best Rate-of-Climb Speed
		
VY (Knots)			
					

This speed delivers the greatest gain in altitude 		
in the shortest possible time with one engine
inoperative at sea level, standard day conditions
and 5990 pounds weight.

234

234

Do not exceed this speed in any operation.

Maximum Structural Cruising
200
Cruising Speed			
VNO (Knots)

200

Do not exceed this speed except in smooth air
and then only with caution.

Never Exceed Speed
VNE (Knots)
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Airspeed Indicator Table

Marking
Red Radial

KIAS Value
or Range
82

Significance
Air minimum control speed.

White Arc
71 to 142
			
			

Operating speed range with 45° wing flaps. Lower limit is maximum weight 		
stalling speed in landing configuration. Upper limit is maximum speed
permissible with wing flaps extended 45°.

Green Arc
83 to 200
			
			

Normal operating range. Lower limit is maximum weight stalling speed with 		
flaps and landing gear retracted. Upper limit is maximum structural cruising 		
speed.

Blue Radial
100
			

One engine inoperative best rate-of-climb speed at sea level, standard day 		
conditions and 6750 pounds weight.

Yellow Arc
200 to 234
			

Caution range. Operations must be conducted with caution and only in
smooth air.

Red Radial
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Engine Operating Limitations
Number of Engines...................2
Engine Manufacturer.................Teledyne Continental Motors
Engine Model Number.............TSIO-520-N/NB
Maximum Power Limitations Table (Take off and One-Engine Operations)
		
		
Altitude
Feet

Allowable				
Manifold		
Rated		
Pressure
Propeller
Horse		
Inches Hg.
RPM
Power
Time

Max.
Head
Temp.
°F

Max.
Oil
Temp.
°F

S.L. to
20,000

38.0

2700

310

Continuous

460

240

22,000

35.2

2700

285

Continuous

460

240

24,000

32.3

2700

264

Continuous

460

240

26,000

29.8

2700

242

Continuous

460

240

28,000

27.4

2700

219

Continuous

460

240

30,000

25.0

2700

197

Continuous

460

240

Oil Pressure
Minimum................... 10 PSI (Idle Power)
Maximum.................. 100 PSI
Oil Viscosity
SAE Rating
50

Above 4.4 (40)

30

Below 4.4 (40)

Multiviscosity

11-4
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Propellers
Number of Propellers................2
Manufacturer..............................McCauley Accessory Division,
Cessna Aircraft Company
Part Number..............................0850334-38
Number of Blades.....................3
Diameter.....................................6’4.5"
Blade Range (At 30-Inch Station)
Low Pitch........................14.9° ±0.2°
Feather............................81.2° ±0.3°
Operating Limits........................2700 RPM maximum speed
Engine Instrument Markings
Tachometer (Propeller Speed)
Normal Operating 2100 to 2450 RPM......................(Green Arc)
Maximum 2700 RPM..................................................(Red Radial)
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Manifold Pressure
Normal Operating......................................17.0 to 31.5 Inches Hg
(Green Arc)
Conditional Normal Operating..................31.5 to 34 Inches Hg
Manifold Pressure at 2200 to 2300 RPM (Narrow Green Arc)
(a) 2450 RPM Mark at 31.5 Inches Hg Manifold Pressure
(b) 2300 RPM Mark at 34.0 Inches Hg Manifold Pressure
Maximum (20,000 Feet and Below).................... 38.0 Inches Hg
(Red Radial)
Altitude
FT x 1000

Maximum Pressure
In. Hg

20
22
24
26
28
30

38.0
35.2
32.3
29.8
27.4
25.0

Oil Temperature
Normal Operating.....................75 to 240°F..............(Green Arc)
Maximum...................................240°F.........................(Red Radial)
Oil Pressure
Minimum Operating..................10 PSI.......................(Red Radial)
Normal Operating.....................30 to 60 PSI.............(Green Arc)
Maximum...................................100 PSI.....................(Red Radial)
Cylinder Head Temperature
Normal Operating.....................200 to 460°F............(Green Arc)
Maximum...................................460°F.........................(Red Radial)
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Fuel Limitations
Red Radial

Minimum Operating.....0.0 PPH.......... 3.0 PSI

Green Arc

Normal Operating
from.............................10.0 PPH.......... 3.5 PSI
to .............................185.0 PPH........20.8 PSI

Green Dots

45%
55%
65%
75%

Blue Arc

Takeoff
26,000
24,000
22,000

Blue Triangle

Cruise Climb and Best Power
77.5% Power............120.0 PPH........11.4 PSI

White Arc

Takeoff and Climb Power to 20,000 FT
from...........................170.0 PPH........18.5 PSI
to...............................185.0 PPH........20.8 PSI

Red Radial

Maximum Operating.190.0 PPH.......21.7 PSI

Power.................64.5
Power.................77.0
Power.................89.0
Power...............102.0

PPH.......... 5.9
PPH.......... 6.9
PPH.......... 7.9
PPH.......... 9.3

PSI
PSI
PSI
PSI

and Climb
Feet..............121.0 PPH........11.5 PSI
Feet..............134.3 PPH........13.3 PSI
Feet..............149.3 PPH........15.4 PSI

On Face of Indicator:
“FUEL FLOW LBS/HR”
“T.0. AND CLIMB."
“77.5% CLIMB”
“CRUISE POWER”
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Miscellaneous Instrument Markings
Instrument Vacuum
(Red Line)........................... 4.75 Inches Hg
(Green Arc)......................... 4.75 to 5.25 Inches Hg
Oxygen Pressure
(Yellow Arc)......................... 0 to 300 PSI
(Green Arc)......................... 1550 to 1850 PSI
(Red Zone).......................... 2000 PSI
Note: The cubic foot capacity of the bottle installed will be indicated on the face of the gauge.
Weight Limitations
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum
Maximum

Ramp Weight................................................. 6025
Takeoff Weight............................................... 5990
Landing Weight............................................. 5990
Zero Fuel Weight........................................... 5630

LBS
LBS
LBS
LBS

Maximum Weights in Baggage Compartments
Wing Lockers (per side).................................................. 120 LBS
40 LBS per side if wing locker tanks are installed
Nose Bay (less installed optional equipment)................ 350 LBS
Aft Cabin .......................................................................... 340 LBS
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Center of Gravity Limits (gear extended)
Aft Limit.....................155.96 inches aft of reference datum
(30% MAC) at 5590 pounds
155.59 inches aft of reference datum
(29.4% MAC) at 5990 pounds or less
Forward Limit............150.41 inches aft of reference datum
(21% MAC) at 5990 pounds or less
146.09 inches aft of reference datum
(14% MAC) at 5075 pounds or less
(with straight line variation between these
points)
The reference datum is 100 inches forward of the aft face of
the fuselage bulkhead forward of the rudder pedals.
The mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) is 61.68 inches in length.
The leading edge of the MAC is 137.46 inches aft of the
reference datum.
Note: See weight and balance data in Chapter 4 for loading
schedule.
Other Operational Limitations
Maneuver Limitations
This is a normal category airplane. Aerobatic maneuvers, including spins, are prohibited.
Flight Load Factor Limitations
The design load factors are 150% of the following, and in all
cases the structure exceeds design loads.
At Design Takeoff Weight of 5990 Pounds:
Gear Up...................Flaps 0°....................+3.6G’s to -1.44G’s
Gear Down...............Flaps 45°..................+2.0G’s
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Flight Crew Limitations
Minimum Flight Crew for FAR 91 operations is one pilot.
Operation Limitations
The standard airplane is approved for day and night operation
under VFR conditions. With the proper optional equipment installed, the airplane is approved for day and night IFR operations and flight into icing conditions as defined by the FAA.
Maximum Operating Altitude Limitations
Without Oxygen Equipment................... 23,500 Feet
With Oxygen Equipment........................ 30,000 Feet
Cabin Pressurization Limitations
Maximum............................................. 4.2 PSI
Normal................................................. 0.0 to 4.2 PSI
Cabin Shall Be Depressurized During:
Takeoff
Landing
In flight when both engines are operating on hot
alternate air.
All ground operations.
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Introduction
This chapter provides an abbreviated checklist of the recommended procedures for various emergency situations that may
be encountered in the 340A. A thorough understanding of
the aircraft systems and their interrelationships is essential to
successfully cope with an emergency. To aid the pilot in this
understanding, Notes, Cautions, and Warnings have been included
to amplify the procedures.
This Abbreviated Emergency Procedures Checklist is a supplement to the Amplified Emergency Procedures Checklist. The
Abbreviated Emergency Procedures Checklist should not be
used until the flight crew has become familiar with the airplane
and systems. All amplified emergency procedure items must
be accomplished regardless of which checklist is used. Procedures in the shaded areas are immediate-action items and should be
committed to memory.
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Airspeeds for Safe Operation
Conditions:
Takeoff Weight............................................... 5990 Pounds
Landing Weight............................................. 5990 Pounds
Standard Day, Sea Level
Air Minimum Control Speed...................................82 KIAS
Intentional One Engine Inoperative Speed............91 KIAS
One Engine Inoperative
Best Angle-of-Climb Speed...................................95 KIAS
One Engine Inoperative Best Rate-of-Climb Speed,
Wing Flaps UP.....................................................100 KIAS
Engine Inoperative Procedures
Engine Securing Procedures
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

12-2

Throttle ............................................... CLOSE
Propeller ............................................... FEATHER
Mixture ............................................... IDLE CUT-OFF
Fuel Selector..................................... OFF (feel for detent)
Auxiliary Fuel Pump.......................... OFF
Magneto Switches............................ OFF
Propeller Synchrophaser.................. OFF
Alternator.......................................... OFF
Cowl Flap.......................................... CLOSE.
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Engine Failure During Takeoff
(speed below 91 KIAS or gear down)
1. Throttles ............................................... CLOSE IMMEDIATELY
2. Brake or Land and Brake........................... AS REQUIRED.
Note: The distance required for the airplane to be accelerated from a standing start to 91 KIAS on the ground, and to
decelerate to a stop with heavy braking, is presented in the
Accelerate Stop Distance Chart for various combinations of
conditions. The ASD chart appears in the performance graphs
in chapter 10.
Engine Failure After Takeoff
(speed above 91 KIAS with gear up or in transit)
1. Mixtures.....................................................FULL RICH
2. Propellers...................................................FULL FORWARD
3. Throttles.....................................................FULL FORWARD
					
(38.0 inches Hg)
4. Landing Gear..............................................CHECK UP
5. Inoperative Engine:
		 a. Throttle..................................................CLOSE
		 b. Propeller................................................FEATHER
		 c. Mixture..................................................IDLE CUT-OFF
6. Establish Bank.....................................5° toward operative
					
engine
7. Climb To Clear 50-Foot Obstacle......91 KIAS
8. Climb At One Engine Inoperative Best
			 Rate-of-Climb Speed ....................100 KIAS
9. Trim Tabs..............................................ADJUST 5° bank 		
			 toward operative engine with approximately 1/2 ball slip
			 indicated on the turn-and-bank indicator
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10. Cowl Flap ......................................... CLOSE (inoperative
						
engine)
11. Inoperative Engine............................ SECURE as follows:
		 a. Fuel Selector................................. OFF (feel for detent)
		 b. Auxiliary Fuel Pump...................... OFF
		 c. Magneto Switches........................ OFF
		 d. Alternator...................................... OFF
12. As Soon As Practical........................ LAND.
Warning: The propeller on the inoperative engine must be
feathered, landing gear retracted and wing flaps up or continued flight may be impossible.
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Engine Failure During Flight (speed above VMCA)
1. Inoperative Engine.................................... DETERMINE (idle
			 engine same side as idle foot)
2. Operative Engine...................................... ADJUST as required.
Before securing inoperative engine:
3. Fuel Flow CHECK. If deficient,
			 position auxiliary fuel pump to ON
4. Fuel Selectors.......................................... MAIN TANKS
						
(feel for detent)
5. Fuel Quantity............................................ CHECK
6. Oil Pressure and Oil Temperature............... CHECK (shut down
			 engine if oil pressure is low)
7. Magneto Switches.................................... CHECK ON
8. Mixture ............................................... ADJUST. Lean until
			 manifold pressure begins to increase, then enrichen
			 as power increases.
If engine does not start, secure as follows:
9. Inoperative Engine............................ SECURE
		 a. Throttle.......................................... CLOSE
		 b. Propeller....................................... FEATHER
		 c. Mixture.......................................... IDLE CUT-OFF
		 d. Fuel Selector................................. OFF (feel for detent)
		 e. Auxiliary Fuel Pump...................... OFF
		 f. Magneto Switches........................ OFF
		 g. Propeller Synchrophaser.............. OFF
		 h. Alternator Switch.......................... OFF
		 i. Cowl Flap...................................... CLOSE
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10. Operative Engine............................ADJUST
		 a. Power ..................................... AS REQUIRED
		 b. Mixture..................................... ADJUST for power
		 c. Fuel Selector........................... MAIN TANK
				
(feel for detent)
		 d. Auxiliary Fuel Pump................ ON
		 e. Cowl Flap................................. AS REQUIRED
11. Trim Tabs ADJUST 5° bank
			 toward operative engine with approximately 1/2
			 ball slip indicated on the turn-and-bank indicator
12. Electrical Load.............................. DECREASE to
				
minimum required
13. As Soon As Practical.................... LAND.
Note: Auxiliary fuel on the side of the failed engine is unusable. Position operative engine fuel selector to MAIN TANK
and feel for detent if below 1000 feet AGL, or if nearest airport
is within range of fuel remaining in MAIN TANK. If necessary,
range can be extended by using wing locker fuel, opposite
main fuel, or auxiliary fuel on the side of the operative engine.
Crossfeed as required to maintain lateral balance.
Engine Failure During Flight (speed below VMCA)
1. Rudder		 APPLY towards
				
operative engine
2. Power 		 ......................................... REDUCE to stop turn.
3. Pitch Attitude...................................... LOWER NOSE to
				
accelerate above VMCA
4. Inoperative Engine Propeller................. FEATHER
5. Operative Engine.................................. INCREASE POWER
				
as airspeed increases
				
above VMCA
6. Inoperative Engine........................ SECURE
7. Trim Tabs ADJUST 5° bank
			 toward operative engine with approximately 1/2
			 ball slip indicated on the turn-and-bank indicator
8. Operative Engine Cowl Flap . ..... AS REQUIRED.
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Engine Inoperative Landing
1. Fuel Selector................................. MAIN TANK
						
(feel for detent)
2. Auxiliary Fuel Pump...................... ON (operative
						
engine)
3. Alternate Air Control..................... IN
4. Mixture ..................................... FULL RICH or lean as
			 required for smooth operation
5. Propeller Synchrophaser.............. OFF
6. Propeller ..................................... FULL FORWARD
7. Approach ..................................... 104 KIAS with
						
excessive altitude
8. Landing Gear................................ DOWN within gliding
						
distance of field
9. Wing Flaps.................................... DOWN when landing
						
is assured
10. Speed		 ..................................... DECREASE below 94
			 KIAS only if landing is assured
11. Air Minimum Control Speed.......... 82 KIAS.
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Engine Inoperative Go-Around (speed above 91 KIAS)
1. Throttle		 FULL FORWARD
				
(38.0 inches Hg.)
2. Positive Rate-of-Climb.......................... ESTABLISH
3. Landing Gear....................................... UP
4. Wing Flaps UP (if extended)
5. Cowl Flap .................................... OPEN
6. Climb at One Engine Inoperative
		 Best Rate-of-Climb Speed............ 100 KIAS (95 KIAS
			 with obstacles directly ahead)
7. Trim Tabs ADJUST 5° bank
			 toward operative engine with approximately 1/2 ball
			 slip indicated on the turn-and-bank indicator.
Warning: Level flight may not be possible for certain combinations of weight, temperature and altitude. In any event, do not
attempt an engine inoperative go-around after wing flaps have
been extended beyond 15°.
Both Engines Failure During Cruise Flight
1. Wing Flaps UP
2. Landing Gear....................................... UP
3. Propellers ......................................... FEATHER
4. Cowl Flaps.................................... CLOSE
5. Airspeed ..................................... 105 KIAS
6. Landing ..................................... Refer to FORCED
				
LANDING (complete
				
power loss).
Note: Vacuum instruments will be inoperative. Electrical
power available will be limited to the amount of energy contained in the battery.
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Airstart (after feathering)
Airplane Without Optional Propeller Unfeathering System
1. Auxiliary Fuel Pump...................... CHECK OFF. If ON
			 or LOW, purge engine by turning OFF auxiliary
			 fuel pump, mixture to IDLE CUT-OFF, throttle full
			 open, magneto switches OFF, and rotating
			 engine 15 revolutions with starter
2. Magneto Switches........................ ON
3. Fuel Selector................................. MAIN TANK
				
(feel for detent)
4. Throttle ..................................... FORWARD
			 approximately one and one-half inches
5. Mixture ..................................... FULL RICH then retard
			 approximately two inches
6. Propeller ..................................... FORWARD of detent
7. Starter Button................................ PRESS
8. Primer Switch................................ ACTIVATE
9. Starter and Primer Switch............. RELEASE
				
when engine fires
10. Auxiliary Fuel Pump...................... LOW
11. Mixture ..................................... ADJUST for smooth
				
engine operation
12. Power		 ..................................... INCREASE after
			 cylinder head temperature reaches 200°F with
			 gradual mixture enrichment as power increases
13. Cowl Flap ..................................... AS REQUIRED
14. Alternator ..................................... ON.
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Airplane With Optional Propeller Unfeathering System
1. Auxiliary Fuel Pump...................... CHECK OFF. If ON or
			 LOW, purge engine by turning OFF auxiliary fuel
			 pump, mixture to IDLE CUT-OFF, throttle full
			 open, magneto switches OFF, and rotating
			 engine 15 revolutions with starter
2. Magneto Switches........................ ON
3. Fuel Selector................................. MAIN TANK
				
(feel for detent)
4. Throttle ..................................... FORWARD
			 approximately one and one-half inches
5. Mixture ..................................... FULL RICH then retard
			 approximately two inches
6. Propeller ..................................... FULL FORWARD
7. Propeller ..................................... RETARD to detent
			 when propeller reaches 1000 RPM
8. Auxiliary Fuel Pump...................... LOW
9. Mixture ..................................... ADJUST for smooth
				
engine operation
10. Power		 ..................................... INCREASE after
			 cylinder head temperature reaches 200°F with
			 gradual mixture enrichment as power increases
11. Cowl Flap .................................... AS REQUIRED
12. Alternator ..................................... ON.
Note: The propeller will automatically windmill when the propeller lever is moved out of the “FEATHER” position.
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Smoke and Fire Procedures
Fire on the Ground (engine start, taxi, and takeoff with sufficient
distance remaining to stop)
1. Throttles
2. Brakes		
3. Mixtures

......................................... CLOSE
AS REQUIRED
......................................... IDLE CUT-OFF

4. Battery		 OFF (use gang bar)
5. Magnetos ......................................... OFF (use gang bar)
6. Evacuate airplane as soon as practical.
In-flight Wing or Engine Fire
1. Both Auxiliary Fuel Pumps.................... OFF
2. Operative Engine
			 Fuel Selector................................. MAIN TANK
				
(feel for detent)
3. Appropriate Engine.............................. SECURE
		 a. Throttle CLOSE
		 b. Propeller....................................... FEATHER
		 c. Mixture IDLE CUT-OFF
		 d. Fuel Selector................................. OFF (feel for detent)
		 e. Cowl Flap ...................................... CLOSE
		 f. Magnetos................................ OFF
		 g. Propeller Synchrophaser......... OFF
		 h. Alternator................................. OFF
4. Cabin Heater................................ OFF
5. Land and evacuate airplane as soon as practical.
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In-flight Cabin Electrical Fire or Smoke
1. Electrical Load..................................... REDUCE to minimum
				
required
2. Attempt to isolate the source of fire or smoke
3. Cabin Air Controls................................ OPEN all vents
			 including windshield defrost. CLOSE if intensity
			 of smoke increases
4. Pressurization Air Contamination
			 Procedure...................................... INITIATE if required
5. Land and evacuate airplane as soon as practical.
Caution: Opening the foul weather windows or emergency exit
window will create a draft in the cabin and may intensify a fire.
Smoke Removal
1. Source of Smoke.......................... IDENTIFY and
			 ELIMINATE. Refer to procedures concerning
			 airplane fires and pressurization air
			 contamination
2. Use of Supplemental Oxygen....... AS REQUIRED
3. If Source of Smoke Cannot be Eliminated:
		 a. EMERGENCY DESCENT as required
		 b. Cabin Pressurization
			
Switch.................................... DEPRESSURIZE when
			
oxygen requirements are satisfied
		 c. Pressurization
			
Source Selector..................... OFF
		 d. Cabin Vent Control.................. PULL open
4. As Soon As Practical.................... LAND.
Note: Normal airflow through the cabin will remove the contaminated air via the pressurization outflow valves.
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Emergency Descent Procedures
Preferred Procedures
1. Throttles ......................................... IDLE
2. Propellers ......................................... FULL FORWARD
3. Mixtures ......................................... ADJUST for smooth
				
engine operation
4.
5.
6.
7.

Wing Flaps UP
Landing Gear....................................... UP
Moderate Bank.................................... INITIATE
Airspeed ..................................... 230 KIAS.

In Turbulent Atmospheric Conditions
1. Throttles ......................................... IDLE
2. Propellers ......................................... FULL FORWARD
3. Mixtures ......................................... ADJUST for smooth
				
engine operation
4. Wing Flaps DOWN 45°
5. Landing Gear....................................... DOWN
6. Moderate Bank.................................... INITIATE
7. Airspeed ..................................... 140 KIAS.
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Emergency Landing Procedures
Forced Landing (with power)
1. Landing Site.................................. CHECK. Fly over site
			 at 100 KIAS and 15° wing flaps
If surface is smooth and hard:
2. Landing Gear................................ DOWN
		 a. Normal Landing...................... INITIATE. Keep
			 nosewheel off ground as long as practical
If surface is rough or soft:
3. Landing Gear................................ UP
		 a. Approach................................ 100 KIAS with 15°
				
wing flaps
		 b. Pressurization Air Controls...... PULL
		 c. All Switches Except
			 Magneto Switches................... OFF
		 d. Mixtures................................... IDLE CUT-OFF
		 e. Magneto Switches................... OFF
		 f. Fuel Selectors.......................... OFF (feel for detent)
		 g. Landing Attitude...................... NOSE HIGH.
Note: On smooth sod with landing gear retracted, the airplane
will slide straight ahead about 800 feet with very little damage.
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Forced Landing (complete power loss)
1. Mixtures ..................................... IDLE CUT-OFF
2. Propellers..................................... FEATHER
3. Fuel Selectors............................... OFF (feel for detent)
4. All Switches Except Battery.......... OFF
5. Approach ..................................... 105 KIAS
6. If Smooth and Hard Surface:
		 a. Landing Gear.......................... DOWN within gliding
				
distance of field
		 b. Wing Flaps.............................. AS REQUIRED
		 c. Battery Switch......................... OFF
		 d. Normal Landing...................... INITIATE. Keep
			
nosewheel off ground as long as practical
7. If Rough or Soft Surface:
		 a. Landing Gear.......................... UP
		 b. Wing Flaps.............................. DOWN 15°
		 c. Approach................................ 100 KIAS
		 d. Battery Switch......................... OFF
		 e. Landing Attitude...................... NOSE HIGH.
Note: On smooth sod with landing gear retracted, the airplane
will slide straight ahead about 800 feet with very little damage.
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Landing With Flat Main Gear
1. Landing Gear................................ Leave DOWN
2. Fuel Selectors............................... SELECT main tank on
			 same side as defective tire; feel for detent
3. Fuel Selectors............................... MAIN TANKS
			 (feel for detent) before landing
4. Wind should be headwind or crosswind opposite the
		
5.
6.
		
		
7.
		
		
8.
		
9.
		
10.
		

defective tire
Wing Flaps.................................... DOWN 45°
On approach, align airplane with edge of runway
opposite the defective tire, allowing room for a mild
turn in the landing roll
Land slightly wing low on the side of the inflated tire
and lower the nose wheel to the ground immediately
for positive steering
Use full aileron in landing roll to lighten the load on the
defective tire
Apply brakes only on the inflated tire to minimize
landing roll and maintain directional control
Stop airplane to avoid further damage unless active
runway must be cleared for other traffic.

Note: Do not attempt to retract the landing gear if any gear tire
blowout occurs. The affected tire may be distorted enough
to bind the gear strut within the wheel well and prevent later
extension.
Note: Prior to landing, if in-flight time permits; fuel from the
tank on the side of the flat/damaged main gear should be
used first to lighten the load on the wing. However, an adequate supply of fuel should be left in this tank so that it may
be used for landing.
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Landing With Defective Main Gear
1. Fuel Selectors............................... SELECT main tank on
			 same side as defective tire; feel for detent
2. Fuel Selectors............................... MAIN TANKS
			 (feel for detent) before landing
3. Wind		 ..................................... HEADWIND or
			 CROSSWIND opposite defective gear
4. Landing Gear................................ DOWN
5. Wing Flaps.................................... DOWN 45°
6. On approach, align airplane with edge of runway
		 opposite the defective tire, allowing room for a mild
		 turn in the landing roll
7. Battery Switch............................... OFF
8. Land slightly wing low on the side of the inflated tire
		 and lower the nose wheel to the ground immediately
		 for positive steering
9. Moderate Ground Loop................ INITIATE into defective
				
landing gear
10. Mixtures ..................................... IDLE CUT-OFF
11. Use full aileron in landing roll to lighten the load on the
		 defective gear
12. Apply brakes only on the operative landing gear to
		 hold desired rate of turn and shorten landing roll
13. Fuel Selectors............................... OFF (feel for detent)
14. Airplane ..................................... EVACUATE.
Note: Prior to landing, if in-flight time permits; fuel from the
tank on the side of the flat/damaged main gear should be
used first to lighten the load on the wing. However, an adequate supply of fuel should be left in this tank so that it may
be used for landing.
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Landing With Flat Nose Gear
1. Landing Gear................................ Leave DOWN
2. Passengers and Baggage............ MOVE AFT
3. Approach ..................................... 100 KIAS with 15°
				
wing flaps
4. Landing Attitude........................... NOSE HIGH
5. Nose		 ..................................... HOLD OFF during
				
landing roll
6. Brakes ..................................... MINIMUM in landing
				
roll
7. Throttles ..................................... RETARD in landing
				
roll
8. Control Wheel............................... FULL AFT until
				
airplane stops
9. Minimize additional taxiing to prevent further damage.
Note: Do not attempt to retract the landing gear if any gear tire
blowout occurs. The affected tire may be distorted enough
to bind the gear strut within the wheel well and prevent later
extension.
Landing With Defective Nose Gear
1. If Smooth and Hard Surface:
		 a. Baggage and Passengers...... MOVE AFT
		 b. Landing Gear.......................... Down
		 c. Approach................................ 100 KIAS with 15°
				
wing flaps
		 d. All Switches Except
			 Magneto Switches................... OFF
		 e. Landing Attitude...................... NOSE HIGH
		 f. Mixtures................................... IDLE CUT-OFF
		 g. Magneto Switches................... OFF
		 h. Nose ..................................... LOWER as speed
				
dissipates.
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2. If Rough or Sod Surface:
a. Landing Gear.......................... UP
b. Approach................................ 100 KIAS with 15°
				
wing flaps
		 c. All Switches Except
			 Magnetos................................ OFF
		 d. Landing Attitude...................... NOSE HIGH
		 e. Mixtures................................... IDLE CUT-OFF
f. Magneto Switches................... OFF
		 g. Fuel Selectors.......................... OFF (feel for detent).
Note: This procedure will produce a minimum amount of airplane damage and is recommended for short, rough or uncertain field conditions where passenger safety, rather than minimum airplane damage is the prime consideration.
Landing Without Flaps (0° extension)
1. Mixtures ..................................... FULL RICH or lean as
			 required for smooth operation
2. Propellers..................................... FULL FORWARD
3. Fuel Selectors............................... MAIN TANKS
				
(feel for detent)
4. Minimum Approach Speed........... 106 KIAS
5. Landing Gear................................ DOWN.
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Ditching
1. Landing Gear................................ UP
2. Approach ..................................... HEADWIND if high
			 winds. PARALLEL to SWELLS if light wind and
			 heavy swells
3. Wing Flaps.................................... DOWN 45°
4. Power		 ..................................... AS REQUIRED
			 (300 feet per minute descent)
5. Airspeed ..................................... 100 KIAS minimum
6. Attitude ..................................... DESCENT ATTITUDE
				
through touchdown.
Note: The airplane has not been flight tested in actual ditchings, thus the above recommended procedure is based entirely on the best judgment of Cessna Aircraft Company.
Fuel System Emergency Procedures
Engine-Driven Fuel Pump Failure
1. Fuel Selector................................. MAIN TANK
				
(feel for detent)
2. Auxiliary Fuel Pump...................... ON
3. Cowl Flap ..................................... OPEN
4. Mixture ..................................... FULL RICH. Adjust
		 fuel flow to coincide with power setting
5. As Soon As Practical.................... LAND
6. Fuel in auxiliary and opposite main tank is unusable.
Note: If both an engine-driven fuel pump and an auxiliary fuel
pump fail on the same side of the aircraft, the failing engine
cannot be supplied with fuel from the opposite main tank
since that auxiliary fuel pump will operate on the low pressure
setting as long as the corresponding engine-driven fuel pump
is operative.
.
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Electrical System Emergency Procedures
Alternator Failure (single)
1. Electrical Load.............................. REDUCE
2. If Circuit Breaker is tripped:
		 a. Turn off affected alternator
		 b. Reset affected alternator circuit breaker
		 c. Turn on affected alternator switch
		 d. If circuit breaker reopens, turn off alternator
3. If Circuit Breaker does not trip:
		 a. Select affected alternator on voltammeter and
			 monitor output
		 b. If output is normal and failure light remains on,
			 disregard fail indication and have indicator checked
			 after landing
		 c. If output is insufficient, turn off alternator and reduce
			 electrical load to one alternator capacity
		 d. If complete loss of alternator output occurs, check
			 field fuse and replace if necessary
		 e. If an intermittent light indication accompanied by
			 voltammeter fluctuation is observed, turn off affected
			 alternator and reduce load to one alternator
			 capacity
		 f. Restrict load on remaining alternator to 80% of the
			 rated load.
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Alternator Failure (dual)
1. Electrical Load.............................. REDUCE
2. If Circuit Breakers are tripped:
		 a. Turn off alternators
		 b. Reset circuit breakers
		 c. Turn on left alternator and monitor output on
			 voltammeter
		 d. If alternator is charging, leave it on. Disregard failure
			 light if still illuminated
		 e. If still inoperative, turn off left alternator
		 f. Repeat steps c through e for right alternator
		 g. If circuit breakers reopen, prepare to terminate flight
3. If Circuit Breakers have not tripped:
		 a. Turn off alternators
b. Check field fuses and replace as required
		 c. Turn on left alternator and monitor output on
			 voltammeter
		 d. If alternator is charging, leave it on. Disregard failure
			 light if still illuminated
e. If still inoperative, turn off left alternator
		 f. Repeat steps c through e for right alternator
		 g. If both still inoperative, turn off alternators and turn
			 on emergency alternator field switch
		 h. Repeat steps c through e for each alternator
		 i. If still inoperative, turn off alternators, nonessential
			 electrical items and prepare to terminate flight.
Avionics Bus Failure
1. Avionics Master Switch................. OFF
2. Alternate Avionics
		 Power Switch................................ ON.
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Landing Gear Emergency Procedures
Landing Gear Will Not Extend Electrically
1. Landing Gear Circuit Breaker....... CHECK IN with
			 landing gear switch down
2. Landing Gear Motor
		 Circuit Breaker.............................. PULL
3. Landing Gear Switch.................... NEUTRAL (center)
4. Pilot's Seat.................................... ADJUST as required
5. Handcrank.................................... EXTEND and LOCK
6. Rotate Crank................................. CLOCKWISE four turns
			 past gear-down light on (approximately 54 turns)
7. Gear Down Lights......................... ON
		 Unlocked Light............................. OFF
8. Gear Warning Horn....................... CHECK
9. Handcrank.................................... PUSH BUTTON
				
and STOW
10. As soon as practical..................... LAND.
Warning: Maintain a secure grasp on the handcrank during
manual extension of the gear. Never release the handcrank
to let it turn freely of its own accord. If handle is accidently
released, do not attempt to regroup it until the handle stops
revolving.
Note: The handcrank must be stored in its clip before gear will
operate electrically. When the handle is placed in the operating position, it disengages the landing gear motor from the
actuator gear.
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Landing Gear Will Not Retract Electrically
1.
2.
3.
		
4.
5.

Do not try to retract manually.
Landing Gear................................ DOWN
Gear Down Lights......................... ON;
Unlocked Light............................. OFF
Gear Warning Horn....................... CHECK
As Soon As Practical.................... LAND.

Note:   The landing gear should never be retracted with the
manual system, as undue loads will be imposed and cause
excessive wear on the cranking mechanism.
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Flight Instruments Emergency Procedures
Vacuum Pump Failure (attitude and directional gyros)
1. Failure indicated by left or right red failure button
		 exposed on vacuum gage
2. Automatic valve will select operative source
3. Vacuum Pressure.......................... CHECK proper
			 vacuum from operative source.
Obstruction or Icing of Static Source
1. Static Source...................................ALTERNATE
2. Excess Altitude and Airspeed.......MAINTAIN to
			 compensate for change in calibration.
Note: Refer to the Performance Section of your aircraft Information Manual for Airspeed Calibration and Altitude Correction
charts specifying Alternate Static Source.
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Engine Air Inlet Icing Emergency Procedures
(air inlet or filter icing)
1. Alternate Air Control(s)............................. PULL OUT to first
			 detent (cold alternate air position)
2. Propeller(s) ......................................... INCREASE RPM
			 (2550 RPM for normal cruise)
3. Mixture(s)		 LEAN as required.
Cold Alternate Air Inlet Icing
1. Alternate Air Control(s)..................... PULL FULL OUT
			 (hot alternate air position)
2. Propeller(s) ..................................... INCREASE (2550 RPM
							
for normal cruise)
3. Mixture(s) ..................................... LEAN as required
4. Pressurization Air Control(s)............. PULL LH and/or RH
							
as necessary
		 a. With Both Pressurization Air Sources Dumped:
			 1) Ram Air Control....................... PULL
			 2) Cabin Pressurization
				 Switch ..................................... DEPRESSURIZE
		 b. Above 10,000 Feet with both pressurization air
			 sources dumped:
			 1) If Supplementary Oxygen
				 is Not Available....................... EMERGENCY DE				 SCENT TO 10,000 FT
			 2) if Supplementary Oxygen is Available:
				 a) Oxygen Knob..................... PULL ON
				 b) Assure each occupant is using oxygen
			
c) Descend as soon as practical to 10,000 Feet.
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Pressurization System Emergency Procedures
Impending Skin Panel or Window Failure
1. Cabin Pressurization Switch................. DEPRESSURIZE
2. Ram Air Control............................ PULL
3. Pressurization Air Controls........... PULL
4. If Above 10,000 Feet and
			 Supplementary Oxygen is
			 Not Available........................... EMERGENCY
				 DESCENT TO 10,000 FEET
5. If Above 10,000 Feet and
			 Supplementary Oxygen is
			 Available:
		 a. Oxygen Knob.......................... PULL ON
b. Assure each occupant is using oxygen
c. Descend as soon as practical to 10,000 Feet.
Cabin Overpressure (over 4.5 PSI)
1. Pressurization Air Controls.....................PULL
2. Without Supplementary Oxygen....EMERGENCY
			 DESCENT TO 10,000 FEET
3. With Supplementary Oxygen:
		 a. Oxygen Knob............................PULL ON
		 b. Assure each occupant is using oxygen
		 c. Descend as soon as practical to 10,000 Feet.
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Loss of Pressurization Above 10,000 Feet
1. Without Supplementary Oxygen..................EMERGENCY
			 DESCENT TO 10,000 FEET
2. With Supplementary Oxygen:
		 a. Oxygen Knob..........................................PULL ON
		 b. Assure each occupant is using oxygen
		 c. Descend as soon as practical to 10,000 Feet.
Pressurization Air Contamination
1. Pressurization Air Control(s).............................PULL LH and/or
					
RH as necessary
		 a. With Both Air Sources Dumped:
			 1) Ram Air Control.............................. PULL
			 2) Cabin Pressurization Switch.......... DEPRESSURIZE
2. Above 10,000 Feet With Both Air Sources Dumped:
		 a. If Supplementary Oxygen
			 is Not Available.................................... EMERGENCY
			
DESCENT TO 10,000 FEET
		 b. If Supplementary Oxygen is Available:
		
1) Oxygen Knob................................. PULL ON
			 2) Assure each occupant is using oxygen
			 3) Descend as soon as practical to 10,000 Feet.
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Propeller Synchrophaser
Engine Inoperative Procedure
1. Propeller Synchrophaser.....................OFF.
Synchrophaser Failure
1. Propeller Synchrophaser.....................OFF
2. Propeller Synchrophaser
		 Circuit Breaker.....................................PULL.
Emergency Exit Window Removal
1. Cabin Pressurization Switch.......... DEPRESSURIZE
2. Cabin Differential Pressure.................CHECK ZERO
					
DIFFERENTIAL
3. Emergency Release Handle
		 Plastic Cover........................................PULL OFF
4. Release Handle...................................TURN COUNTER
					
CLOCKWISE
5. Emergency Exit Window.....................PULL IN and DOWN.
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Spins
1. Throttles.....................................................CLOSE IMMEDIATELY
2. Ailerons......................................................NEUTRALIZE
3. RudderHOLD FULL RUDDER
			 opposite the direction of rotation
4. Control Wheel.............................................FORWARD BRISKLY,
			 1/2 turn of spin after applying full rudder
5. Inboard Engine...........................................INCREASE POWER
			 to slow rotation. (if necessary)
After rotation has stopped:
6. RudderNEUTRALIZE
7. Inboard Engine (if used).............................DECREASE POWER
					
to equalize engines
8. Control Wheel.............................................PULL to recover from
			 resultant dive. Apply smooth steady control pressure.
Note: The airplane has not been flight tested in spins, thus the
above recommended procedure is based entirely on the best
judgment of Cessna Aircraft Company.
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Annunciators
LOW VOLT

DOOR WARN

L ALT OUT

R ALT OUT

CABIN ALT

HEATER OVHT

L FUEL LOW

R FUEL LOW

L TRANS

R TRANS

AC FAIL

BACKCOURSE

WINDSHIELD

SURF DEICE

T&B TEST

A COND HYD

COURTESY LT

INTERCOMM

Key
Red

Requires immediate attention,
hazardous condition exists

Amber

Requires attention, possible dangerous
condition exists

Green or White

Safe or normal configuration, routine
action

Press-to-test Button
All annunciator panel lights, landing gear position and unlocked lights, propeller synchrophaser light and marker beacon
lights will illuminate when pressed.   The gear warning horn will
also sound if the throttles are retarded or the flaps are extended more than 15 degrees.
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LOW VOLT

Airplane bus voltage is less than 25
volts.

L ALT OUT

Left alternator is not generating.

CABIN ALT

Cabin altitude is above 10,000 feet.

L FUEL LOW

L TRANS

Armed when fuel is transferring, when
transfer is complete and pressure in the
line drops, the annunciator illuminates.

AC FAIL

Loss of AC power has occurred.

WINDSHIELD

T&B TEST

COURTESY LIGHT

DOOR WARN

A1-2

Approximately 60 lbs of fuel remain in
the left main tank.
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Heating elements in the optional electric windshield are operating.
Illuminates when the turn and bank
press-to-test button has been pushed
and power is being provided to the
electrical circuit.
The overhead flight deck floodlight and
main cabin door entry lights are illuminated.
Main cabin door is not secured for
flight.
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R ALT OUT

R FUEL LOW

R TRANS

BACKCOURSE

HEATER OVHT

SURF DEICE

INTERCOMM

SPARE
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Right alternator is not generating.

Approximately 60 lbs of fuel remain in
the right main tank.
Armed when fuel is transferring, when
transfer is complete and pressure in the
line drops, the annunciator illuminates.
Optional navigation equipment is programmed for back course approach.
Heater has reached an abnormal  temperature and has been automatically
deenergized.   Once the light illuminates, the heater cannot be operated
until resetting of the safety device has
been completed.
Optional tail deice boots have reached
full inflation pressure.
The optional flight deck or passenger
compartment microphone switch is
pressed and communication is possible.
Reserved for optional equipment.
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Glossary of Abbreviations and Terminology
The following glossary is a reference of abbreviations and
terminology applicable to airplane operation, non-specific to a
single aircraft manufacturer or type.
Weight and Balance Terminology
Standard Empty Weight
The empty weight of an airplane in standard configuration as documented by the manufacturer, including the
weight of unusable fuel, full engine oil, and full operating
fluids.
Basic Empty Weight
The standard empty weight of an airplane plus all optional equipment installed, used as a basis for loading data
determination.
Payload

The total weight of the crew, passengers, baggage,
cabinet contents, and cargo.

Maximum Payload
The maximum permissible weight of the crew, passengers, baggage, cabinet contents, and cargo as determined by structural limitations.
Usable Fuel
The weight of that portion of the total fuel load which is
available for consumption as determined in accordance
with applicable regulatory standards.
Unusable Fuel
The weight of that portion of the total fuel load which is
not available for consumption as determined in accordance with applicable regulatory standards, including
the weight of residual fuel.
Residual Fuel
The weight of all undrainable fuel remaining onboard
after the airplane has been defueled for weighing purposes in accordance with specified procedures.
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Maximum Useful Load
The maximum permissible combined weight of payload
and usable fuel as determined by structural limitations
associated with ground handling. Equivalent to maximum ramp weight minus basic empty weight.
Ramp Weight
The basic empty weight of an airplane plus payload and
usable fuel prior to engine start. Ramp weight must not
exceed the maximum ramp weight.
Maximum Ramp Weight
The maximum permissible ramp weight of an airplane
as determined by structural limitations associated with
ground handling. Equivalent to maximum takeoff weight
plus the weight of fuel consumed during engine start,
taxi, run-up, and takeoff roll to VR.
Zero Fuel Weight
The ramp weight of an airplane excluding the weight of
usable fuel. Zero fuel weight must not exceed the maximum zero fuel weight.
Maximum Zero Fuel Weight
The maximum permissible ramp weight of an airplane
excluding the weight of usable fuel as determined by
associated structural limitations. Any weight in excess of
this value must be fuel.
Takeoff Weight
The weight of an airplane upon lift-off from the runway.
Takeoff weight must not exceed the maximum takeoff
weight.
Maximum Takeoff Weight
The maximum permissible takeoff weight of an airplane
as determined by associated structural limitations.
Landing Weight
The weight of an airplane upon runway touchdown.
Landing weight must not exceed the maximum landing
weight.
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Maximum Landing Weight
The maximum permissible landing weight of an airplane
as determined by associated structural limitations.
Maximum Weight
The maximum permissible weight of an airplane as
determined by associated design, structural, and performance limitations.
Center of Gravity (CG)
An imaginary point at which the weight of an airplane
is considered to be concentrated, used to determine
proper weight and balance for flight.
CG Limits
The extreme fore and aft limits of CG range within which
an airplane must be operated at a specific weight.
Reference Datum
An imaginary vertical plane perpendicular to an arbitrary
point along the airplane’s longitudinal axis from which all
horizontal distances are measured to determine proper
weight and balance for flight.
Arm

The horizontal distance in inches from the reference
datum to the center of gravity of an object or component.
Arm measurements are expressed in positive (+) inches
aft of the datum and negative (-) inches forward of the
datum.

Moment
A measurement of the rotational force about the airplane’s CG, obtained by multiplying the weight of an
object or component by its respective arm (weight x arm
= moment).
CG Arm
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The horizontal distance in inches from the reference datum to the airplane’s center of gravity, obtained by dividing the total sum of all moments by the total sum of their
respective weights (total moment ÷ total weight = CG
Arm).
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Approved Loading Envelope
Those combinations of airplane weight and center of
gravity which define the limits beyond which loading is
not approved.
Station

The horizontal distance in inches from the reference datum to any position along the airplane’s longitudinal axis.

Jack Points
Specific points on the airplane identified by the manufacturer as suitable for supporting the airplane on jacks.
Leveling Points
Specific points on the airplane identified by the manufacturer as suitable for leveling the airplane.
Tare
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Any weight indicated by a scale before a load is applied.
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Performance and Flight Planning Terminology
Accelerate-Go Distance
The distance required to accelerate an airplane to
takeoff decision speed (V1) and upon experiencing an
engine failure, continue accelerating to takeoff rotation
speed (VR), then rotate, climb, and accelerate to engine
failure speed (VEF) before reaching 50 feet AGL for the
purposes of obstacle clearance.
Takeoff Flight Path
The minimum takeoff climb gradient required to clear
obstacles beyond the end of the runway, measured
horizontally from the distance at which the airplane has
reached 50 feet AGL, and vertically from the surface of
the runway.
Accelerate-Stop Distance
The distance required to accelerate an airplane to takeoff decision speed (V1) and upon experiencing an engine failure, bring the aircraft to a complete stop on the
remaining runway using maximum effective braking.
Maximum Effective Braking
The maximum amount of braking pressure which can be
applied to the toe brakes without locking the wheels.
Clearway
An area beyond the end of a runway not less than 300
feet on either side of the extended center line of the runway, at an elevation no greater than the end of the runway, clear of all fixed obstacles, and under the control of
the airport authorities.
Balked Landing
An aborted landing.
Balked Landing Transition Speed
The minimum speed at which transition to a balked landing climb should be attempted from 50 feet AGL.
Demonstrated Crosswind
The maximum 90° crosswind component under which
adequate control of the airplane during take-off and
landing was actually demonstrated during certification
testing.
CESSNA 340A 09/10
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Maneuvering Fuel
The usable fuel available for all airplane configurations,
provided the maximum sideslip duration is not exceeded.
Aerobatic Maneuver
An intentional maneuver involving an abrupt changing of
the airplane attitude, abnormal attitude, or abnormal acceleration, beyond the requirements for normal flight.
Fix

Any geographic location which can be identified by visual reference or radio navigational aids.

Route Segment
A specific portion of a route identified by geographic or
radio navigational fixes.
Minimum Obstacle Clearance Altitude (MOCA)
The minimum airplane altitude permissible between fixes
which meets necessary obstacle clearance requirements
for a specific route segment.
Minimum En Route Altitude (MEA)
The minimum airplane altitude permissible between
radio navigational fixes which assures adequate signal
reception while meeting necessary obstacle clearance
requirements for a specific route segment.
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Airspeed Terminology
IAS

Indicated Airspeed: Airplane speed as displayed on an
airspeed indicator.

CAS

Calibrated Airspeed: Airplane speed as displayed on an
airspeed indicator corrected for instrument error. CAS
is equal to true airspeed in standard atmosphere at sea
level.

TAS

True Airspeed: Airplane speed relative to undisturbed
air as displayed on an airspeed indicator corrected for
altitude, temperature, and compressibility.

KIAS

Indicated Airspeed expressed in knots.

KCAS Calibrated Airspeed expressed in knots.
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KTAS

True Airspeed expressed in knots.

GS

Ground Speed: Airplane speed relative to the ground.

M

Mach: Airplane speed expressed in numerical proportion
to the speed of sound under standard atmospheric conditions (e.g., Mach 1 is equivalent to the speed of sound
(approximately 642 KTS at sea level)).

G

Acceleration Force: A measurement of force expressed
in numerical proportion to the force of gravity (e.g., 1 G
is equivalent to the force gravity acting on an object at
rest (approximately 32ft./sec2), which in turn determines
the weight of the object). An acceleration force of 2 Gs
acting on an airplane is therefore equivalent to doubling
its actual weight.

V

Velocity: A measurement of airplane speed relative to
specific operating limitations.

V1

Takeoff Decision Speed: The maximum speed to which
an airplane may accelerate before deciding to continue
or abort takeoff according to accelerate-stop and accelerate-go performance limitations.

VR

Takeoff Rotation Speed: The speed at which an airplane
may rotate according to takeoff weight and takeoff performance limitations.
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V2

Takeoff Safety Speed: The speed to which an airplane
must accelerate after rotation before reaching 50 feet
AGL for the purposes of obstacle clearance.

VEF

Engine Failure Speed: The speed to which an airplane
must accelerate after rotation before reaching 50 feet
AGL for the purposes of obstacle clearance with one
engine inoperative.

VX

Best Angle-of-Climb Speed: The speed at which an
airplane will deliver the greatest gain in altitude in the
shortest possible distance over ground.

VXSE

Best Single-Engine Angle-of-Climb Speed: The speed at
which an airplane will deliver the greatest gain in altitude
in the shortest possible distance over ground with one
engine inoperative.

VY

Best Rate-of-Climb Speed: The speed at which an airplane will deliver the greatest gain in altitude in the shortest possible period of time.

VYSE

Best Single-Engine Rate-of-Climb Speed: The speed at
which an airplane will deliver the greatest gain in altitude
in the shortest possible period of time with one engine
inoperative.

VMCA

Air Minimum Control Speed: The minimum speed at
which the airplane is directionally controllable in flight
with one engine inoperative as established by FAA certification procedures. Certification is based on the following conditions: One engine inoperative and secured,
operative engine set for takeoff power, 5° bank towards
the operative engine, gear up, flaps in take-off/approach
position, and rearward most C.G..
At certain variations of aircraft weight and operating
altitude, stall conditions can be encountered at speeds
above VMCA as established by the certification procedure
described above. Under these conditions, stall speed
(VS) must be regarded as the air minimum control speed.

VS
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Stalling Speed: The minimum steady speed at which the
airplane is controllable in flight.
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VSO

Landing Configuration Stalling Speed: The minimum
steady speed at which the airplane is controllable in
flight when configured for landing.

VSSE

Intentional One-Engine-Inoperative Speed: A speed limitation above both VMCA and VS established to provide a
margin of lateral and directional control when one engine
is intentionally failed for the purposes of pilot training.
Intentional failing of one engine below this speed is not
recommended.

VMO

Maximum Operating Limit Speed: A speed limitation
which may not be deliberately exceeded in normal flight
operations. Also expressed as MMO in reference to the
equivalent Mach limitation.

VNO

Maximum Structural Cruising Speed: A speed limitation which may not be exceeded except with caution in
smooth air conditions.

VNE

Never Exceed Speed: A speed limitation which may not
be exceeded under any condition.

VA

Maneuvering Speed: The maximum speed at which
application of full available aerodynamic control will not
structurally over stress the airplane.

VF

Design Flap Speed: The maximum airplane speed at
which the wing flaps may be safely extended to a specific position.

VFE

Maximum Flap Extended Speed: The maximum speed at
which the airplane may be safely operated with the wing
flaps extended to a specific position.

VLE

Maximum Landing Gear Extended Speed: The maximum
speed at which the airplane may be safely operated with
the landing gear extended.

VLO

Maximum Landing Gear Operating Speed: The maximum airplane speed at which the landing gear may be
safely extended or retracted.

VMCG

Ground Minimum Control Speed: The minimum speed
at which the airplane is directionally controllable on the
ground with one engine inoperative as established by
FAA certification procedures.
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Meteorological Terminology
°C

Degrees Celsius: A measurement of temperature relative
to a scale which indicates the freezing point of water as
0° and the boiling point of water as 100° under standard
atmospheric conditions. Equivalent to (°F - 32) x 0.566.

°F

Degrees Fahrenheit: A measurement of temperature relative to a scale which indicates the freezing point of water
as 32° and the boiling point of water as 212° under standard atmospheric conditions. Equivalent to (°C X 1.8) +
32.

Dry Adiabatic Lapse Rate
The rate at which air temperature decreases with increasing altitude under standard atmospheric conditions
without losing or gaining heat energy (approximately
3°C/5.5°F per 1000 feet).
Standard Lapse Rate
The average rate at which air temperature decreases
with increasing altitude without losing or gaining heat
energy (approximately 2°C/3.6°F per 1000 feet), used to
determine freezing levels in the atmosphere relative to
surface air temperatures.
IOAT

Indicated Outside Air Temperature: A measurement of
static air temperature as displayed on an OAT indicator
not corrected for instrument error.

OAT

Outside Air Temperature: A measurement of true outside
air temperature obtained from ground meteorological
sources, or by correcting IOAT for the compressibility
effects of airspeed and altitude, and used as a basis for
airplane performance determination.

Temperature Compressibility Effects
IOAT error corresponding to airspeed and altitude.
ISA
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International Standard Atmosphere: A standardized reference measurement of atmospheric conditions used to
determine airplane performance in nonstandard conditions, assuming the following factors:
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1.
2.
		
3.
4.
		
		

Air is a dry, perfect gas.
Atmospheric pressure at sea level is 29.92 inHg/
1013.2 mb.
Air temperature at sea level is 15°C/59°F.
Air temperature decreases with increasing altitude
by approximately 3°C/5.5°F per 1000 feet to 35,750
feet and zero above that altitude.

Pressure Altitude
A measurement of altitude above the Standard Datum
Plane, a theoretical level where atmospheric pressure
is equal to standard sea level pressure. Equivalent
to indicated altitude when the altimeter is set to 29.92
inHg/1013.2 mb.
Density Altitude
A measurement of pressure altitude used to determine
airplane performance in nonstandard atmospheric conditions. Equivalent to true altitude under standard atmospheric conditions.
Indicated Altitude
An indicated measurement of altitude above the atmospheric pressure to which the altimeter is set. Equivalent
to true altitude when the altimeter is correctly set to the
local reported pressure.
True Altitude
An indicated measurement of altitude above Mean Sea
Level (MSL), a level where atmospheric pressure is
equal to sea level pressure as computed from station
pressure corrected for nonstandard conditions, assuming the indicating altimeter is correctly set and zero
instrument error. Equivalent to pressure altitude and
density altitude under standard atmospheric conditions.
Station Pressure
A measurement of actual atmospheric pressure (barometric pressure) at field elevation.
Local Reported Pressure
A measurement of atmospheric pressure corresponding
to sea level pressure as computed from station pressure
corrected for nonstandard conditions. Used to determine altimeter correction settings required to indicate
true altitude.
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Powerplant Terminology
Horsepower (HP)
A standard unit of measure used to rate engine power
output (e.g., one horsepower is equivalent to the energy
required to lift a weight of 550 pounds to a height of one
foot in a period of one second).
Brake Horsepower (BHP)
A measurement of engine power output available for
airplane propulsion, excluding power loss to mechanical
friction and the operation of engine-driven components.
Maximum Power
The maximum engine power output permissible under
any operating condition.
Rated Power
The maximum engine power output permissible under
specific operating conditions and limitations.
Critical Altitude
The maximum altitude, in ISA conditions, to which it
is possible for an engine to produce 100% of its rated
power.
Maximum Continuous Power
A measurement of engine power output, in ISA conditions, at the maximum RPM and manifold pressure approved for use from sea level to critical altitude for periods of unrestricted duration.
RPM A measurement of engine/propeller rotational speed in
revolutions-per-minute as indicated by a tachometer.
MAP A measurement of manifold absolute pressure in inches
of mercury (inHg) as indicated by a manifold pressure
gage.
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